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FOREWORD 

The decade since R orestutim in AridLu&s was first 
f 

ublished has not been 
kind to Africa’s ari lands. From Senegal to Sudan, eat R season from the mid- 
seventies to 1984 brought less rain to nurture crops, water livestock, and 
sustain households than the average of the previous 70 years. By the early 
198Os, food shortages and the threat of famine had followed drou t across a 
vast crescent of savannas from the Sahel through eastern and sou tP em Africa. 
Millions of peo le faced starvation; for hundreds of millions of others, the 
hardslnps of lllrfl life steadily deepened. 

Statistics on Africa sketch a troubled future. The continent’s population, just 
over 400 million people in 1975, has ex anded to 583 million m 1986, and 
will increase by an additional 16 mil ion this year. The UN Food and f 
Agriculture Organization estimates that 2.3 million hectares of Africa’s open 
woodlands--an area nearly the size of Rwanda--are stripped for fuel or cleared 
to make way for new cropland each year. Much of this farmland, unsuited to 
sustained cultivation, produces less millet and sorghum per acre than more 
fertile areas tilled a generation ago. Despite the increase in cropland, harvests 
per person are declinmg. 

The statistics don’t measure the degradation of standing trees, the 
overcollection of branches for fuel and foliage for fodder, or the careless 
supervision of flocks of sheep and goats that nibble tree seedlings as they 
sprout. Savanna woodlands, the natural plant and animal diversity the once 
sustained, and the fertility of cropland are, like Africa’s rural peop e, the r 
victims of environmental deterioration that is difficult to quantify but 
impossible to escape. 

Few circumstances could be more hostile to the success of reforestation 
efforts. And yet the last decade has been one of notable progress. Support for 
forestry has mcreased in both aid agencies and African governments, and tree 

i 
laming projects today are better matched to the needs of rural communities. 
arly emphasis on plantation-based fuelwood production has given way to 

more centralized community forestry approaches that involve local people in 

P 
reject planning. Recognition that trees can enhance the fertility of agricultural 

Acuczo (I brdu, 
and has FrnTd research on atmforesy Native African trees rangin from 

lamed m mrllet 
windbreaks an 

elds to 1x nrtrogen and boost crop yre ds, to 
living fences of Ziziphus spinachristi, are today considered a 

key to restoring agricultural productivity on West Africa’s degraded croplands. 
Prominent and well-publicized success stories, like CARE’s windbreak project 
in the Majjia Valley in Ni er, 
community needs can succee f 

show that tree planting compatible with 
even in harsh settings. 



Reforestation has become a centerpiece cf rural develo 
F 
ment in arid lands, a 

ke 
J 

to conservin 
ucing the hards fl 

soil and wat,cr supplie.~, securin 
ips of rural life. Accord::-iy, the c i? 

ood Production, and 
re ahence >,f d.mstation 
has grown more complex. Foresters must understand how t&r; specitis Autewct 
with their environments, match trees to the cultural needs, predispositions, and 
idiosyncracies of rural communities, and coordinate the a.gendas of 
develo 
enoug fl 

ment agencies with the limitations of local bureaucracies. It IS no longer 
to know forestry alone; foresters must be advocates, ioboyists, 

account,ants, fund raisers, negotiators, and diplomats as well, perhaps all in the 
same afternoon. 

This new edition of Reforestation in Arid Lands is a comprehensive reference 
for people plantin g trees. Part field guide, part plantin 
introduction to the legal and social context of reforestation, the %o 

manual, part 
ok distills the 

lessons of forestry successes in dozens of countries. Few development 
activities confront so directly the fun&mental hurnar; dnd environmental 
problems that undermine development and prolong impoverishment throughout 
Africa’s arid lands. Few can match the lasting satisfaction derived from tree 
planting projects that become self sustaining. 

Edward C. Wolf 
Worldwatch Institute 

Washington, D.C. 



n INTRODUCTION 

Wherever people live, they make demands upon the earth. People need land 
and water to rarse crops and livestock; they use wood to build houses and cook 
food. Trees provide a myriad of other products that are used as household 
necessities, as well as to add comfort, beauty and flavor to daily existence. The 
demands of human populations on forests, lakes, and agricultural land are 
increasin 
use of a ready limited resources have added to f 

, while resources are decreasing. Fire, over 
tf? 

zing, and uncontrolled 

drou ht. Although natural resources am being ra 
e hardshi s caused bJ 

worl % P 
idly used up t&o 

, the demand for them can be met if pea 
ughout the 

B 
e 

sustained use. More and more countries aroun 
plan for their continued, 

solve such 
the world are now trying to 

roblems and are taking steps to stop the depletion of their national 
resources. i eforestation and revegetation projects are among the most effective 
approaches to bringing about a restored, sustainable resource base. 

The subject of this manual is reforestation in arid and semi-arid lands, 
specificall 
jointly by t 

in Sub-Saharan Africa. The first edition of this manual, published 
eace Corps and VITA, was an attempt to resent current state-of- 

the-art exam les of reforestation methods used in F;J est Africa. This new 
edition has a & roader geo 
of eastern and southern A if 

raphic focus, drawing on experience in dry regions 
rica as well. 

While the manual focuses on Africa, many of the problems that project 
planners face are similar throughout the world. The major obstacles to 
reforestation pro 
social context wi kin 

rams are usually caused by a lack of understanding of the 
* 

lack of technical ex 
which the programs must be carried out, rather than by a 
ertise, equipment, or funding. Local acceptance of a 

project is indispensab e to widespread participation in project activities, which P 
m turn is essential to ensure seedling protection and survival. Reforestation 

P 
rejects will he willingly accepted only if they address specific needs that are 
ocally recognized as hi@ priority problems within the community. This book 

deals with the broad subject of project design and implementation, and presents 
methods and planning guides useful in different cultural contexts. 

Reforestation efforts are generally begun for three important reasons: 1) to 
conserve and protect soil and watersheds; 2) to increase the availability of 
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forest products; and 3) to enhance the physical environment of human 
habitattons. Reforestation programs have been undertaken to provide: 

o erosion control -- trees and shrubs to keep water and wind from carrying 
away rich topsoils that contaip the nutrients that mclke the land fertile. 

o production of adequate sup lies of s cific roducts--wood for fuel and 
construction, fruit and nuts or food, odder f P”f or livestock, etc. 

o protection--trees to provide shade for people and animals. 

But reforestation is only one component of larger land management endeavors. 
Increasingly projects are being designed with the understanding that it is 
unreahstic to separate reforestatron from overall revegetation and conservation 
programs. Range and farm management, sand stabihzation, agroforestry, and 
other similar activities are undertaken--ideally--as interdependent parts of an 
integrated land use system. 

The tme plantin 
establishment o P 

techniques covered in the first edition dealt mainly with the 
small woodlots and community forestry projects. These small, 

isolated stands of trees, usually plauted on communally owned land, have only 
a minimal effect on the environment. In the almost ten years that have elapsed 
since then, the importance of thinking more broadly in terms of revegetation is 
now apparent. More projects are now aimed at encouragin 
trees on their own ptopert , as well as on public land. 

farmers to plant 

shrubs, bushes, grasses, an d 
% stablishment of 

other round cover, as well as trees, is needed 
on many sites that do not have suf tcient ve P 
the evolution of this understanding, a new c. R 

etative protection. Recognizin 
apter on Agrofcres 

? 
and S.oi K 

Ee;;rvsatron reflects the broader range of actrvttres that compnse re orestatlon 
. 

The first edition of this manual was based on the collective experience of 
project planners, foresters, nursery workers, and local farmers and herders. 
Additional information on nursery operation and seedling production has been 
included in this edition, and sections have been added covering propagation 
from cuttings, harvestin 
difficult sites. Chanter f 

methods, and special procedures for tree planting on 
, Soil Properties, has also been rewritten to be more 

practical for actual Geld conditions. 

The book has also been reorganized to give the material a more logical flow. 
Chapter 2 presents the environmental and political framework of an 
agroforestry project, and lists key elements for success. Subsequent chapters 
progress through the various steps involved in the start-up of a reforestation 
ro ram. 

!!!4 
Project design and other aspects of planning are covered in Chapter 

hapter 4 provides some background on soil properties that influence site 
and species selection, which are discussed further m Cha 

ives more detailed information on nurse 
ter 5. Chapter 6 

5 hapter 7 outlines the steps involved in t x 
planning an B preparation, and 

activities. 
e organization of tree-planting 

Chapter 8 describes various methods used in the design of 
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a 
% 

roforestry and soil conservation systems, and Chapter 9 covers some 
a ditional special subjects. 

The appendixes are also worthy of special note: 

o Appendix A--a directory of 165 tree species found in arid Africa. 
Synonyms and common names are given as available. Brief pictorial 
vtews of each tree--a leaf, flower, branch, etc.--are provided for most of 
the species. Where possible, information is given on the uses of the tree 
(not a comprehensive listing, but an indicator of the value of that tree for 
certain purposes). 

o Appendix B--an expanded look at 30 of the trees highlighted in A 
A. Each of the trees is treated individuall 
of having comprehensive data sheets x 

in an attempt to show tR 
pendix 
e value 

at can be used to guide field 
activities. For example, the sheet has spaces for listin 
data (such as time needed in the nursery bed or pot) and or notin f 

relevant nursery 

criteria (such as the soil and water requirements of each tree). If 
planting 
opefully, 

as reforestation efforts continue and more project data are recorded, these 
information sheets will become a more complete and important data bank. 

o Appendix C--maps and charts explaining climate and rainfall, soil, 
vegetation, and characteristics of sub-Saharan Africa. 

o Appendix D--a listing--expanded for this edition--of other information 
sources and of bibliogra;ohic material which those who require further 
mfonnation and assistano~ will find extremely valuable. 

The manual assumes basic familiarity with reforestation terms and methods. 
For example, it takes for granted that the reader will be familiar with laterite 
soils and with the use of such forestry tools as climate maps and vegetation 
charts. 

The text uses only one Latin name for each tree. However, some trees are 
known by two or more Latin names; these synonyms are given in Appendix A. 
More than one name per tree can result from any of several causes: a tree may 
have been “discovered” and named by several different people; disagreement 
may exrstarnong the experts as to whether a certain tree is a species or a variety 
of a spectes; the difference may simply be in spelling because of phonetic 
dissimilarities among the languages of forestry people. 



2 PROJECT FRAMEWORK 

This chapter presents some guidelines or characteristics of forestry and 
conservatron programs that must be taken into consideration earl on m the 

F 
lanning process. Some decisions must be made as earl 
or the next phase in the 

as gossib e, in order 7 

chapter discusses some o P 
reject planning process to ollow smoothly. This ? 
the issues that require careful consideration at the 

outset of project initiation. At all stages of a project, members of the affected 
community should be drawn into the decision-making process. Community 
artici ation is 

p-P P ldentr rcation o 
articularly important in project initiation, es 
specific 

ai 
roblems that need to be solved an B 

ecially in the 
the setting of 

resource management go and objectives. 

Each individual project will require much more detailed planning as well. 
Selecting suitable sites, determinm 

f 
the best trees to 

and makmg sure that equipment an materials are ava fI 
lant for a gtven purpose, 
able are preparanons that 

require good coordination and organization from the beginning. All of these 
decisions, which are discussed in detail in subsequent chapters, must be made 
in the context of the political, social, and environmental considerations 
presented here. 

Preliminary Considerations 

Among the man 
management invo r 

variables that must be considered early on, good land 
ves: 

o taking into account social and cultural issues; 

o using resources only on a sustained yield basis, that is, replacement of re- 
sources at the same rate that they arc being used; 

o producin the highest 
through ti 

ossible net income obtainable for any given atea 
e best use of and as determined by the local commumty; P 

o im roving, developing, and conserving natural resources for the future; 
an B 
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o recognizing that conservation and production arc interdependent, and that 
in the long run, neither is possible without the other. 

All programs to conserve or develop natural resources--land, water, soil, trees, 
and other vegetation--must keep these factors in mind. 

Project Goals 

The first step in planning, then, is to determine what specific problems exist 
that the community wants to solve. Once a problem has been Identified, it is 
then possible to discuss what the project’s goals should be. It is im ortant to 
plan realistically in determining the project goals, the time frame wi tli in which 
they are to be accomplished, and how they can be achieved within an overall 
resource management framework. Some questions that should be asked am: 

o What problems will the project address? How will the project help to solve 
these problems? 

o Does the reject have a 
duction? Ire there multip P 

redominant objective--either protection or pro- 
e objectives? 

o What will the social effects of the pro’ect be? Is the reject oriented 
towards communal efforts or individual armers and house l R olds? How will 
it affect different people’s lives and incomes? 

0 If the pro’ect is a community or coo 
responsi i 

rative effort, how are its benefits and 
ilities to be distrtbuted? 5 ill some people benefit more than 

others? 

Community Involvement 

Early input from local eo le is crucial to success. Foresters and other 
conservation personnel s 1 P ou d encourage community members to take art in 
all as 

EC 
cts of project design, 

ause there are usua s 
lanning, and implementation. This is not a ways P 

easy, 
may conflict. 

y local, national, and international concerns that 
Nonetheless, a conservation project must be supported by the 

people living in the area or it will not work. 
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Although Iand and resource use is largely controlled by government agencies, 
most communities have had some experience in managing their own 
environment. Strong traditions often exist to regulate use of natural resources, 
as welI as procedures for allocating these resources among members of the 
community. There may also be customs re 
efforts on projects, decision making, and bl 

at-ding individual or cooperative 
rstribution of benefits. It 1s up to 

pro&t planners to find out what approaches will be acceptable within the local 
d tra itions and community structures. 

Local pea le are often the ones who ate asked to give land for a 
go 

reject, 
rovide Ia 

L 
r, or participate in other ways. Usually a reforestation ef ort will f 

vetobesu 
project shou fir 

rted by people for several ears before results can be seen. A 
not be started, therefore, L fore communities ate ready to 

sustain the effort. To make this commitment, residents must believe that 1) the 
project will address problems that they have identified and consider to be hi h 
priority needs; 2) the project will affect their environment and lives positive f 
and 3) the results will be worth the effort. 

y; 

Ideally the impetus for starting a reforestation project should come from within 
the communrty itself. Sometimes erosion and wood shortages may be 
recognized as growing 
efforts to counteract tf 

roblems, but the community may not acttvely initiate 
e problem for various reasons. Other problems or 

shortages may seem more urgent, or there may be a widespread belief that the 
environment is he 
Environmental pro ii 

ond the resources or power of the community to than 
t.i 

e. 
lems arc closely linked, however, with other problems at 

most concern rural people, such as those affecting agricultural production and 
health. There is a rowing awareness within conservation circles of the 
importance of these u&ages to rural development programs. P 

Project planners, therefore, often try to create interest in projects that will 
control wind and water erosion, and which will also result m increased food, 
forage, and wood production. In such cases project planning should always be 
in line with what people can and want to do. If the results of such projects are 
likely to take years to show, local residents may look for more immediate 
benefits, such as individual 
project should make every e k 

otted trees they can plant for shade or fruit. The 
ort to respond to this level of need by providing 

the recptested trees. This will lead to increased community support for the 
project, makin: it easier to convince the community of the necessity of the 
project over tl- 2 long term. 

The Conservation Community 

The conservation community includes everyone. Particular1 
being carried out locally, foresters and extension agents 

when projects are 
o r ten must act as the 

intennediies between the people involved at various levels. They must contact 
farmers individually, work through such traditional authorities as village chiefs 
and elders, and involve representatives of various local, district, and national 
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government bureaus and agencies. They must also work cooperatively with 
representatives of all sectors of the local economy to ensure maximum 
cooperation between technical representatives and those concerned with social 
programs. 

There is a lot of informal instruction to be done in order to sell a forest or 
resource management pro’ect and plan for smooth program operation. 
“teaching,” when done we ii 

%I is 
, 

the 
lays a good foundation for the entire effort, and 

exp am, bring- to P 
foject. has a much better chance of success. Often it is necessary to 

ether, and reconcile a number of interest groups, some of 
which have wade y differing ideas about the same project. Such cooperation K 
sometimes -means fag-an advisory role to a certain agency or undertaking 
responstbibty for a special project. Of course, coordinating the groups and 
interests involved in a fores 
patience, dipIomacy, a@ sk’ ‘13; 

project is all part of pro’ect planning; it requires 
to resolve the potenti af conflicts between local 

populattons need to uttlrze the available resources and the national agencies’ 
mandate to protect them. 

Natwrd Resource Policies 

Among the first issues to consider in initiating a new project are national 
pohctes, the laws and regulations that govern natural resource use. In most 
African countries, concern for natural resource management has led to the 
establishment of certain areas for special purposes. These areas, called forest 
reserves, classified forests, wildlife preserves, 
be identified on large-scale government maps. Al 

arks, or special reserves, can 
e use of these public lands is 

regulated by government agencies through national legislation. In areas that 
have not been set aside in this manner, land use and tenure are frequently 
controlled b 

r 
the government as well. Regulations can be complex, and vary a 

great deal rom country to country, according to national laws and local 
customs. These laws can have far-reaching effects on the lives of rural 
inhabitants. For example: 

o Fe setting of bush fires to clear fields may be controlled, limited to certain 
trmes of the year, or prohibited altogether. 

o Permits may be required to harvest certain species of trees, even if they are 
growing on 
use them. 8 

rivate property or were planted by the person who wishes to 
btaining a permit often involves payment of a fee to the 

regulating agency. 

o Other tree species may be protected by law. Cutting, grazing, or any 
destruchve use of these trees may be forbidden under any ctrcumstances. 

o Forest service agents may often be res nsible for the enforcement of these 
laws as welI as for the collection of ees and fmes. Rural residents may !? 
tend to regard the foresters as police, rather than as extension agents, 
conservahomsts, or natural resource managers. 
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Most countries have at least one agency that is responsible for developing, 
managing, and protecting natural resources. Revenues raised from permits and 
fmes may be used to pa administrative and operatin costs of these and other 
government agencies, o r ten through a specially estab f lshed “forestry fund.” 

Project planners must determine why the land is being used or not used for a / 
particular purpose. They must become aware of the policies and regul$ons 
regarding resource and land use if they are considering an change 111 the 
current pattern. One cannot begin a tree- 
assessing the given location in terms of a8 

lanting program wi x out thoroughly 
the natural resources and the current 

land use situation. 

Present Land Uses 

What is the land suited for now? What could the land 
T 

reduce if changes were 
made? Would the new use he better than the old. Local customs, soils, 
topography, vegetation, and water supply all must be studied before th?se 
uestions can be answered fully. Rural inhabitants who will partici 

9 ores 
2 

project or be affected by it in any way should be involved in arl 
ate m a 
as cts 

of lan use planximg. Procedures for making these decisions at the local p” eve1 
should he agreed upon at an early stage in the project planning process. 

Because the issues regarding distribution of benefits and responsibilities 
become so complicated in communit 
to work with individual farmers or ii 

projects, it is sometimes more effective 
ouseholds. The individual project sites 

may be smaller, but the can serve as demonstrations for other members of the 
community. This often Ls 
an individual basis as well. 

the effect of motivating others to join the project on 

An important as 
land can be use 8” 

ct to consider when evaluating a location is whether or not 
for growing crops that allow people to su 

rl Above all else, the people livmg in that area must get enoug 
port themselves. 
from the land to 

live. For each tree that is 

P 
reduction for other agricu tural pu P 

lanted, a certain amount of land is taken out of 

r 
ses. Because trees take a comparatively 

ong time to mature and be harveste , it is difficult for many farmers to take the 
risk of committing their land to forestry for so long. As a result, even if a 
staple crop the 
market terms, x 

grow is not as valuable by itself as a cash crop might be in 
e land may already be serving its most important function. 

First priority always is and must be 
needed for food or for market. It proba fi 

iven to agricultural products that are 
ly would not be the best use of the land 

to plant a woodlot on a site where rice or bananas can be grown, and where 
there is a good market for such crops. What might be called secondary 
subsistence needs must also be kept in mind. These are uses of the land and 
trees that fill other needs--wood for fuel; rass for thatch; fruits and plants for 
medicine and food, material for cordage, f etergents, tanning, and dyes. 

If the area is now filling one or several important purposes certain questions 
should be raised. Would land use be improved by a forestry or conservation 
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project? Which conservation efforts would im rove land use? Where should 
they be located? What special efforts--such as # 
terracin 

rrebreaks, planting field trees, 

theland! 
or planting an orchard--would increase the value and usefulness of 

Are wind erosion controls, such as windbreaks, or water erosion controls 
needed around farm lands? Are there places that are not now being farmed 
where crops could grow if they were protected? Gentle side slopes may be a 
good place to row some farm crops if the field can be protected against 
erosion. Carefu observation and detailed study of the project area provide 5 
answers to such questions. 

Once the project planners have corn leted an initial assessment of land and 
resource use, have carefull 
problems, and have agree d 

evaluate cf the local situation in terms of needs and 
upon the project goals, it is necessary to begin a 

more detailed planning process: the project design 

Key Elements for Project Success 

The following is a checklist of keys to successful forestry projects. These are 
particularly important to keep in mind during the planning sta es. Some of 
these topics have ahead 
discussed in more detail e sewhere in the text. r 

been mentioned in this chapter, whl e others are 4 

o Start small. Initial project efforts should be kept to a modest scale. If 
they are successful it wrll be easy to expand them later on. 

o Encourage existing conservation activities. Village level nurseries, 
wqodlpts, windbreaks, and other erosion control measures may already 
exrst m the area. Concentrate efforts on improving and extending 
technologies that are already in place, rather than rntroducing new ones. 

o Individual vs. communal activities Projects that can be implement- 
ed only through communal efforts may not take into account the most 
effective means for extending reforestation efforts. Project planners should 
consider working with indivtduals on their own property as well. 

0 Local articipation. 
about J! 

Rural inhabitants have a wealth of knowledge 
eir environment that they can contribute to project planning. Their 

participation is necessary to encourage that local needs and expectanons are 
met. 

o Soil and water studies. It is vital to obtain all available data on soil and 
water qualit . 
laboratory. d 

If possible, samples should be analyzed by a qualified 
is should take place early so that the information can be used 

in species and site selection. 
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o Species selection. Indigenous 
$” 

ties should be considered as well as 
exotics. If possible, use a mixture o several species. 

o Seed sources. Select s 
f 

ties and identi 
to be obtained locally it wr ? 

seed sources early. If seed is 
be necessary to ocate good quality arent trees 

and train seed collectors. The genetic 
i?i 

i uality of the planting stoc can make 
the difference between success and f ure. 

o Land use. The productivity of farming systems should be maximized 
through integration of conflicting land uses (agriculture, forestry, 
livestock). 

o Protection. Many lamed trees die due to a lack of protection from ests, 
livestock, fire, an B 
these problems. 

other threats. Prepare a protection package to de s with 

o Benefits. An equitable distribution of benefits will ensure continued in- 
terest in the protect. 

o Evaluation pIa+ Once project goals have been decided,.a set of criteria 
for ongoing 
surethatg o&i 

mggc\mcAng and future project evaluanon will help en- 
. 



3 PROJECT DESIGN 

Once the long-range goals of a project have been determined, community 
participation estabhshed, and alternatrve land uses carefull 
m which the project will be implemented must be decide B 

evaluated, the yay 
n 

involves detailed technical 
. The project desr 

lanning and other considerations that must L 
integrated into the overall orestry or a P 
complex aspects of 

roforestry project. One of the most 

and the matching o F 
reject design IS the c $ oice of sues for reforestation efforts, 
appropriate species to the site conditions. Because these 

decisions are so Important, they are discussed in separate chapter+ Cha 
provides an introduction to site evaluation in terms of soil propertres an B 

ter P 
then 

mfluence on 
environmental actors on site and s F 

lant growth. Chapter 5 deals with the effect of other 
ties selection, as well as considerations 

such as project purpose, human pre p” erences, and legal constraints. 

Other issues in project design involve options for regeneration of plantations or 
natural forests, seasonal considerations, water avarlability, site use planning, 
and protection of the growing stock. Project planning also includes 
pre 
ad (F 

arations to direct activities and work effectively with crew members. In 
rtion a successful project requires accurate record keeping. These issues 

and their implications for project design are discussed below. 

Regeneration Options 
One of the first steps in designing a forestry or conservation project is to 
examine various regeneration options. The key decision at this pomt is whether 
it is necessary to establish a nursery for selected species or whether 
revegetation can be accomplished in some other way. Some alternatives to 
raising seedlings in a nurse 

7 
and transplanting them at the project include: 

direct seeding of the area, p anting cuttings directly on the site, or simply 
protecting the area and leaving it alone so that it can regenerate naturally. 

Most current reforestation efforts in dry lands use a nursery to produce 
seedlings, because these other methods are not considered feasible for one 
reason or another. Establishin and maintaining a sizable nurse 
expensive, however, and it may %e 

can be 
worthwhile to try some of these 9 temative 
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techniques on an experimental basis to determine if they are practical. The 
principal consideration at this point is the type of reforestation or revegetation 
effort needed. 

Natural Regeneration 

Areas selected for reforestation are often mar inal lands, unusable for intensive 
a 
Ef 

riculture because of soil quality, topograp i? y, lack of water, or other factors. 
owever, some trees will grow almost anywhere. If no exam les of an 

indigenous species can bc found on a site where it should be possi E le for it to 
grow, the forester tries to f”md out what is preventing it from occurring there. 

Very often the major reason is a lack of seeds in that particular area. If there arc 
no adult trees nearby 
(for example by win B 

reducing seeds that can be carried by natural methods 
or water, or b animals depositing the seeds on the 

round in their manure), the seeds w’ 
-8l 

IJ bc scarce. Even if seeds are available, 
ey may be unable to germinate or the newly sprouted seedlings ma not 

survive, because of overgrazing, fires, or blowing sand in the area. lt site 
conditions continue to deteriorate, the species will become even more sparsely 
distributed because new vegetation cannot become established. 

Before any natural revegetation project can be undertaken, it is necessary to 
make sure that the factors preventing a species from growing on the site are not 
still 
can K 

resent, or that they can be overcome in the course of the project. Nature 
eal a barren area if iven enough time, but in most cases, natural 

re eneration cannot occur u 
ef orts might include fencing the area, f 

Ifi ess special efforts are made to help it along. Such 

setting u 
51 

good local cooperanon so that 91 
rotecting it from over-grazing, and 

leaving 
e residents realize the importance of 

e area alone. Sometimes a certain area can be helped best sim 
making arrangements to ensure that the area is left undisturbed for a num L 

ly by 
r of 

years. 

Direct Seeding 

If the species chosen for planting in a given area responds well to direct 
seedin 
seeds d: 

, this method is certainly worth trying. Obviously, it is cheaper to sow 
irectly on the planting site than it is to establish a nursery, maintain the 

seedlings for several months, and then transfer the youn 
site. It 1s even possible to direct seed by feeding pods o B 

trees to the planting 
certain trees to cattle 

or sheep that graze on the land. The 
seeds, on L’le ground, and sometimes x 

deposit their manure, containing the 
is method achieves a high germination 

rate. 

Some direct seeding results have been good in areas with rainfall as low as 
7Wmm, but there is still much to be learned about direct seeding techniques on 
dry sites. One of the reasons this method has not been used more often in the 
past has undoubtedly been the scarcity of seeds. Direct seeding requires 
relatively large quantities of seed. 
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I 
Good results from direct seeding have been obtained in sub-Saharan Africa 
with tlora~su~ aethio um and Anacardiwn occidentale. Acacia albida seeds 
have been sown in c P umps in fenced-in areas and have started to grow. Good 
regeneration has also been obtained with seeds scattered in bushy areas where 
the young trees were at least partially protected by thorny branches aad twigs. 

Some trees simply cannot be grown using direct seeding techniques. One of 
the major constramts in dry areas is the imzulanty of rainfall patterns. Aftera 
few rams have fallen, it is not uncommon 1 or a dry s ll to occur. When this 
hap 
see& 

l s, newly sprouted seedlines rarely survive. v&i ‘le the water supply of 
gs can be easily controlled 111 a nursery, it is usually impractrcal to water 

direct seeded plants m the field. Nursery raised seedlings are better able to 
withstand drought, because their root systems are more developed. 

cuttings 

I 
Nursery Production 

Although seedlin 
transplant shock, ti 

s raised in a nursery ma go through a short period of 
e 

placed in the field. iI 
already have well deve oped root systems when they arc r 

y the end of the first growin 
extend to deeper sources of soil moisture, enab ing 1 

season, their roots should 
them to survive long 

periods of drou 
may indicate, P 

t. An analysis of the regeneration options described above 
erefore, that the best method for seedling production is a 

nursery. 

If so, there are a number of decisions andylans to make before beginnin . Is 
the nursery to be permanent or temporary. In other words, is there a nee f for 
one that can continue to supply trees even after the corn 
large, centralized nursery needed, or would small, vi1 P 

letion of a project? Is a 
age-based nurseries be 

better? Moreover, the nursery should be designed to meet the 
requirements for the type of reforestation activities that are envisioned. 

speclfrc 

Oger details re arding the nursery should be considered during theproject 
roa!ss. 

drclr 
bat 

% 
of sol1 does the nursery site have? Will fertlirzers be 

nee . Should seeds planted in plastic pots or other containers (clay jars, 
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I leaves, cardboard, etc.) or directly into seedbeds (open-rooted}? These 
decisions depend in part on the species to be grown, the size seedlings that are 
needed, the amount of nursery space available, and the costs involved. 

Obtaining seeds is often a major 
P 
roblem, and the question of seed sup 

should be addressed early in the p arming process. Seeds must be ordere % 
ly 
or 

collected locally, and they must be treated and prepared. What is the time-frame 
for the pro’ect? How long will it take to set up the nursery? When should seeds 
be plante d ? When is the best time to transplant? Is there an adequate water 
supply? Is the land cleared? Does a fence have to be built? Each of these 
important points is discussed in further detail in Chapter 6. 

Water Supply 

Water sup ly and costs are critical to nursery planning and operation. Much 
money an B tune could have been saved in some nurseries if the first year had 
been used only to test and observe the water su 
thousand trees on a trial basis. While this kind o F 

ply and perhaps raise a few 
testin 

one cannot be too careful when it comes to the subject o f 
may not be possible, 
water supply. All too 

often what looks like a good water source turns into ti dry, or nearly dry, hole 
just at the time the water is needed most. This is when the trees in the nurse 
are requiring the most water for 

iilro 
rowth, or when tempemtures are highest, an 7 

the plants arc losing more water ugh transpiration and evaporation. 

I 
Water Quantity 

It is essential to be completely realistic about water sup ly, the project’s need 
for water, and the costs involved. A method for ca culating daily water P 
re 

8 
uirements for the nursery is given in Cha ter 6. It is important not to 

un erestimate any of these factors. In sub-Sa ii 
possible to get a steady water sup 

aran Africa it is usually not 

P 
ly without 1) lifting the water from deep 

under the ground (as in a deep we I), or 2) carryin it considerable distances 
from the source to the nursery. Both of these metho is are expensive. 

If the project has access to a deep well with a steady sup 1 of water, it makes 
sense to include the cost of a pump in the pro’ect budget. 

f’ 
#iI ile 

handlift a few hundred liters of water a day 
it is possible to 

rom a deep, open well, pumps are 
necessary when quantities as much as 400 liters, twice a day, arc called for. 
Large pro’ects that use a well for a water source cannot rely on that well if it 
does not h ave an adequate water lifting or pumping s 
ensure that sufficient water is available at all times with x 

stem. These systems 
e least possible effort. 

It is worth taking extra time and effort to plan a well and water-lifting system 
CXUdllly. 
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Water Quality 

Many water sources, whether the are wells or surface depressions, contain 
considerable amounts of salt. In act, in some areas thong coastlines, a well r 
may contain mostly salt water with only a thin layer of fresh water floatin on 
the surface. Even water that may not contain much salt originally can co !tl ect 
salt as it flows over the ground; salt remains after the water evaporates. 
Sometimes salt concentrations are so heavy that trees cannot be grown in the 
area. 

Some trees and crops can stand more salt than others. Salt tolerance (the 
amount of salt a plant can take and still survive) of farm cro s has been 
studied, and information is available for selectin 
containin some salt. Unfortunately, however, re f 

crops that can ‘ve in water e 

how muc ii 
atively little is known about 

salt trees can absorb and still grow well. It does seem, however, 
that Casuarina quisetifulia (Australian pine), Conocarus lanc~olius, Phoenix 
aizctylijkra (date palm), andTamarix spp. (Tamarisk) are all rather salt tolerant. 
As a general rule, however, water containing more than 550 parts per million 
of dissolved salt seems tit for nursery use. 

Sometimes there is no way to keep from using water that contains some salt. In 
a borderline situation--where it seems the trees might lo able to live even if the 
water has some salt in it--the usual practice is to “over-irrigate.” Over-irrigation 
is accomplished by 
in the water are like P 

utting on too much water so that an damagin substances 
y to be washed down or leached an 1 are less l&ely to build 

up and remain on the surface of the nursery beds. See Chapter 4 for a further 
discussion of salinity problems. 

Water Sources 

Ground Water and Wells 
Water in the ground can be reached by constructing various types of wells 
usm 
lot af 

methods that have been studied extensively in Africa, for example, by 
governments, international organizations, consultants, and engineering 

firms. Most nurseries use wells as their principal source of water. 

Traditional wells in Africa are dug b 
under the earth’s surface is only a ew meters below ground level. In such r 

hand. This is practical where the water 

cases, well construction is relatively easy and little more than a simple hole is 
needed. When thk ground water is below lQ-15 meters, well-dig 
somewhat more Lqmplex, but still can be accomplished by ii 

ing becomes 

methods at reasonab2 costs. 
and-digging 

In other areas, deeper wells are necessary, which require even more 
complicated construction procedures. In some places, it is necessa 
meters before reachii 

to dig 100 

when water is reache d 
aqui Fers (water-bearing layers of the earth . And even 7 

worthwhile. 
, the t:*ell may not give enough water to make the effort 



One point cannot be stressed enough: when wells are du 
the-water-bearing layers as deeply as possible so that tf 

, they must penetrate 

tvmg water even durm 
e well will continue 

%ro ps. Failure to plan a d 
the dry season when the water table in the aquifer 

trouble for the project. 
equately in terms of any of these factors can lead to 

This well does notpenetrate 
the aqujfer completely, therejbrre, 
not enough uuter ~~11 be available 
&ring the&y season. 

This well penetrates the aqu@er 
and will give s@kient water 
during the a?y season. 

Sur ace Water Development 
Re ff orestation programs in semi-arid regions can also benefit from surface 
water develo ment. 
possible, an 1 

Catching the rainwater and storm it for later use is 
several methods involvin 

construction are described in Chapter 7. a 
micro-catc fin 

owever, usin 
lents and ridge 

resources such as rivers, lakes, and streams is often difficu K 
available water 

t for a number of 
reasons. 

In many dry areas of Africa, for exam 
often sandy. Even-when water is availa 

le, 
1 

the terrain is flat and the soils are 
le, the soil cannot hold it well enough 

to sul~port vegetation. In places where running streams occur, the surrounding 
land 1s often so flat that there is not enough slope to make an effective 
diversion channel. Under these circumstances, gravity feed systems cannot 
carry the water effectively from the source to the nursery or plant site. 

Fe typical flatness of the topo 
111 large shallow depressions or % 

raphy in many dry areas causes water to pool 
asins. This water IS difficult to use because it: 

o usually evaporates before it is needed most; 
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0 frequently contains large amounts of silt; 

o has to be lifted and transported to be used. 

There are successful techni ues for surface water development, although most 
methods require substantia investments of money, labor, tools, equipment, 9 
and maintenance. Some techniques involve reducing evaporation from water 
surfaces, reducing infiltration losses, and reusing water. These all are 
described in various texts listed in the bibliography at the end of this handbook. 

Seasonal Considerations 

Planting Schedule 

The timing and duration of the rainy season are the principai factors that 
determine a reforestation 
one long dry season an cr 

reject’s planting schedule. In areas where there is 

seedlin 
a short rainy season, the period during which 

tropics a 
s can be successfully established is fairly short. Some parts of the 
ave what is called a bi-modal rainy season. In these regions two 

separate rainy seasons occur each year, one usually longer than the other, 
alternating wrth several months of dry season. 

Where bi-modal rains occur, it is possible to plan two planting seasons per 
year. During the longer rains, efforts are concentrated on the initial plantation 
establishment. Replacement planting is planned to take place durin 
rainy season, to replace any seedlings that did not survive the initia planting. s 

the short 

When there is only one rainy season per year, replacement planting usually has 
to wait until the year followrng the imtial plantahon. 

Other seasonal changes also affect the nurse schedule. Seeds for different 
species mature and must be collected at dif erent times of the year. Some 7 
species must be sown earlier than others so the trees will be large enough for 
transplanting at the beginnin 
discussed in Chapter 6 and a d 

of the rainy season. These considerations are 

Appendix B. 
ditional information is given for some species in 

Labor Availability 

In planning a project it is crucial to find out what other activities will be g&g 
on during the period you have scheduled for planting. The beginnin 
rainy season is a very important time for farmers as well as foresters. + 

of the 
or most 

of the rural population, lantin and cultivation of crops will take 
over any other activity &ring t.i? 

recedence 
IS period. If local labor will be nee s ed to plant 

trees, there are some possible solutions to this potential conflict in the planting 
schedule. Alternatives should always be discussed well in advance with 
everyone involved to prevent misunderstandings. The following are some 
alternatives to consider: 
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o Fiifl + whe” fanners will be busiest. Sometimes there is a lull in farming 
acttvtttes dunng the fmt few weeks after +he rains, when the crops have 
been sown, but weeding has not yet begun. 
planting trees during this period. 

It may be possible to plan on 

o In some projects most of the round re aration 
season begins. Thts mvolves rggmg & %R 

is done before the rainy 
e oles and doing any other micro- 

site improvements that are necessary such as individual water catchments, 
or ridge construction. This advance pre 
time requued after the rains begin. B 

aration reduces the actual planting 
re-diggin 

advisable on some dry sites however (see chapter ci 
the holes may not be 
for more information). 

o If seedlings are produced in a centralized nursery, they can be lifted out 
early and transported to the-planting site in advance. They should be kept in 
a temporq nursery until tune for@nting. Having the seedlings already 
at the site can save me, but this IS only practical If they can be watered 
while there. This lan is particularly advantageous in ateas where the roads 
become impassab e during the rainy season. P 

o Many villages have a traditional practice of setting aside one day a week for 
comnnunty projects, even durmg the rainy season. These community 
activity days can be used to support a wide variety of reforestation and 
conservation efforts. 

Site Use Planning 

Once it has been decided that a site is available for use as part of a reforestation 
effort, it is time to plan for the fullest use of the site. In other words, the area 
should be utilized as completely as possible. Incorporating other land uses, 
such as traditional or improved grazmg or intensified agricultural 
(e.g., rotation from peanuts to cereal crops to fallow), must be ta 

ractices 
P( en into 

account during the planning 
located near relatively high B 

recess. This is particularly important if the site is 
ensity population centers. 

Whenever ossible, sites are chosen so that local residents receive some 
immediate IL nefits while the trees are 
put to o@mal use. Some of the lan f 

rowing, and so that the land is being 
uses that increase benefits during 

revegetation efforts are intercropping, grass cutting by hand, collection and 
gatherin 
discusse f 

of forest products, and controlled grazing. These subjects are 
briefly below and in more detail in Chapter 8, Agroforestry and Soil 

Conservation. 

Intercropping 

Intercrop 
between !h 

ing is the practice of planting and 
e rows of planted trees and shrubs. if 

rowing a 
left unc 9 

ricultural crops 
tivated, the area 

between the trees would soon be covered with grass and other vegetation. 
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This vegetation would compete with the seedlings for water, nutrients, and 
sunlight. 

It has been found, however, that competition for growing space is not as 
severe when cro s such as peanuts and beans are grown between the trees and 
the area is kept ree from weeds. P 

At the few places where intercropping has been tried in the drier zones (500- 
7oOmm annual rainfall), excellent results have been obtained for the tree! and 
the farmers. Even where results were poorer, intercroppping ,may still. be 
cheaper than hand-weeding grasses. This is especially true durmg the rams, 
when labor is short, because everyone is bus raising crops. Machme weeding 
and cultivation are expensive, particularly w en maintenance and deprecratlon K 
of the machines are included in the cost. 

Successful intercroppin benefits trees, crops, and farmers alike. It requires 
that farmers be aware o the s cial restrictions and conditions necessary for B 

k 
ood plant growth. For examp e, the spacin of individual crops in relation to r 
e youn trees must provide enough room or both to grow without de riving 

f 
P 

either o sufficient water, light, or nutrients. Young trees that are ard to R 
distinguish from other lants (such as Acacia ulbich or Gmlh &reu ) can 
be marked with colore stakes or tape. cf 

Of course, the choice of crop makes a bi difference as to the success or failure 
of intercropping. Peanuts, cowpeas, an other legumes have workedwell, but d 
millet, sorghum, and corn have affected some trees badly. The decision about 
which crops to raise as part of an intercropping program must be based on 
information about the crops, the nature of the site, and the type of tree that will 
be planted there. 

It is particularly useful to grow crops in firebreaks. These are s aces left 
between blocks of trees or other vegetation so that fires which may reak out % 
can be stopped before they bum down an entire pl.antation or nurse . 
Firebreaks m tree plantations are often quite wide, thus gtvlng a lot of s ace or 

%e 
7 

f 
rowing crops. For them to be effective, it is very important that they kept 
ree of weeds: lanting and cultivating crops such as peanuts serves this 

F 
urpose. When e area is completely cleaned after harvest, a relatively trouble- tli 
ree firebreak is created that lasts until the next growing season. Of course, the 

need for a complete cleaning of the area after each harvest must be stressed 
and enforced 
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A 15 METER FIREBREAK 1 

Cutting and Gathering 

Strictly controlled cutting of grass for fodder, thatch, or mats may be feasible. 
Forest products such as leaves, nuts, fruits, gums, or resins may also be 
collected. These commodities often have an rmportant place in the local 
e?onomy which should not be overlooked, especially because they may be a 
signtfic,ant source of income for rural women. 

As a communally owned area becomes more and more attractive to individuals, 
it becomes increasingly important to be sure that any use of the land, even 
cutting grass for animal feed, is controlled b an authority that eve 
reco 

P 
nizes. It ma be necessary to charge a fee or such uses of the land. 

one 

use ees will pro g 
P L d 

ably not bring in a lot of mone 
laying a good and fair framework for the future o r 

, but they are important for 
the area. Usually a national 

eonservatron agency is responsible for resource use and establishes limits for 
all cutting, grazing, or farming allowed on the land. Receipts can and should 
be used to sustain project efforts. 

Grazing 

Good land use projects may include introduction (planting, seeding, or natural) 
of ve etation that can be used for grazing in or near the same area where trees 
are p P anted. This kind of overall revegetation effort illustrates the fact that the 
$visions between forestry and range management programs are becoming less 
ngrd than they once were. 

Grazing is possible within the tree planting site as long as certain conditions are 
kept in mind: 
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o ‘Ibe number and kind of animals, as well as the length of grazing time, 
mustbecontrolled. 

o Grazin is not permitted until the trees are tall and strong enough to 
escape %am age done to their foliage and bark by animals. A oat, for 
example, can stand on its hind legs and reach up to two meters. r30 nkeys 
also stand on their hind legs to reach leaves. 

o Grazing cannot be allowed to continue in one s ot for too long. If grazing 
does continue there is a dan er that the soil will 

tte 
Lc ome so compacted that 

air and water can penetrate soil only with great difflallty. 

If grazing can be controlled, the combination of forestry and range 
mana ement programs can lead to good land use projects. Livestock will 
contri 6 ute to nutrient cycling, incmasrng soil producttvity for both the grasses 
and the trees. 

Protection 

Whether in a nursery or planting site, trees have practically no chance to 
survive without protection from animals. Two possibilities exist to protect the 
trees: hiring people to keep animals or indiscnminate human users out of the 
area, or putting up fences. Some combination of both methods may be most 
effective. 

Surveillance 

This ap roach calls for protecting the trees by having people watch over the 
atea to eep animals and other unwanted visitors from disturbmg the trees. E 
Surveillance ma be possible and practical at one site, but not at another. Two 
of the factors at must be considered with respect to this method are 1) ax 
whether people are available who can and want to do the job, and 2) how much 
it would cost to have them do it. Experience shows that it is too much to ask 
villages or individuals to bear the burden of watching a p+nting site without 
some form of compensation. If the ~0 le protecting the site receive a return 
for their services, they are more like y to do the Job well. Providing free P 
seedlings may be a way to create additional incentives for the job. 

Fencing 

There are two important considerations in the use of fences in a project: cust?m 
or habit, and cost. A fence should be arranged so it requires the fewest possible 
changes in land use patterns. Fences can be social as well as hysical barners. 
If residents of the area are used to letting nomads graze en herds inside ti! 
harvested fields, this practice must be considered before those same fields are 
fenced. Such grazing serves economic and social needs, as well as helping 
fertilize the land through the manure that is de ited. In order to take custom! 
into account, it may be necessary to plan a l fferent kind of fence, place It r 
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differentl 
r 

, or even than 
can be ved satisfactori f 

e the layout of the site before the land use problem 
so y. 

No matter what type of fence is to be built, there are going to be materials, 
construction, and maintenance costs. The most expensive fences are those built 
to protect individual trees, althou 
ces--as when establishing indivi lf 

h there are situations that l ustify such fen- 
ual shade trees in fields, a ong roads, or in 1’ 

market places. The least expensive fences cover large blocks of land, for 
example, 50-100 hectares. Actual protection costs per tree are estimated for 
different materials, sites, and areas--from individual trees to areas of over 100 
hectares. 

It sim@y is not possible to generalize that .a 
effecttve unit hrn either an economic or soci al! 

articular plot size is the most 
point of vtew. It is a good thing 

to remember, however, that the larger the block of land, the more likely there IS 
to be a problem with regulating its use. The two most important considerations 
m fencmg operate in direct conflict with each other: the method requiring the 
fewest &an es in land use patterns is the most expensive (fencin individual 
trees); the c ii eapest method of protection (fencing larger pieces o f 
requite the most change in traditional habits. 

land) may 

Idvidrcal Tree Protection 

Maintenance must be included in the budgeted costs of a fence. Bitter 
experience shows that money spent on buildmg ex 
wasted if they are not kept repaued. Otherwise the F 

ensive, strong fences is 
ences become useless or 

disap 
p” 

ar entirely long before the trees are ready to stand without protection. 
The ence around the nursery or permanent site can be constructed to 
demonstrate several kinds of fences and fencing material. It should be tight and 
sturdy, and the gates easy to open and close. 
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Fences may be built from imported or local materials or a combination of both. 
There are advanta es and disadvanta 

tf 
es to each of these approaches. Whatever 

materials are use , the fence should %e designed to fit the needs of the project. 
For example, if grazing animals are cattle only, a four-stranded barbed wire 
fence is sufficient. This fence will not keep out goats and sheep, however. If 
thregeab-e 

ai%e 
oats and sheep in the area, either a different type fence must be built 
d wire fence must be improved. 

Imported Materials 
In many countries of arid Africa items such as metal posts, barbed wire, or 
wire mesh may have to be imported. Their major disadvantage is their 
extremely high cost. Salvaged materials, such as steel banding used for crating, 
are sometimes available, and, if used well, will produce sturdy, durable 
fences. 

Traditional materials 
Traditional materials for fencing include: 

o local woods for posts; 
o sticks and thorny branches from brush and bushes; 
0 woven mats of bamboo or palm leaves; 
o stalks of millet or sorghum 
o banco (earthen) blocks 

Fence posts are made from those local woods that are most resistant to rot and 
insect damage. Borussus aethiopum, for instance, is relatively resistant to 
termite damage. Hy haene thebaicu can be substituted, although it does not last 
as long and is muc Ii harder to split for posts. 

It is possible to prune large branches from some species without killing-the 
tree. Azadiruchra indicu responds particularly well to this method of harveshng. 
The tree will sprout new branches that can in turn be remov?d. This practiqe !s 
called pollardmg, and is often used to cut fence posts or firewood when it is 
not desirable to remove an entire tree. 

Combination live and comtructed fence. 
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Most posts should be treated with insecticide before they are used. Auxdirackta 
indica branches can be used, once they have been given the barrel treatment 
with an insecticide (as shown on the following page) to increase their 
resistance to termites. Limbs and branches should be at lea: about l&m in 
diameter and about 2m long. The largest ones are used for comers, gateposts, - -- 

Fill 200 liter dktun li3jidl 
of inrectickk solutiim 

Set posts into drum and soak 
for 4 hours minimum 

Posts sbuld be immersed in solution 
to a level at least 15cm above 
anticipated ground line. 

Treating Posts with Insecticide before Use 

Any sort of thorny or sha 
‘R 

branch is useful and can be woven into fence 
wires. For example, ahhoug stems from aim trees cannot be used for fence 
posts, they make ideal staywires or pit rc ets, because they are strong and 
durable, and some of them have sharp barbs. 
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Posts: Boriissus aethiopum or 
Doum palm, Comiphora spp. 
(treated) 
Railing: Branches, sticks, Down 
“lath” 
Filler: Thorn limbs, millet 
stalks (temporay), 
palm-leaf stems 

More information on wire fencin is given in Chapter 9 Special Subjects. An 
alternative approach to building a ence though is to plant a live fence. P 

Live Fencing 

Live fences are thickets or hedges that are 
gardens or orchards. These fences are estab f lamed to protect small areas like 

ished entire1 
species rather than by constructions of wood and wire. z% 

by growth of cetain 
e establishment of 

hve fences is one of the agroforesty techniques discussed in greater detail in 
Chapter 8. Love fencing possibrlities are interesting to foresters and 
conservationists, but there are practical problems that have not yet been solved. 

In spite of extensive efforts to raise and trans 
period, no practical and rapid methods have L 

lam live fencing in a short 
en found. The fences, of 

course, are-necessary from the beginning of the reforestation project, and one 
cannot watt ten years for them to grow. One 
construct temporary fencing in front of the live P 

ractical solution may be to 
ence while the latter is grown 

to an effective size. Then when the live fence is large enough, the other 
materials (posts, wires, etc.) can h moved to another site and reused. 

Combined Protection 

In most areas it is a good idea to use a combination of fencing and surveillance. 
Often fencing materials themselves arc attractive for a number of other uses and 
may disappear unless the area is under regular surveillance. 

There does not seem to be any one method of protection that is clearly the best. 
‘Ihedecision must be based on such factors as local customs, willingness and 
ability of community residents to contribute to the protection of the trees, cost 
per tree, and effectiveness of the methods. 

When possible, foresters often try several protection methods in one project. 
Then it becomes easy to see when one is working better than another. It is 
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sometimes the case that a method that did not work at one site is successful at 
another because of differences in the factors mentioned above. 

Personnel Management 
Dependable, well-trained work crews are essential to the success of a forestry 
project. Crew members should understand conservation and reforestation 
concepts, and should be trained to work independantly to be most effective. 
Start training relatively early with small groups so that activities can be 
thoroughly explained and shown in detail. Peo 
and who are wrlling and able to acce It 

le who have more experience, 

leadership P 
t responsi ility, are natural car&dates for 

training an 8” 
sitions. As these peop e are identified, the 

prepared to become supervisors or crew chic P 
can be given extra 

s. 

Having good crew chiefs means that during times of maximum effort, the 
routine work will be carried out competently and automatically. Project 
managers will have more time for dealing with urgent, special problems as they 
arise. 

Project managers should teach by demonstration, as well as through 
discussion. During this teachin 
different people and see how ti 

process, there will be an opportunity to watch 
ey master techniques. The manager will get a 

%e 
ood idea of those who are the most capable. Activities and jobs may have to 

explained more than once, but explanations must be done positively in order 
to provide encouragement and to burld enthusiasm and support for the project. 

High quality work and pro 
to the effort than is 8” 

r tool use and maintenance are far more important 
spee . The most effective means of teaching this is to 

provide the crew with a good model. If the project manager makes a point of 
maintainin 

%e 
the equipment by cleaning it and putting it away roper1 the 

lesson will effectively taught. Everything a pro’ect manager 
1 

B h’ oes, w ether 
the crew members are watching or not, shou d be consistent with the 
techniques and values encouraged m the other personnel. 

Project managers who are on time, plan well, and do what they say they are 
going to do wrll have more support and better projects. People enjoy working 
with someone who is in control of a situation and knows what to do. The 
abili 

!L 
to self-analyze and the wilhngness to accept suggestions from crew 

mem rs are indicators of a good project manager. 

All of these personnel development activities should be started well in advance. 
The goal is to establish a team of people used to working together, so that 
when the actual work arrives, each knows what to do without being told. The 
crew chiefs will work without bein 
sessions provide both information an d 

supervised all the time. Staff briefing 
encouragement, and can help to prevent 

problems and misunderstandings from arising. 
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Project Record Keeping 

Record keepin 
fP 

rocedures should be set up durin 
In addition to e ping the project managers keep ii 

the project planning phase. 
e 

detailed nursery records make the reject a valua i 
reject on track, accurate 

whether the result was a success or ailure. Some pro’ect managers find that P 
le resource to others-- 

keeping a diary is a good way to record important i acts. Information that 
relates to the amount of labor and time spent on nursery activities oes into the 
diary. The project manager records what is done, b whom, an di 
hours were s 
be used to 1 p” 

nt by each person on which activity. Al 
how many 

is information can then 
fill out time sheets for payroll records; 2) calculate how many 

work-hours it took to build 1OOm of fence or to stack l,ooO pots; and 3) make 
cost and time estimates for future projects. 

Other important data relate to the technical details of the project. For example: 
how were the seeds collected and 
How man were planted in eat bed or pot? How many of the seeds 

(r 
K 

m-treated? When were the seeds planted? 

germinate and how lon 
seedlin 

f 
s Ileceive? Were 4 

after the were planted? How much water did the 
e treate K 

Appen ix B is a start at ga x 
with insecticides or any other chemicals? 

ering in one place relevant nursery and planting 
data for certain African species. This kind of information greatly facilitates 
planning of future projects. 

Eve funder or s 
Fiel r personnel s R 

onsoring agency wants to know how its projects are doing. 
ould be prepared to keep the following records, in addition 

to the diary mentioned above: 

A Monthly Report should include: 

o A summa 
mom detai ed accounts in the diary; 7 

of the activities of the previous month, based on the 

o A basic plan of activities for the coming month; 

o A brief explanation whenever actual activities differ from those that had 
been planned for the month. 

Such co.mparisons and explanations enable both the project manager and the 
sponsormg a ency to understand and support the project better, and thus lead 
to fewer prob ems arising from lack of communication. f 

Special Pruject Reports, if necessary, such as separate reports of special 
project activities, can be prepared using material from the diary and monthly 
report. 
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Technical Notes are notes made of conclusions and specific observations. This 
kind of information can be sent to the funding agency, evaluated, and, where 
appropriate, incorporated into new projects and training programs. 



SOIL PROPERTIES 

Before selecting a 
thoroughly as posse 

reject site, it is necessary to evaluate soil conditions as 
% le. The extent to which soil pro erties can be measured 

will depend on the availability of equi ment in the fie 
facilities elsewhere. This chapter dea f f d or access to laboratory 

s with on-site assessment of certain sol1 
characteristics and their effects on 

P 
lant growth, for use in situations where a 

complete soil analysis is unobtainab e. 

The chemical properties of soil layers near the surface, especially the amount of 
available nutrients, are not as important to trees and shrubs as they are to 
agricultural crops. Tree roots, particularly in arid areas, go much deeper and 
can extend laterally farther than those of crop plants. Therefore they can reach 
nutrients and water that plants with smaller root systems cannot. How well this 
takes place depends on physical soii pro 

1 
erties rather than chemical ones. 

Without adequate soil moisture even an a undant su 
useless to the plant, unless sufficient water is availa gP 

ly of nutrients will be 
e to act as a carrier for 

them. 

The major soil characteristics that influence growth and health of trees and 
shrubs on arid sites are: 

0 soil texture 
o water holding ca 
0 soil reaction (p 

acity 
I-8 

o soil depth 

Other factors can be important too, es 
organic content of the soil layers in tlr 

cially for younger, smaller trees. The 
e area of the root zones influences the 

8 -51 
hysical 
011s WI 

roperties of the soil as well as the pH and the availability of nutrients. 
a high organic content are better able to store rainwater that has 

filtered down to the areas where roots can absorb it. Another important factor is 
soil salinity, especially on very dry sites where runoff accumulates or 
groundwater tables are high. 
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Soil Texture 
Ccrta.lin soil t 

P 
es are best for trees and shrubs because of their texture. In 

analyzing soi texture, what counts is the relative proportion of the various 
sizes of soil particles (the individual grains of soil). Apart from gravel or 
pebbles, soil is made up of sand, silt, and/or clay particles.Soil particle 
classifications are shown m the box. 

Soils with a high ca acity for holding moisture that lants can absorb have a 
texture consistmg o P a blend of coarse and fine partic es. Some tree and shrub P 
species like Acacra r&ium and A. Senegal grow well in loose, light, sandy 
soils. Others, like Acacia nil&ma or Bauhnk r-eticukta, prefer heavy, clayey 
soils that may become waterlogged during the rainy season 

Many species prefer a balanced soil texture. Based on current information, 
most species can be roughly grouped into three broad categories: heavy, 
medium, or li 
becoming avar 9 

ht soil requirements. More data on different species are now 
able that can be added to the existing knowledge base (see Von 

Maydell’s Arbres et Arbustes du Sahel ). 

Heavy, clay soil (above): 
0 wuteravaikzbk 
o slow, stunted mot growth 

L.oose, sandy soil (right): 
0 little water available 
o rqvid root growth 
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Soil Particle Diameter Range (in millimeters) 

USDA IntC~tiOMl 

S ystcm System 

Light Soils/ Verycoarsesand 2.0-1.0 
coatse Fwicles 

I 

Coarse sand 1 B-O.5 2.0-0.2 

Medium Sand* OS-O.25 

Fme Sand* 0.25-0.1 0.2-0.02 

Very Fine sand 0.1-0.05 

Silt 0.05-0.002 0.02-O.w2 
Heavy SOW 
cm rbfticles ChY Below 0.002 Below 0.002 

* Paticks in this range make up the largest portion of dunes in arid Africa. 

Soil Structure 
Soil structure should not be confused with soil texture. The concept of soil 
structure deals with the aggregation of 
their disparities. Four principal types o F 

rimary soil particles, their size and 
structure are recognized. They are 

mentioned for the puTose of acquainting the reader with the terms. It is 
important to keep the drstinction between texture and structure in mind. 

i 

The four principal structure types are ilhstrated above. 
Soil particle aggregates are s/town greatly enlarged. 
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Water Holding Capacity 

All soils can hold certain amounts of water. When a soil is saturated, some of 
the water will filter down throu h the open spaces around individual particles 
and will be lost to plant roots. fill l s “dnp- 

9 
” 

hours to several days. At the point when the 
process can take from several 

ownward movement of the water 
stops, the soil is at “field capacity.” Some moisture stays behind after the 
excess water has moved through the soil. It is held in place by ca 
Plan roots have the ability to absorb this moisture and utilize it P 

il.lary forces. 
or growth and 

trmpuatron. The remauung moisture in the soil is held so tightly by individual 
soil particles that roots cannot absorb it. This is hygroscopic water, which is 
unusable by plants. 

For a plant to row, the soil moisture must be between field capacity and the 
wiltmg pomt a low moisture level beyond which a plant cannot recover if d 
additional moisture is not supplied). These two levels, field capacity and the 
wilting point, will vary from one soil to another. 

The main factors that determine this range am: 

o Soil Texture: generally, the coarser the overall soil texture, the less water it 
will hold. Inversely, the finer the texture the more water it can retain; 
however, there will be a higher percentage of hygroscopic moisture. 

o Organic Matter: organic content is very im 
organic matter (humus) acts like a sponge. P 

ortant, because decomposed 

stores it so that roots can absorb it later on. 
t soaks up excess water and 

o Other Factors: orosit and surface conditions can influence soil moisture 
levels, but to a Lsser dlegree. 

In general terms, the heavier the soil, the more moisture it can hold after it has 
been soaked by infiltrating rainwater or excessive flooding. Sandy soils tend to 
dry out faster than soils consisting of finer particles. There arc two soil types 
that contradict this general rule, and both have important implications for tree 
growing and reforestation activities. 

Heav 
root B 

clays (no sand and little silt) become hard when dry, severely hindering 
evelopment and killing young trees unless they are especially ada 

these conditions. In addition, the surface layers of cla R 
ted to 

soils, whit show 
t 
A! 

ical shrinkage cracks when dry, have a tendency to “s am shut“ when wet. r 
e upper soil layer expands when moist and keeps water from 

further down mto the root zones of trees and shrubs. Even though tR 
enetrating 
e surfaces 

of these soils are waterlogged, the moisture is unable to descend to the lower 
horizons. Unless these solis are constantly loosened, this water is lost to 
surface runoff or evaporation. Organic matter will greatly help to create space 
for air and water in an otherwise compact soil medium. Termites can also 
excavate space in soils that ate severely compacted. 
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Ctay Cracking Patterns 

The second type, dune sand, although very porous, can retain water relatively 
close to the surface (within 2-4m). Adequate levels of soil moisture can be 
ma@ained for a surprising length of time. Biological sand stabilization 
actrvrtres have had good success on dunes that appeared to be quite dry. Two- 
mch sol1 augers can be used to ascertain the presence of moisture near the 
surface on these sites. 

As every farmer or gardener knows, plant growth can be greatly enhanced by 
increasing a soil’s water holding capacity. While not much can be done to 
change the texture of a soil, organic matter can be added to help a soil retain 
moisture better. Apart from the additional nutrients it supplies, humus also 
he1 s keep soils crumbly and well aerated. This facilitates root development 
an B plant growth in general. 

Farmers as well as foresters increase the soil’s water holding capacity in 
several other ways: 

o reducing wind velocities to slow down evaporation and transpiration; 

o reducing soil surface temperatures (using shade); 

o loosening and break up top layers to increase infiltration and produce a 
crumbly structure; 

o mulching to reduce surface drying; 

o practicing sub-soil plowing or “ripping” to break up compacted layers; 

o using green manure cover crops to provide additional organic matter and to 
protect the surface during dry seasons; 
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o addin 
and s L7.l 

compost or animal manures, crop residues, or leaf litter from trees 
bs; 

o practicing contour cultivation as well as other soil and water conservation 
techniques. 

In some areas these approaches are ractical onl 
production because of the expense or la go r involved. 

for cro or vegetable 
hose tec!niques that are 

ap 
ho es for planting seedlings), weeding and e 

licable to reforestation involve breakin 
s 

up soil layers (b preparing deep 
oosenin 

newly planted trees, and the addition of leaf ltter. Soil conservation i; 
the soi r surfaces around 

techniques, such as windbreaks and mulching, can also be appropriate, 
dependmg on local conditions. 

Emphasis in dryland reforestation is placed on conservin 
water that accumulates during the rams. Even in extreme f 

and retaining surface 
y arid areas rain often 

falls with high intensities. A water surplus builds up temporarily in the soils 
and on the surface that may be lost to runoff or evaporation. With some 
additional efforts much of this moisture could be stored and made available to 
trees and.s+bs. Retaining and conserving water is one problem; getting it to 
and keepmg rt in the plants’ root zone is another. In any case, a soil’s water 
holding capacity remains one of the ke 
efforts m arid zones. Those techniques x 

factors in successful reforestation 
at have been given good results are 

covered in Chapter 8, Agroforestry and Soil Conservation. 

Soil Reaction (pH) 

Soil reaction is an important variable hcause it can limit or enhance survival 
and 
high f 

rowth of trees and shrubs. The measurement of soil pH can also be a 
y useful indicator of other soil characteristics that are more difficult to 

determine in the field, such as organic content and soil salinity. Inexpensive 
and reasonab! 
pH tests feasr i!i 

accurate “pH kits” are becoming increasingly available, making 
le on almost any site. The information that can be derived from 

these tests makes therrm well worth the effort and investment. 

pe symbol pI;I stands for “potential of hydro en.” It measures the hydrogen 
Ion concentratron in a given soil sample, whit fl indicates the intensi of soil 
acidity or alkalinity. A neutral substance has a pH level of 7. ‘h Values low 7 
indicate acidity, and those above show alkalinity. The pH range of soils 
generally varies between 3.5 and 9.5. 

A pH v$ue of 7.5 or more indicates that some free carbonates of calcium or 
magnesium are 

If 
resent. 

sodnun. Low p 
Soils over 8.5 nearly always contain exchangeable 

values in tropical climates, on the other hand, indicate free 
aluminum levels, which can hmder plant growth considerably. 
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For a given soil, pH values can vary uite a bit, dependin 
soil profile from which samples are t 9 en. Soils that show w 

on the. depth of the 
igh acidity close to 

the surface may be more alkaline at lower levels. The reverse can also be true, 
particularly in dry valleys subjected to an arid climate. 

Tree and shrub species vary in their requirements for best or at least tolerable 
pH ran es. Casuarina equiset$olia, Acacia auriculi ormis, Turna+ s 

iii 
and 

date p ain s axe among those species that tolerate hig y alkaline soils. B 
p., 
mes and 

mountain bamboos do better where soil acidity is relative1 
therefore low (4.0-5.5). As a general guideline, trees an cr 

high and pH values 
shrubs in arid zones 

will do well within H ranges of 4.5 to 7.5. Proper choice of species is 
important, however, ii ecause some species are particularly sensitive to pH 
requirements. 

Much time and effort has been lost when pH requirements of newly introduced 
species have not been properly checked against conditions at the planning site. 
A strikin example is that of the many disappointing efforts to introduce 
Leucaena B eucocephela in the Sahel. Poor survival rates and weak performance 
of most varieties of this s 
soils were much lower ( 8” 

ties have been due to the fact that pH values of the 
or below) than the ranges required (6.5 or higher). 

There am a few varieties ofLeucaEna that axe better adapted to more acid soils, 
but most require a relatively alkaline soil reaction, such as limestone soils. 

Anytime the pH is suspected of being as high as 7.7, caution is indicated, not 
only in choosing the appro 
micro-site improvements. f 

riate species, but also for planting technrques and 
urthermore, cultivation around youn trees will be 

necessary to reduce alkalinity on the surface. At the other en if of the scale, 
acidity levels of H 5.3 and lower also require special planting techni ues and 
soil restoration e K arts. The addition of organic matter to the soil will 2f feet pH 
levels, at least temporarily. 

Soil Depth 

Many of the soils in arid Africa are far shallower than one might expect. One 
reason is that in many instances the up 
blown away by erosion. Sometimes 

r soil layers have been washed or 
rot I? layers are covered with only a thin 

layer of soil, and lateritic rock outcroppings are common throughout these 
regions. The soils of the lateaus that exist in many areas of Africa are seldom 
really deep. In much of 51 e African continent soils can be broadly categorized 
as being highly weathered, old soils. Erosive forces have had a particularly 
great impact over a long period of time. 

It is unfortunate that in man instances trees are planted on sites where soils are 
too shallow to support the c yh osen species adequately. Reforestation should not 
be undertaken without fust determinin g how dee 

A! 
the soil layers are. Tree roots 

can sometimes burrow into underlying rock an through cracks and fissures, 
but often they will become stunted and deformed, inhibiting growth and 
leading to early mortality. 



A general impression of soil depth can be gathered by looking at profiles alon 
road cuts and at other construction sites. Hand du wells provide a goo 

1 
% 

source of information about sub-surface conditions. s a rule of thumb, trees 
will have difficulties if soils am less than three to five feet deep. If soils am less 
than 30 inches deep, problems will undoubtedly occur unless only those 
species arc used that do not need deeper soils. Species selection becomes even 
more corn licated under these conditions. As a first indicator one should 
always loo E at what is currently growing at the site, or what, according to the 
local people, grew there in the past. 

Of all the recommendations that can be made on this subject, the single most 
im ortant one is to dig befo‘m you plant. A soil pit can provide considerable 
pm P iminary information about soil conditions. A pit does not have to be deeper 
than about six feet. It will become readily apparent if hard crusty layers or 
“pans” are present. If no obstacles are met, most trees will have adequate room 
in which to develop their roots, althou h it is known that some indigeneous 
s ties send their roots to much greater epths. A three-year-old Acacia albida 
tr 

t 
at was carefully excavated had a fine tap root that reached 30 feet into the 

ground before it broke and could not be traced any further. 

In addition to the location of hard la ers, a soil pit will reveal useful data about 
other soil characteristics. The co or of a soil profile normally changes, r 
sometimes abruptly, from darker tones to Ii hter ones below. Soil texture and 
pH can also change with depth. Where win de osits occur, upper layers may % 
vary considerably from lower ones. The same tR ing can happen where water- 
borne sediments have been de osited. As a rule, lower layers are less 

R 
reductive than those closer to e surface where organic content is usually tit 
igher. This is an important limitation when “deep planting” is being 

considered. 
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In summary, soil de th greatly influences tree and shrub 
CL d 

rowth, more so than 
in smaller 

f 
lants. soils less than three feet deep, o y specially selected 

species wi do reasonabl well, particular1 if impervious layers prevent the 
free movement of water. llwe e to six feet 0 r soil are sufficient for tree growth, 
especiall if the layers below can be penetrated by tree roots. Any soil deeper 
than six r eet should pose no particular problem as far as adequate depth goes. 

Erodibility of Soils 

Soil erosion is caused by two major environmental forces: wind and water. 
Wind is an es cially common factor affecting loss of topsoil in arid and semi- 
arid regions. r rosion by water is caused by surface runoff. Soil particles are 
loosened by the im act of the runoff, then carried down slop by *the watef. A 
similar process o P detachment and transportation occurs 111 wmd eroslon. 
Several revegetation methods for use in erosion control are described in 
Chapter 8, Agroforestry and Soil Conservation. 

. 

Water ham carried topsoil away and ldt deep ditches or channels in the earth. 

Fine, light dry sand, with no organic matter, being blown by the wind. 
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The rate of soil erosion is influenced by topography, climate, land use-- 
particularly cultivation methods--and vegetation cover. The degree to which a 
particular soil type 
soil properties: 

may be susceptible to erosion is also a function of various 

o Texture: soils with a high percentage of silt and very fine sand particles 
(0.002-O.knrn) are more easily trans 
material or finer particles, which ten B 

orted by wind and water than coarser 
to cling together more. 

o Organic content: all other things being equal, the higher the organic 
content, the less erodible the soil. 

o Soil structure: the articles 
be dislodged from tR 

in more stable soil structures are less likely to 
e aggregate. 

o Permeability: the ability of water to infiltrate through the soil can affect 
erodibility by decreasing surface runoff. 

Soil Classification 
Soils are classified in the United States according to a number of physical and 
chemical soil pro erties, including those discussed above. In some African 
countries other sol taxonomies ma f 
different names under these classi 1! 

be used, however, and soils may be given 
rcation systems. Soil type is determined b 

properties such as moisture, color, texture, structure, organic content, p I-f , 
presence of salts and other minerals, soil depth, and parent material. Man 
standard soil survey texts describe distinctions between the classes in muc h 
greater detail. An introductory overview is given here that explains terms that 
many forestry and conservation texts and project reports use. 

Soil classification uses a special terminology to designate different soil textural 
classes, which are determmed by the relatrve resence or absence of different 
particle size fractions. Soils rarely consist o P only one fraction (dune sand is 
the major exception, but it frequently contains some finer particles). They 
usually consist of a mixture of sand, silt, and clay. 

The- basic soil textural classes, in order of increasin proportions of fine 

P 
artrcles are: sand, loamy sand, sandy loam, loam, silt 7 
oam, clay loam, silty clay loam, sandy clay, sil 

r 

oam, silt, sandy clay 
clay, and clay. “Loam ’ is an 

old Englrsh word sometimes applied to crumb y ~011s rich in humus. In soil 
classification terms, however, it IS used to descnbe a soil that has about equal 
parts of sand, silt, and clay. 
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The following basic diagram gives the relative position of various soil classes 
to each other: 

100, 
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The particle distribution of a given soil can be measured using sieves to 
separate the 

r 
s 

determined 
into different size classes. Gradation of particle sizes can be 

is way only for fractions larger than about 0.05mm. To measure 
smaller particle sizes (silt and cla ), other methods can be used that involve 
separation in water. These require aboratory equipment not normally available r 
at project sites. 

The different corn 
instructions in the !I0 

onents of a soil sample can be separated by following the 
x. This method gives a rough estimate of the proportions 

of sand to finer soil particles. 
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Estimutibg Soil Components 
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Field assessment of soil texture, including the finer particles, involves the 
following method. It relies mainly on the feel of the soil and the observer’s 
experience. 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Sand: loose individual 
when moist, but crumb f 

rains can be seen or felt. It forms a cast if squeezed 
es when touched. 

Sandy loam: mainly sand, but contains enough silt and clay to make it 
somewhat cohesive. If squeezed when 
apart. If squeezed when moist, the cast k!ii * 

it forms a cast that readily falls 
bear careful handling. 

Loam: a relatively even mixture of sand, silt, and clay. It feels slight1 
gritty, but is smooth and somewhat plastic. Squeezing when moist wi 1 r 
produce a cast that can be handled quite freely. 

Silt loam: when dry it appears cloddy, with lumps that can be broken 
easily. When pulverized rt feels soft and floury like dry cement. It cannot 
be squeezed between thumb and fmger to make “worms”. 

Clay loam: it breaks into clods or lumps that turn hard when dry. It can be 
rolled into “worms” when moist. If suspended the “worms” will barely 
keep from breaking apart under their own weight. Clay loam tends to turn 
into a compact mass when kneaded. 

Cla : 
stic i 

it forms very hard lumps when dry. When clay is wet it is plastic and 
y. It can be made into “worms” easily. 

Common Soil Problems 

Two common and troublesome soil characteristics, salinity and laterite, create 
particularly difficult conditions for reforestation. They are also problems that 
are frequently overlooked during site assessment because they are not always 
easy to recognize or dia 

f 
nose in the field. If problems with salinity or laterite 

are suspected, additiona soil sampling and laboratory analysis may be called 
for. For more information on these subjects, refer to the bibliography in 
Appendix D. 

Soil Salinity 

The soil properties that influence salinit 
mineralogy, soil-water movement, and so’ Y 

are related to soil chemistry and 
PH. Saline soils occur frequently in 

arid zones, especially in depressions and basins where evaporation or 
eva 

r 
transpirahon is high. The normal downward movement of water tends to 

was or leach the upper soil la ers, flushin salts out of the soil. In areas 
where evaporation is much hi K f 
layers is 

er than rain all, moisture in the u 

transpo 
rted upwards. #l e result of moisture rising to the su 4 

per soil 
ace is the 

appearance o sodium salt crystals, which can cover an entire valley bottom. 
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These “white alkah” soils am often, but not necessarily, found where intensive 
irrigation has been practiced, 

“Black alkali” soils are formed when rains dissolve sodium and potassium 
carbonates, dispersing the organic matter that colors the soil brown or black. 
Sodium carbonate can also break down the structure of inorganic clay particles, 
formmg a gel that becomes impervious and hard when dry. This impervious 
layer reduces infiltration of water through the soil, so that leaching cannot take 
~~~Calcmm should be added to the sol1 to counteract the effect of the 

. 

High concentrations of salts in the soil are toxic to most plants. A few species 
are tolerant of soil salinity to some extent. The concentration of salt in soil or 
water may be expressed or measured generally in one of three ways: 

0 milliequivaIent per liter (me/l) 
o parts per million (PPM) 
0 electrical conductivity (ECw ) in millimhos per cm (n-m-rho/cm) 

A direct relationship between these values exists. Of the three measures, onl 
conductivity can be readily measured in the field. It is the inverse 
of electrical resistivity. 

(reciproca r ) 

A second phenomenon greatly affects site conditions where salt problems 
occur. Even in soils where salt levels are relatively low (below 4 mmho/cm), 
strong concentrations of sodium salts can be a significant obstacle to 
reforestation efforts. This soil propert 
Exchangeable Sodium Percentage (E l 

is expressed u-r terms of the soil’s 
P). If the ESP value is above 15, 

reforestation efforts are likely to fail unless recautions are taken. Salt tolerant 
species must be selected and other site con d! itions must be favorable. Often on 
sates w$h high ESPs, pH values will also be high (around 8.5). This should be 
recogmzed as an indication of problems to come. 

Frequently the soils at a proposed project site have not been analyzed to the 
extent that either pH, conductivity, or ESP are known. Reports from other 
prompts on sorls and soil resources of the region or country may provide some 
mfonnatron. Local farmers should also be questioned about the productivity of 
local soils and site indicator plants. 

Site Analysis 
The obvious problem is to know what to ask and what to look for to avoid 
unsuitable sites. In terms of salinity problems in general, the following are 
s 
tK 

eciflc situations that indicate potential trouble. Such sites require more 
orough analysis, and it may be necessary to request assistance from a 

qualified soil scientist. 

o White alkali saline soils t 
cm), an.ESP below 15, an 7L-l 

icall have high conductivity (over 4 mmho/ 
a p of 8.5 or above. Heavy leaching through 

over-rmgahon can make them more productive. 
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o Saline-alkali soils (over 4 mmho/cm, ESP above 15, and pH around 8.5) 
can also be made more 
calcium concentration of ifi 

reductive through leaching. Nevertheless, the 
e soil must be increased to prevent dispersion of 

soil particles and reduction of permeability so that leaching can take place. 
Obtain additional advice before planting on these sites. 

o Alkali “sodic”soils and ‘black alkali” soils show relatively low conductivity 
(below 4 mmho/cm), but ESP is over 15, and pH values are in the ran e of 
8.5 to IO. A 
additional a f 

ain calcium must be added for leaching to take place. 0 % tain 
vice before planting on these sites. 

o For sites with ECw values of 6 mmho/cm, species must be selected with 
caution. At high levels of conductivity, fruit tree species such as citrus, 
plum, prune, and avocado are at their productive limits, even under 
otherwtse favorable conditions. 

Salinity Problems in the Nursery 
The conductivity of water on irri 
4mmho/cm, especially if s 

5” 
ties sue % 

ated sites should not be higher than 
as Azadirachta indica are to be planted. 

For all but the most salt to erant species, problems with irrigation water will 
begin in the range of 2 n-m-rho/cm. At hrgher ECw values, a sandy mix in 
seedling containers and deliberate overwatering will still give reasonable results 
in the nursery, although at a higher cost. The germination medium must be well 
drained and regular1 
a conductivity of a ii 

leached. In village nurseries in Senegal, well water with 
out 3 mmho/cm proved to be too saline for reliable 

seedling production, in spite of cautionary measures that were taken. 

Laterite Soils 

Laterite and lateritic soils in dryland Africa 
and soil conservation in many areas. Often tit 

ose special problems for forestry 
ey restrict vegetation growth and 

limit the choice of species that can be used in reforestation efforts. As 
underlying parent material to soils that are often shallow and easily eroded, 
they can dominate the landscape where extensive formations occur. 

The term laterite can be confusing because it is used for both: 

o the ongoing process of soil formation that takes place in semi-arid climates 
where temperatures are quite high, and 

o geologic rock formations that develo ed millions of years ago; for 
example, aluminum oxide, which is mine g as bauxite. 

Laterite and soils in the recess of laterization can be described as zones rich in 
sesquioxides (Al203 an % Fe203) that, when cut into bricks, become hard as they 
dry. This naturally occurring process of secondary cementation is used in 
making adobe blocks for construction materials. 
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Soils with these kinds of properties pose special challenges as a medium in 
which to row trees and shrubs. Lateritic soils are deficient in basic 
nutrients, %e a 

lant 
cause typically most of the soluble iron, magnesium, so ium, 

ii 
otash, phosphorus, and nitrogen have been leached out of the surface 
orizons. In addition, these soils become extremely hard and impenetrable to 

plant roots during the dry part of the year. When rains fall, most of the water 
either runs off or evaporates at the surface. What moisture does infiltrate will 
contribute to further leaching of plant nutrients. 

Certain vegetation types are productive on lateritic soils in spite of these 
drawbacks. These woodland and pasture resources can be utilized and 
developed as long as harvesting and access to grazing arc limited to sustainable 
levels. pnce trees or shrubs are removed, however, these soils will rapidly 
lose therr abthty to support plant life. The soil building and restoration process 
has to be tedrously re-estabhshed, with substantially decreased productivity. 

Physical site improvement is necessary for degraded lateritic soils, even to the 
extent of micro-site im 
required to increase infi P 

rovements for individual trees. Surface treatment is 
tration and water retention where runoff occurs even if 

slopes are minimal. Deep pits or trenches can be dug to loosen up the soil 
layers so that water can penetrate and roots have room to develop. Soil 
surfaces must be kept loose around young trees and as much organic matter as 

br 
ossible must be provided in the form of leaf litter and other plant residues. 
ith careful ground preparation and maintenance, revegetation is possible on 

such sites. 

In many areas throughout arid Africa, the sites that have been designated as 
communal lands for grazing and wood-cutting are t ically those on which 
lateritic soils are encountered. These over-exploited, ragile sites form large YF 
areas of “useless brush,” which nevertheless shll constitute the major source of 
fuelFood for many rural communities. Many foresters in arid Africa have 
tradmonally foregone natural forest management in favor of plantations and 
woodlots. Recent attention, however, has focused on the potential for 
silvicultural alternatives to the use of fast-growing, exotic species. 
Mana 
best 9 

ement of the existing vegetation of communal woodlands may be the 
ternative on lateritic soils. 

Experience has shown that many of the exotic species introduced for fuelwood 
production are totally out of their element under these harsh, demanding 
condmons. Naturally occurring species, on the other hand, have a remarkable 
potential for natural regeneration, provided that basic conservation techniques 
are adhered to. Some indigenous species have also shown much faster growth 
than traditional forestry lore would predict. 

Of particular interest along these lines is the recent experience in the Sahel in 
the restoratron and management of the shrub savanna, where local species of 
Combretaceae and Acacza make up the dominant ve 
Forest m Senegal, management of existing stands of w 

etation. In the Bandia 
cacia seyal may have 
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more potential for biomass production on lateritic sites than. fuelwopd 
lantations using Eucalyptus camaldulensis. In the Guesselbodl Forest III 

k iger, research into the management of natural stands of Combrenun 
ni@ans, C. micranthum, and Gurera senegalensis IS also underway. 

On sites where existing vegetation and soil resources are not severely depleted, 
natural forest management is not only preferable from a conservation point of 
view, but is also more cost effective than artificial reforestation projects. 
Silvicultural techniques that can be used in natural forest re eneration include 
promotion of stump and shoot sprouting, enrichment p antmgs, and sol1 P 
preparation to increase natural seedrng and germinahon. 



5 SITE/SPECPES SELECTION 

Site Selection 

For the t pe of reforestation effort with which this manual is mainly 
conceme cl , It is usually necessary for the planner to think in terms of at least 
two locations: a site for the nursery (the place where young trees will be seeded 
and grown until they are large enough to have a good chance for continued 
growth in another place), and the location where the trees will finally be 
planted. This 
site in need o P 

lanting site may be known from the be 
reforestation, it may have been the key e K 

inning, because, as a 
ement in determining 

the scope of the pro’ect. Planting sites may, however, be chosen at a later stage 
in the planning, a f’ 
completed. 

ter an analysis of land use and resource needs has been 

Nursery Site 

The nature and scope of the project determines the type and size nurse1 that is 
necess 
a centra ized location within the region they serve. These nurseries produce Y 

. State operated nurseries ate usually permanent and are estab ished at 7 

trees on an ongoing basis for a variety of needs, such as forest 
shade trees, woodlots, or soil conservation projects. Such centralize B 

lantings, 
nursenes 

are frequently maintained by government funds. 

Tern 
wide 

orary nurseries ate used when seedlings are needed only for a project that 
completed within a relatively short tune. These nurseries ate set up near 

the planting site to minimize transportation costs. They may be maintained for 
several years or for only one plantmg season. 

Small permanent nurseries that are locally owned and managed may be 
feasible. These nurseries can be operated by individuals, families, 
cooperatives, 
be located wi ti!ln 

911th 0: women’s groups, or as a community effort. They may 
family compounds, 111 community garden areas, or wherever 

an adequate water source IS available. The seedlings can be used for 
agroforestry efforts on private land holdings and for village reforestation 
projects, or they can be sold to raise money for other purposes. Fruit tree 
nurseries are particularly popular at the village level. 
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The best sites are those that are close to 1) a dependable source of water, 2) a 
road that is passable for heavy trucks during the rains, and 3) the nursery 
supervisor’s or workers’ living quarters. 

If plastic ts or other containers ( lant leaves, cardboard boxes, cla jars) are 
used, fm &fi 

f 
a good site is not d’ rcult. Pots can be filled with soil r-ought in lf! ic 

from elsew ere, and they can be stacked and tended in areas where nothing 
e!se wdl pw. If seeds are to be planted directly into the ground at the nursery 
ate, that rs, if the stock is to be open-rooted, the nursery soil must be rich, 
deep, and weIl drained. The best soil has a loamy texture and a loose crumbly 
structure. 

A slight slope will he1 surface water drain away, and protection from 
prevatling wmds is also esirable. Often a large shade tree in one comer of the tr 
nursery is useful to protect ve youn seedlings from extreme sunlight. It is a 
good idea as welI to fmd out w ther e land next to the nursery site would be xe i?h 
suitable and available if the nursery had to expand. 

The main factors to be considered when deciding upon a nursery site are: 

o availability of water year round 
o protection from prevailing winds 
0 access to the planting site 

Planting Site 

The choice of a planting site is a complex decision. In selecting a site, it is 
essential that issues of ownership, tenure, risks and benefits be discussed in 
advance so that the expectations of ovemment officials and local project 
participants are mutually understood. b ffrcials and community members must 
meet to consider the following points when choosing a site: 

o Who owns the land? Who has the water ri hts, if anyone? Who will own 
the trees once they are planted? Who uses e land currently or has used it il 
in the past? What are their claims to it now? 

o Who will be responsible for plantin and maintaining the trees? Who will 
be allowed to harvest various ro ucts? If products are to be marketed, 

I! 
f 

who will sell them and who wi receive the proceeds from the sale? 

o Will permits or taxes be required by government a encies? Axe there any 
resource use or management regulations that must ii? followed on this site? 

o How will grazing and other land uses be controlled on the site? Who will 
be responsrble for enforcing the controls? 

If protection of the land is the main goal, sites are selected to give the best 
possible conservation results. If production is the primary objective, issues 
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such as trans 
determines w K 

ortation and marketing become important. The site in turn 
ich species and plantm 

Forestry and conservation efforts are o H 
methods will be most successful. 

ten undertaken to protect productive 
farmland against the adverse effects of flood and erosion damage. Frequently it 
is the area above the fields that requires treatment. In any drainage basin it is 
important to protect the upper portions of the slopes and hills. 

Once a site has been decided u n an a 
the various parties involved. TIP d s shoul 

reement should be drawn up between 
outline project goals, responsibilities, 

and a management plan for the site. The agreement is necessary to protect the 
participants, to ensure that everyone’s expectations have been met, and to 
prevent future misunderstandings. 

Species Selection 

Foresters who are mana 
before matching partic uf 

ing projects must ar@yze both tree species and sites 
ar specres to tven sttes. To do this successfully it is 

necessary to consrder 1) envuonmen tali constraints, 2) 
3) human factors, and 4) legal constraints. For an a B 

urposes of the project, 
ditional discussion of 

s 
d= 

ties selection for agroforestry projects, see Chapter 8, Agroforestry and 
oil Conservation. 

Environmental Constraints 

Performance of trees and shrubs is limited by the amount of moisture available 
to the plants, as well as certain other factors. Over time, different species have 
evolved that can exist where moisture is relatively scarce. Adaptations to arid 
site conditions can take on many forms. Some species develo 
extremely fast or that spread out far beyond the radius of Ji 

roots that grow 
e trees’ crowns. 

Others are able to store moisture and use it during the dry season. Some reduce 
their needs for moisture during the 

$ closing them during the hottest part o 
season by dropping their leaves or by 

an extreme drought many s 
the day to reduce transpiration. During 

ties have an unusual die-back/recovery capability: 
portions growing above t e ground die back completely, but new shoots R” 
emerge from the root-stock when soil moisture condiuons are again favorable. 

‘Ihe im 
given r 

rtant question here, then, is which species can survive and grow well 
e soil, water, and climatic characteristics of the site. To determine 

environmental constraints, foresters study climatic records for given areas. 

Ctimate 
In dry areas of Africa, the single most limiting climatic factor is rainfall. Before 
the project can be started, mana ers must find answers to a number of 
questions. How much rain falls d uring the rainy season (the period when 
young trees are planted)? How is the rainfall distributed during the rain 
season? If the timin 

f 
of the rains is wrong--for exam le, if the total rainfa 1 

E 
r 

occurs within two ays instead of over several wee 
ruined. 

--the project can be 
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There are other things about rainfall to consider. For example: 

o How hard does the rain fall? Gentle, spread-out mins are more likely to 
soak into the soil than heavy, torrential rains. 

o What is the temperature? If temperatures are very high, the moisture 
evaporates much more quickly. 

o When do the rainy seasons occur? 

As noted earlier, some areas have two rainy seasons; others have only one, in 
the hot summer months. Still others have one rainy season in the cooler winter 
months. A tree s 
the winter usu al!? 

ties that grows well in a region where the rain falls during 
y does not adapt well to an area where it rains during the 

warmer weather--even though the amount of the rainfall is the same. 

The single most useful rainfall measurement is the mean annual preci 
measured in millimeters (mm) per year. In the tro 

B 
its, however, annu af 

itation, 
rainfall 

tends to vary greatly, so it is neces to consi 
year in determming the figures upon w “K, 

er the variation from year to 
‘ch to base a choice of species. 

It is a good idea to make a list of tree species and the water needs of each in 
any area in which forestry projects are being implemented. If two species look 
good, but one requires less water and the project area is one where the supply 
of water is uncertain, choose the one re 
following page was prepared for three ram? 

less water. The list on the 
’ 

uiring 
all zones in Africa. 

Drought 
No one can accurately predict when a drou ht will occur, but foresters should 
make use of previous records in drou Fl 
suitabilit 

B 
of a species for a iven site. 

Jl 
rB 

t prone areas to determine the 
nfortunatel , the drier the area, the 

less mlia le the average rainf fi 
avera es will be. Furthermore, 

fi 
ti 

ures usually are, an i the greater the range of 
ere are many areas where accurate rainfall 

recot s do not exist, and it is necessary for project managers to use very 
general information such as that presented on the maps in Appendix C, and 
upon the basis of information from local residents. 

Project results also indicate that in a dry climate, local species will row more 
slowly, but may survive better than exotics--s 

% 
ecies brought in rom other B 

areas or countries. Obviously, under arid con ttions, plant growth is not as 
vigorous as it is if more moisture is available. Since native plant s ecies in arid 
zones have adapted to withstand prolonged drought, it is natural I4 at they have 
different, often slower, growth characteristics than plants that evolved in more 
humid climates. 
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Common African and Introduced Tree Species 
by Water Requirement 

Dry Sites-200 to 5OOmm Mean Annual Reciphtion 

Acacia albti 
Acacia radiana 
Acacia senegal 
Annona senegalensis 
B&mites aegyptiaca 
Boscia salih~olia 
Cimuttip~ra qfhicana 

Medium Sites-500 to !XNhnm 

Cumcarpus lancifoliuf 
D&era @bra 
Euphorbia bulsamifera 
Maerva crass&dia 
Parkinsmia aculeata 
Prosopis juli#lora 
ziz@tt&s spp. 

A&nsonia digitata 
Anacardm ucci&vatule 
Azadirachta indica 
Bauhinid spp. 
Cassia siamea 
Combrehm spp. 
Eucalyptus camaldu.lensis 

Moist Sites-900 to 12Ohm 

Ficus sycomonrr 
Hiuoxylun persicum 
Parkia biglobosa 
Sdvadura persica 
Sclerucarya birrea 
Tamarix articulata 
Tenninalia spp. 

Albizia &beck Cordia abyssinica 
Anmgeissus leiocatp~ Dalbergia melanoxylon 
Borassus aethiopurn Erythrina abyssinica 
Butyrosptmuwn pa&ii Markhamia spp. 
Casuarina equisetijXa Tamarinds indica 

On the other hand, species introduced from more favorable climatic zones may 
unde 
than 

o severe stress when things get dry. They are often less able to survrve 
ifi ose species that occur naturally on dry sites. Even if these exotics are 

able to sutvrve drought conditions, they may not grow normally or rapidly. In 
fact, their rowth may be slower than the mdigenous vegetation. Thts is.the 
main prob em in trying to introduce species from other areas into margmal B 
sites. 

In parts of Africa where the mean annual rainfall is less than l,ooOmm, 
therefore, it is recommended that rapidl growing species such as Eucalyptus 
camaldulensis or Leucuena leucocepha a, which original1 T came from other 
continents, be compared with other possibly more suitab e species. If these I 
species are used in low rainfall regions, they should be planted where the 
water table is near the surface, so that trees will have access to sufficient 
water. 

Soil 
Trees and shrubs need soils that have a high capacity for holding moisture, 
and a texture consisting of a blend of coarse and fine 
should have a fair amount of organic matter that is renewe ii 

articles. They also 
annually. Soil sur- 

faces should be protected from strong, constant winds and they should not be 
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compacted. Preferabl 
some species more x 

they should also be free draining, although this benefits 
an others. Soil characteristics and their influence on 

species selection were discussed in the 
points to be considered are: What kin % 

receding chapter. Among the s 
of texture does the soil have? Ige 

cific 
oes it 

retain water well? How deep is the soil? Are there any potential problems with 
pH or salinity? 

The presence of “indicator lants” on a site can rovide clues as to the soil 
that one cm expect to find. 8 F le, is often foun r on 
de 

akbropisprocera , or exam 

cu tivation. Close observation of the tree and shrub cover in specific t 
raded soils where the nutrient pool has been dep eted through intense P 

landsca 
refer. p” 

s will lead to a first feel for the type of soils that different species 

% 
t is evident that Mtrangina inermis, Anogeissus leiocarpus, or 

orassus aethiopum prefer low 1 
large proportion of fine particles. &ha 

ing areas where soils contain a relatively 
trsalready~rowm~onthestt~canbe 

the best clue as to which species wih be compattb e. On eforested sites, the 
most ecologically sound solution may be to restock the area with the original 
natural vegetation. 

Other Environmental Factors 
In addition to climate, soil, and water there are other factors in the environment 
that afkct the choice of species: 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Elevation - some species will thrive only above or below a certain altitude. 

Slope - some species are especially useful for erosion control on steep 
slo s and unstable soils because they have lateral root systems &4cacias, 
&Eti*es aegyptiacit, Aruacardiurn occidentale). 

Topography - rough, broken terrain may have a great deal of variation in 
macro-srte condittons. Species that can tolerate a wide range of site 
conditions are needed. 

Fire history of the area - are there frequent or few fires? Some trees are 
more fire-resistent than others. 

Pests - some trees are mote affected by certain pests than others. A planting 
site that has several kinds of trees is less likely to be destroyed by insects or 
disease, because a pest that attacks one species of tree may not be attracted 
to another species. 

Animals - do the livestock in the area prefer the leaves and bark of certain 
trees more than those of the other species being considered? 

Project Purpose 

While considering the s 
r 

ties in terms of environmental constraints, it is 
necesv to keep III min the purpose or objective of the project. What is the 
obJectwe of the reforestation (or revegetatron) effort? Is the project aim to 
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conserve resources, as in a sand stabilization program for an eroded area? Or 
does it seek to increase production of certain forest products, such as fuelwood 
or poles for construction? 

Certain species can be used for one purpose and not the other, but some 
s ecies can be used to fill a number of requirements. To meet several 
o jectives, a plantation may also include more than one species. An example of g 
a multiple-use species, Anacardium occidentale, is very valuable for soil 
reclamation and 
be used for lot ar 

rotection. It also produces fruits and nuts (cashews) that can 
consumption or as a cash cro 

fuelwood, tanins, dyes, and medicines from di P 
. In addition, it can provide 

ferent 
tree can tolerate a wtde range of soil type, elevation, an cf 

arts of the plvt. The 
rainfall variations. 

Eucalyptus camak&Zemti is a more limited species. Introduced to Africa for 
use in woodlots and large-scale plantations, rt grows ra 
favorable. It can produce large quantities of wood for fue P 

idly if conditions are 
and construction in a 

short period of time. It is not particularly useful for soil conservation, 
however, because it produces little leaf litter, and there is evidence that it 
actually inhibits the establishment of other vegetation. The soil beneath a stand 
of E. cum&Wer&s is sometimes bare and thus is more susceptible to surface 
runoff and soil erosion. It also is not suited for use in intercropping or 
windbreaks and is fairly demanding in terms of site conditions. 

In selecting species, therefore, it is important to wei h the produc- 
tion/conservation trade-offs, and determine priorities base f on the ro’ect’s 
purpose. Project goals should be formulated with consideration or Pi ocal 
expectations and preferences. 

Human Factors 

The ke is to discover what the residents of an area would like the pro’ect to 
do, an J what is attractive to them. For exam le, if Acacia afbida is h 
thought of locall 
constraints), an B 

and can be grown on the site P 
ighly 

i.e., it meets the environmental 
it serves the project’s purposes well, then it is a good choice 

of species: everyone takes better care of something that is highly valued. It is 
also important to investigate local preferences or prejudices towards certain 
s ecies. The two species mentioned above, A. occidentale and E. cam- 
a dulensis, serve as examples to illustrate this point as well. Y 

In arts of Senegal, the cashew tree is re 
befeved to attract ghosts (Hoskins, 1979 !f 

arded with superstition because it is 
. In other countries the cashew a 

is thought to be poisonous if eaten with dairy products. In some areas w R 
ple 
em 

the trees have been planted, the cashews are not even harvested, because an oil 
in the nutshell causes skin irritations. In these cases the many beneficial 
characteristics of the tree may be outweighed by the negative perceptions of it. 

The other example, Eucalyptus, has been widely promoted as a fuelwood 
species. But it tends to be smoky and it has a characteristic “cou 
imparted by resins in the wood that are released when burned. a 

h drop” odor 
some areas 
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~o$erb~evelo p” a taste for Eucalyptus and prefer it to other woods; but 

the smokeitse . !i? 
p e object to the flavor the smoke gives to food-as well as to 

I&gaiconstraints 

As mentioned earlier, many countries 
resources and of certain tree s ties. R 

rotect and regulate the use of natural 

specific tree special status. In 6 
some cases, traditional laws ive a 

est Africa, for example, Acacia albi lfi was 
protected by local customs even before the national government protected it for 
ecological reasons. 

It is impossible to 
such restrictions. 8 

ive universally applicable information in this manual on 
uch information 1s xeadil available on a local basis, 

however, and foresters familiar with an area w’ li know the restrictions that are 
enforced. Appendix B, which provides details for some of the common trees 
of arid lands m Africa, does note when a species has certain legal status. 

A number of tree species of sub-Saharan Africa have been xe 
(see box). This list can be referred to in considering the ma1 choice of B 

ufated by law 

species. Species that are already protected by law may be more ap 
a conservation 

tR 
reject than species with no such restrictions. a 

ropriate for 
n the other 

hand, a species at requires special permits for use may be less desirable for a 
production oriented project. 

Tree Species Regulated By Law in Africa 

Use, cutting, and removal limited by law in at least one country: 

Acac&ralbida Hyphaene thethzica 
Acacia scorpiodes 
Acacia Senegal 

Khaya senegalensis 

Adansonia digitata 
Parinmi macrophylla 

Balanites aegyptiaca 
Parkia biglubosa (Benth.) 

Bon&m costatwn 
Pterocarpur erinaceus 
Sclerocya birrea 

Borarsur aethiopm Tamarindus Mica 
Butyrospennum parkii 

Classified as “Specially Useful” in at least one country: 

Acacia macrustachya 
Acacia scmpioi&s 

Lmdolphia heudelotti 

Adansonia digitata 
Lmnea microcarpa 

Anogeiss~ lGucarpur 
Prusopis aj+icana 

Balanites aegyptiaca 
Pset&ce&ela kutschyi 

Buswlka &lztMi 
Pterocatpus erinaceus 

Ceibapenimdra 
Pterocarpuf kens 

Dalbergia me&vwxylon 
Saba senegalensis 

Detarium senegalense 
Sterculia setigera 
Teclea s&mica 

Elaeisguineemis Vitex cuneata 
Gukra senegalensis Ziziphus mawitiaca 



NURSERY MANAGEMENT 

Nursery Design and Layout 
Sound nursery management begins with the design of the facility. Particularly 
in larger nurseries, a well thought out design is necessary to allow for rational 
traf!?c patterns and adequate work space. 

A good way to begin planning the nursery design is to prepare a detailed sketch 
of its layout. Show the size and location of the beds and water storage 
facilities. Plan for irrigation during dry seasons and drainage during the rains. 
Allow room for walkways, driveways, and turnaround s ace as needed. Leave 
enough space for stora 

%e 
e rooms and tool space. f-h 

construction shed should 
e storage area or 

large enough to provide shelter for the crew in 
times of intense heat and driving rain. Space is needed for research plots, 
germinatin beds, compost bins, and safety or fire prevention strips (especially 
along the ences).The layout must also consider the special needs of open- B 
rooted and potted seedlings. 
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Open-Rooted or Potted Seedlings 

Some species cannot be moved easily or transplanted safely from a nursery to a 
planting site unless they are rown and transported in pots; other species 
cannot grow well in pots. Wh’ e the open-rooted stock method is cheaper to d 
use, some species require the use of pots. If, however, a species will grow 
either in pots or as open-rooted stock, each method has advantages and 
disadvantages that should be considered. 

In Africa, most of the Aafirachru indicu (neem) 
trees are raised by the open-tooted method, and it is 
also used for Cassia siamea, Khaya senegalensis, 
Sclerocarya birrea, and some species of Prosopis. 

0 Ti! en-rooted Stuck 
e advantages of open-rooted stock are: 

o There is less weight to transport from the nursery to the permanent 
site--pots are heavy. 

o It takes less time to transplant open-rooted stock. 

o Less cafe of open-rooted seedlings is required in the nursery. 

o Seedlings arc usually larger and so require less protection after 
transplanting. 

The disadvantages of this method are: 

o Open-rooted seedlings need more space. 

o They need more time in the nursery. 

o The nursery location must have good soil conditions. 

o Roots are ex 
and again w r 

sed to air when the plants are lifted out of the nursery soil 

the plants. 
en they are planted at the permanent site. This can damage 
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Put&d Stock 
The most commonIy used containers in Africa are usually referred to as plastic 
pots, even though they are actuaIly 
called sleeves or tubes. Other types o P 

lastic bags. They are also sometimes 
containers may be used, and if they are 

made from locally available materials, they may be more affordable. 

The advantages of using containers are: 

o Good soil is not required at the nursery site. 

o Seedlings can be placed closer together than in the open rooted method. 

o The time in the nursery is shorter, and although pots require expense at 
the begi _ .hg, the shorter nursery time cuts down on other expenses. 

o The pots can be easily moved to the permanent site well before 
outplanting starts, just as long as watering continues. 

o Root growth is contained in a package that is easy to transport, and 
there ts little or no exe,,. 
and transpIanting. 

R=*W of hair roots to the air during transporting 

o On difficult sites, potted plants may have better survival rates than open- 
rooted seedlings. 

o Soil diseases may not spread as rapidly to potted seedlings as in open- 
rooted beds. 

The disadvantages of using containers are: 

o The seedlings require root pruning while in nursery pots. 

o Pots cannot be piled up for transport. 

o ‘Ihey are heavier and more difficult to transport. 

o Pots must usually be purchased, which may or may not be a 
P 

roblem 
(dependin upon time saved in the nursery or on the expense o 
certain so’ s ready for open-rooted planting). 9 

making 

o Seedlings are normally smaller at the time of transplanting and require 
extra protection from grazing livestock until they are larger. 

If pots are needed, they should be ordered well ahead of time. Only one size 
plastic pot is necessary for most s 
plastic should not be too flimsy or tr 

ties, which makes ordering easier. The 
e 

mlls thick should be strong enough. J 
ots will collapse; a plastic that is 4 to 8 

sually the pot IS a standard 8cm (3 in.) 
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. 

3OUA 

. 

diameter by 3Ocm (9 in.) de 
particularly fruit trees, such as !L 

th. Larger pots are needed for some species, 
ung@ru indica (mango) and Citrus spp. 

Some experiments have been done with much smaller seedling containers 
(2Scm diameter b 
These are made o r 

5 to 3Ocm depth) in the United States and the Caribbean. 

transport than the 
Styrofoam, cardboard, or plastic, and are much easier to 

larger ts. 
for use on dry sites, and tr 

It is not clear, however, if they are appropriate 
ey are likely to be considerably more expensive than 

the widely used plastic sleeves. 

Planning IV ursery Beds 

The amount of land needed for beds (the land within the nursery where the 
seeds will be sown) will depend on whether the seedlings will be grown in 

ots 
r-i 

or will ‘be open-rooted. If the open-rooted stock method is berng used, 
gure that each rou of 1,000 trees needs about 10 square meters. The same 

number of potJsee&i.n gs needs only about seven square meters. Add at least 
20 percent to the figure calculated for the nursery beds. The 20 percent will be 
for additional s ace for roads, work areas, construction sheds, etc. Walkwa 
between the be xs 

s 
must be wide enough to permit foot and wheelbarrow tra f? IC, 

a minimum of 6Ocm (24 in.). 

If at all possible, plan the beds so that their longer dimension is laced in an 
east-west direction and their narrower side faces north-south. B rientin the 
beds in this way gives trees on the inside the same ex 

P 
osure to the sun as ii ose 

in the outside rows. Beds should not be wider than m so that weedin 
center can be done easily. A bed that is lm wide and approximately 8 

in the 
to 7m 

long can hold about 1,000 plastic pots in 12 rows of 83 pots. 
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For open-rooted stock, standard sized beds contain five rows of trees and are 
approximately one meter wide. The length of the beds varies from 5 to 20 
meters, dependin artl on handling needs and the amount of labor and 
transportanon avafiaatle. hways allow room for extra beds. 

Beds are usually either sunken or raised, depending on species and site 
conditions. Sunken beds retain moisture much in the same way that micro- 
catchments work, and thus are used where water availability is limited. Raised 
beds are prepared for open-rooted stock using the double-digging method. 
They provide seedlings with a well-drained and aerated rootmg zone for 
optimal growth- 
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TOTAL 
iflRFACB AREA ILLu!nRmnr~ 

NUMBRR OF TRRRR 

RRQUIRRR DIMENSIONS 
d 

mr~m&E~mm 
lo PhsticRm~ OpceRoam 

(-10% Loss OR REiIEm 

10 4X25 585 360 

50 10x5 2,925 I.800 

100 15 X6.7 5.850 3.600 

so0 30x17 -2?3,250 18.000 

ImJ 40X25 s&!ao 36,ooo 

s.ooo 71 X70 292.st.m 180,ow 

10,000 

I 

lOOX 58!5.ooo 360,oal 

SPACE REQUIREMENTS CALCULATION 

ON THE BASIS OF : 
I’LMIIC POT STOCK = 65 ‘IRFE+n2 

OPENROOTEDSMCK=4OIRJiES~ 
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Other Nursery Design Considerations 

ACC@SS 
Long distances for hand c 
layout. A small truck should =L 

ing can be avoided by planning driveways in the 
able to drive into the center of any nurse that 

holds 10,000 seedlings or more. It is even more useful if the nursery x as a 
central access road that runs the full length of the nursery, with a turnaround or 
drive-through facility at the far end. 

Research 
Small research plots can be placed in a comer of the nursery. The location of 
these beds should be planned so that they do not interfere with the regular 
nursery efforts. Experimental plantations are also often located on a parcel 
adjacent to the nursery, for eas observation and to serve x a demonstration of 
new techniques for visitors to & e nursery. 

Shade 
Young trees usually need some shade during their first weeks, especially when 
they have just been trans 
the worst weeks of hot, cr 

lamed from a germination box into pots, or during 
ry weather. Shade can be used as a technique to cut 

down loss of plant moisture through transpiration if it is difficult to provide 
adequate water year round in the nursery through irrigation. 

Too much shade, however, will cause seedlings to be spindly and weak. They 
should be protected from the sun only when necessa 
raised in full sunlight from the time they erminate. 

. Some seedlings are 

necessary for a short time. Most species a l-f 
9 sually shading is on1 

apt themselves early and quite we 6 
to full sunlight. 
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If a large shade tree is available in the nursery, seedlings in plastic ots can be 
started underneath it and later moved into partial or full sunhght. If 51 exe are no 
shade trees in the nursery or for open-rooted 
rig straw or reed mats over some of the beds. 

lants, another possiblility is to 
h e advantage of this method is 

that the screens can bz adjusted to regulate the amount of sunlight at different 
times of the day. 

Gradually move the seedlings into the full sunlight: this will help 
to survive full exposure to the sun at the planting site. 

reparc them 
Seed mgs should, P 

however, be shaded when they have just been lifted out of the nursery, while 
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they are being transported, and during any delays prior to transplanting, to 
relieve the stress of moistum loss during the transplanting process. 

Ground and Soil Preparation 
Ciearing the Site 

The first step in pm 
be there already. TR 

aring the nursery is to remove all but a few trees that may 
ese trees are kept for shading young seedlings until they 

can stand fullsunlight. Aside from these shade trees, old trees and quantities of 
young trees srmply do not mix: the competition for light and water damages 
young trees. If it seems wrong to cut trees down, it is sometimes possible to 
move them elsewhere. All remaining roots, stumps, and other vegetation 
should be removed from the area. 

Providing for Nutrients 

If open-rootednstzk2 p: 
nutnents. - 

T 
din 

raised, ideally the soil should be fertilized to add 

and special ertilizing efforts s k 
s draw large amounts of nutrtents from the sot1 
ould be made, particularly when preparing the 

beds for a new crop. Nitrogen, potassium and phosphorus are nutrients of 
pa$cular importance. Plants can take u these nutrients from or 
an.nnal manure, and green manures, w K ich also can help buil % 

anic compost, 
or keep good 

sot1 st.tucture. Commercially produced fertilizers are often needed to supply 
sufftctent phosphorus. In many areas, however, these chemical fertilizers are 
not avatlable, or are too expenstve to purchase. 

Beds for Open-Rooted Seedlings 

Beds for o 
the subsoi p” 

n-rooted seedlings can be either raised or sunken. In either case 

develo 
must be broken up and loosened to allow drainage and root 

P 
ment, and corn 

the soi . There should vii 
sted organic matter should be thoroughly mixed into 
no large clumps of soil or organic matter. Sunken 

beds are usually about 1Scm deep, although the sides of the beds may be built 
up above the surface. Their pu 
where extreme aridity is a prob em. In more humid zones sunken beds may ‘p 

ose is to retain additional moisture in areas 

retain too much water, causmg stagnation and fungus problems. 

Raised bets are pre 
techmque mvolves oosening the subsoil, turning the topsoil, and adding P 

ared using the double-digging method (see box). This 

compost m a way that avonis compacting the soil and increases porosity for au 
and water infiltration and root development. Raised beds can bc framed with 
stde supporfs, such as bricks or boards, to keep the edges from eroding. Often 
the? materials are scarce or too expensive, however, and the beds are simply 
malntalned regularly. 



Preparing Raised Beds 
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Procedures for Potted Seedlings 

Patting Mixture 
The potting mix should be loose and light to encourage 
but not so much so that the root ball crumbles when B 

ood root development, 
andled. Good results 

have been achieved by mixing @in sand with sieved cattle manure at a ratio of 
1:l. It may also be desirable to mclude some cla 

d 
in the mixture so that the root 

ball holds together well during transplanting. Id termite mounds are often a 
good source of clay. Other ingredients that may be included in the 
am charcoal dust, compost, insecticides or fungicides, and chemi car 

tting mix 
fertilizers, 

Clay and organic matter should always be sieved to get rid of any large 
clumps. Sand, on the other hand, normally does not need sifting unless it 
contams a lot of debris. A large screen can be constructed using a_ hcz?-~ VET 
mesh (1 -cm openings) with a wooden frame for support. This is- 
an angle, and the potting mixture is shoveled through it. Any c P 

roppect up at 
umps that are 

too big to pass through the screen can be dried and pounded to break them up. 

Manure should be sifted bejore it is ured to make the potting mixture 

Heap the mixture in sizable piles in the nursery work area 
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Fillin Pots 
Once f e ingredients have been thorou hly combined the pots are filled. It is 
im 

P 
ortant to teach nursery workers to ill the pots pro B 

ef lcienc 
erly in order to ensure 

H 
as well as good quality seedlings. The fol owing pages illustrate P 

how to fi and sink pots for the best results. 

Fill the pots using a meti 
or plasticjbnnel jurr large 
enough to fit the top of 
the pot. 

Fill the puts fdl. Watering 
will cause the mixture to 
settle to about li2cm below 
the top of the put. 

Scoop the mix intu the funnel. 
The soil is lightly packed as 
the put is being filled by tapping 
the pot on the ground with 
the funnel held in place. 
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Sinking Pots 
As some workers fill the ts, others set them in neat lines and rows. Although 
lining the pots up 

sf 
rfec tr 

during the rest of 
y is extra work, it greatly reduces the effort Fquired 

e nursery operations. Seedlings 
of pots should be protected against sunburn an 8 

lanted in the outad? row 
excessive heat. Sh 

f 
htly 

countersinking or burying the rows of ots he1 s. Use the earth dug out 
t! 42 

rom 
this opemtion to build a wedge against e outs1 pots to protect them. 

farevL~:~m 
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It is very important that the beds be level and smooth. Stack the pots in straight 
even rows so that they do not lean. Separating the pots into units of 100 or 
1,000 makes it easy to keep track of how many seedhngs are in the nursery. 
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Determining Planting Dates 

Survival chances of the youn trees de 
are transplanted and upon p antmg T l tr 

nd directly upon their size when they 

Therefore, the timin 
em at exactly the right time of year. 

Ideal1 
of the seeding operation must be carefully planned. 

transp ant@--this I 
, a tree shou d have as large a root system as possible before 7 

increases its survival chances. But trees must also be 
reasonab! 

Y 
hght and small so that transportation and transplanting can be done 

moreeas y. 

Location, soil, the amount of sunli ht and water, and other factors can affect 
the time needed in nursery beds. h ese differences make exact scheduling 
difficult, but much good information is often available from local experience 
and carefully kept records of other projects. For some species, it is important 
that seedlings be past the earl 
and winds occurring in sub- i 

emergent stage to survive the extreme dry heat 
aharan Africa during 

d3; 
season months. This 

kind of information must be considered when decidmg e seeding dates. 

The f lanting schedule is set up so that the trees will be strong and well- 
deve o 
rains. F 

d-for trans 
o tune the p Ll 

lar$ng to their permanent sites @mediately after the f!rst 
ttng correctly, foresters detemnne how long each species 

to be grown has to remam in the nursery. Then they calculate the dates for 
seedin 
weeks f 

by subtracting the estimated time in the nurse from the number of 
eft before the predicted start of the rains. Thus i Acacia &idu is to be 7 

seeded in plastic pots (see chart on following page) and if the rains are due to 
start in 24 weeks, it can be figured that the pots must be seeded in nine or ten 
weeks, thus: 

24 weeks left before rains 
-u weeks necessary in nursery 
10 weeks= time for planting 

The following chart lists some species commonly found in Africa and classifies 
them according to the time needed in nursery beds with controlled irrigation 
and shade. If these conditions are not well controlled, more time in the nursery 
may have to be scheduled. 
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PLASTIC POTS 

6-10 weeks 10-14 wks. 14-18 wks. 

ParkhweO Atxxiae Amciariibtim 
Aatciumtfkvm Acaciasenegal 

Amwmiiumm&ntale 
Auuiimc~tica 

EuMPM SPP. lo 
Prosopis spp. 

OPEN-ROOTED STOCK 

30-35 wks. 

(I) Transplanted into pots 
(2) Seeded directly into pots 
(3) Propagated from cuttings 

18-24 wks. 

Bahnhaeg@aca 
B~rospennumparkii 
c- eq4isretifololia 
E-typrur VP. (2) 
Parkia biglobosa 
T~indus indica 
T- W?. (3) 
Ziziphus spp. 

35-40 wks. 

Amdimchtta indica 
Gmelinaarbwea 

Seed Supply 

Some seeds may have to be ordered, and this should be done early. Sometimes 
seeds are purchased local1 uarantee ood 
genetic quality. The buyer h 

in the market, but it is difficult to 
as no control over the parent tree se ection. 0 f f8 ten it 

IS necessary to gather seeds from trees in the area, and prepare them for use. 
Seed tree selection and seed collection should be supervised by trained 
personnel. 

Seed Collection 

The best seeds come from strong, healthy parent trees. Fully ri ned fruits are 
icked directl 

L 
Y 

ing picke d 
from the trees or collected at least daily as they all. If fruits are 

, long handled pruning shears can be used to reach higher 
branches. Collection can be made more efficient by spreading large ieces of 
cloth, mats, or tarpaulins under the trees to catch the seeds as K t 
Whenever 

ey fall. 

many of tl! 
ossible, seeds are collected as soon as they are ripe, otherwise 
em may be eaten or damaged by birds, animals, or insects. 

Damaged seeds are less likely to germinate. Seeds should be fresh and 
reasonably dry, without being dried out. 
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The timing of the rainy season also has an effect on flowering and fruiting of 
trees. If the seeds are to be collected locally, information on when the seeds 
will be ripe is needed to plan seeding o 
Africa mature during the dry season. F 

ratrons. The fruits of many species in 

not corm 
and store “B 

ond with the plantin 
the timing of the fruiting season does 

P 
schedule, seed must be collected in advance 

for use during the ollowing year. The seed of such species as 
Azudiruchta indicu cannot be stored for more than a few weeks, so collection 
and seeding in the nursery must be planned to take place as soon as possible 
after the seeds become ripe. 

Appendix B has additional information on seed collection for certain species. 
Another good source is Von Maydell’s Arbres et Arbustes du Sahel. 

Seed Tree Selection 

Seed trees should not be selected at random or on the basis of proximity or 
convenience to the seed collectors. The genetic quality of the parent tree 1s an 
important consideration in seed collection because characteristics such as fast 

f 
rowth, tree form, and resistance to diseases and insects can be passed on 
rom one 

trees wil f 
eneration to the next. It may he difficult to determine which parent 
produce superior offsprin 

R 
, however, because environmental 

variables can complicate the 
P 
icture. tree with high genetic potential, for 

instance, may appear to have s ow growth because it 1s growing on a poor site. 

In selecting a seed tree, the 
characteristtcs that are sought. ‘Tp 

reject’s purpose will also determine the 
rees with strarght, clear trunks are preferable 

for production of poles for construction, but bushy trees and shrubs that 
cop ice easily are appropriate for firewood or live fencing. If foliage or food 
pro tl uction are the primary pro’ect goals, then the amount of leaf or fruit 
production a specimen is ca 

P 
ab e of IS more important than its form In soil r’ 

conservation pro’ects, the 
lf 

on 
considered as we as rapid gro wil 

evity of a potential seed tree should be 
. 

These characteristics are usually difficult to measure when corn 
individual trees. Furthermore, the combination of traits that are \ 

aring 
t can 

rarely all be found in one 
soug 

s 
specres are selected. In p” 

cimen. Generally, several seed trees for each 
se ecting seed trees, look for places where site 

conditions do not limit the the trees’ growth. Try to find a stand with several 
individuals of the same species growin to ether and choose the healthiest, 
most vigorous representative that typi fvfl res e characteristics that are being 
selected. Seed trees should be marked so that they can be easily identified from 
year to year. 
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Extraction 

Seeds must be removed from the fruits and pods that contain them, and there 
are various ways to do this. 

Dry fruits can be pounded carefully in mortars or bowls or on clean, hard 
surfaces to separate the fiuit from the seed. Then the seeds are cleaned by hand 
orb 
their 

winnowin 
cacius and 8 

them through the air (mortar and wind separation). Most of 
a& sinam seeds can be extracted by this method. 

The fruit of pul 
must be soaked L 

y species, like B&mites aegypthca and Azadircachta indicu, 
fore the pulp can be removed and the seeds extracted and 

dried. Some seeds, like Ziztphus s@ua-christi must be soaked to soften the 
pulp, and onh then can the remaimng hard shell be cracked with a hammer to 
remove the seeds. 

Others, like Ptzdihmniu tzcdti, can lx easily shelled by hand. 

Drying and Storing Seeds 

The two most important factors in good seed storage are keeping the seeds dry 
and keeping them cool. Wet seeds s oil and rot m storage, so they must be 
dried in the air first. Then they can L 
kzwoga 

stored in dry containers such as jars, 
s= Care must be taken to keep the contamers off floors and away 

. fhl 
containers. 

s practrce helps keep rnsects and dampness away from the seed 

Store the containers so that air can circulate around them. This helps keep the 
seeds drier and cooler. Extreme heat can destroy the seed’s ability to 
gemunate. 
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Seeds should not be left to dry under a hot sun for the same reason. For 
example, the viabilit of seeds like Eucalyptus spp. is destroyed at 
temperatures above 40 egrees Celsius. B 

seeds should be stored so that air can circuhte around thm 

If at all possible, the seeds should be treated with a general pesticide to keep 
weevils and worms away. The containers should be checked frequently for 
damage to the seeds; the seeds should be turned over in their containers at that 
time. 

Each container of seeds should be labeled with the following infomlation: 

Species: 

Collection: 

Storage: 

Quantity: 

Name 

Location 
Name of Collector 

Beginning date 
treatment 

Number of seeds in 
the container 

Seeding 

Prewatering and Weeding 

The beds or pots should be watered daily beginning two weeks before sowing 
the seeds. Re 
adding a lot o B 

ular and radual prewatering in small amounts (rather than 
water at ti e last moment) allows the water to mix even1 and 

thoroughly with the soil. The top 20cm of soil should be moist. xr ater 
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penetration of the soil can be checked by opening some of the pots to check the 
moisture levels inside. 

Prewatering will cause weed seeds alread 
visible before the tree seeds are planted. izle 

in the soil to germinate and become 

be removed before sowin 
f 
. Weedii 

n all the newly emerged weeds can 

the young trees’ chances or surviv J 
at this point saves time later and increases 
. 

Pretreatment of the Seeds 

Most seeds must be treated in some way to 
Some seed coats are im 

ive reliable germination results. 

Pretreatin 
F 

the seeds ape 
% rmeable to water an will not germinate without help. 

because i 
so causes them to germinate faster. This is important 

some seeds do not 
without too much loss of valuab f 

erminate, the beds or pots can be reseeded 
e t&e. 

As a rule any seed that has a glossy, hard cover (for example, most of the 
Acacias) must be treated before it is 
soaking the seed (stratification) an 

lanted. Usually, treatment involves 
d; 

(scarification). Different s 
or scratching or nicking the hull 

ties res ond best to certain treatments or a 
combination of treatments. sp” 7 ome seeds rkeAuuiirachtta indicu do n(>t need any 
pretreatment once they have been extracted from the fruit. The following are 
some examples of pretreatment methods: 

Warm stratification process: 

o Bring water to a boil in a suitable container. 

o Remove fmm heat and let stand for five minutes. 

o Add the seeds and let them soak overnight. 

0 Plant the seeds next day. 

Scarification methods: 

o Use sand paper to scratch the hull (this can be time 
consuming). 

o Mix the seeds in a container with wet coarse sand and shake 
the container. 

o Use fmgemail clippers to crack or nick the seed coat, being 
caret3 not to clip the seed germ. 

3 Immerse the seeds ir, an acid bath for a few seconds (be 
carefui to store acid soiutions very securely). 
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Sowing 

Seeds are 
illustration 

lamed in either pots or open beds according to the steps in the 
L low. This seeding method is used for most species. 

One notable exception is Anucurdium occidentale, which is planted upright 
rather than flat. Euculyptus seeds are also an exception, because they are very 
small and must be planted and watered using special methods (see followmg 
pages). 

Seeds are spaced according to their predicted germination rates. In other 
words, if germination results are expected to be high, fewer seeds are planted. 
Generally one or two seeds are placed in a pot, dependin upon the 
germinatron rate. In open-rooted seedin 
seedlings are thinned to the desired spacing B 

, extra seeds are p anted. The H 
ater. String can be used to lay out 

strai ht lines in the open beds. Planting the seeds in straight lines makes 
eeJ W rng and cultivating much easier. 
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Seeding Eucalyptus 
Eucalyptucr- seeds can be started in a separate germination box and later pricked 
out and trans lanted into pots, or they can be seeded directly into pots, using 
the method. ustrated below. llr 

5EiZDlL& EuCALVP’YU5 

If Eucaf~prus seeds are .,own direct1 
fine mist sprayer. Lar r 

into pots, they should be watered using a 

the pot, and will brea i 
e droplets o water will wash the seeds to the edge of 
the stems of the newly emerged seedlings. If a mist 

spra er is not available, the Nobila method, illustrated on the following pages, 
can L used. 

Nobila Method 
In the Nobila method, capillary action in a special sand 
to provide constant moisture around the seeds without f 

enninating mix is used 
avin 

!i 
to use elaborate 

spraying or watering arrangements. Normal watering metho s cannot be used 
because the seeds are so small that they would be washed away by large 
droplets of water. 
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lVobiZu Method for Germinating Seeds 

/ 
016AP1TW4~ehsw' 

OP POY-5 u3lu7 
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Transplanting Eucalyptus Sdlings into Puts 
Eudyptus seedlings started in crmination boxes should be transplanted into 
pots when they are about 2 -5Qmm tall and have several leaves. In f 
transplanting the t$y seedlings, grasp them by their leaves and not by the stem, 
because the stem IS too fragile to be handled. Also make sure that they are 
placed 111 the center of the pot and that there are no larse air spaces around the 
roots. Keep them m the shade after transplantting them into pots until they have 
completely revived from the transplanting shock. 
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Tending Seedlings in the Nursery 

Mulch 

If it is ossible, the seed beds should be mulched. Mulch is the term for 
materi & (for example, decayed leaves) laid on the seed bed to keep down soil 
temperature, inhibit weed growth, lessen erosion damage, and help the to 
remain loose and crumbly. Some ideas for mulch materials include shm B 

soil 
ded 

newspaper, plastic sheeting, straw, and bark. Rodent damage to young plants 
can be reduced further by covering the mulch with small branches. One 
problem that mulch might actually encoura e is termites. lf there are termites in 
the area, the seedlings should be checke f 
applied if necessary. 

often for damage and insecticide 

Watering 
~~atering is ~i,ii-. ~ _ ddi37e3y easy if plans have bi%ir 1ci && c;lpJugly* Everl slr& 

tmprovements as water storage tanks beside the nursery beds are useful. The 
general rule for watering is srmple: ade uate amounts of water are needed at 
regular intervals. The water must be ad 1 ed gradually so that it does not form 
puddles or run off before it has a chance to soak m. The plants should be 
watered every day, includin 
will promote germination an f 

holidays. A strictly followed watering schedule 
seedling survival. 

The seeds should be watered as smn as they are planted. For at least the first 
month, watering should be done twice a day (of course, it is often necessary to 
make allowances for soil t 

r 
s and locatrons that make more or less water 

necessary). Watering shoul 
or evening. The 

take place in the early morning and late afternoon 
lants should receive about Smm of water each time. The to 

2Ocm of soil in ii e pot or bed must be kept moist. Checking the pots or be B s 
regularly will show whether the soil is sufficiently moist. Moisture levels 
should never be allowed to drop near the wilting point. 

Water Need Calcu tation 
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I 

If this calculation is used and followed, there will IX enough water even under 
the most demanding circumstances. If all the conditions in the nurse remain 
good during the project--if there is enough shade, protection from xl e wind, 
effective watering during the coolest part of the day, and good water retention 
by the soil or nursery nnx--the amount of water needed will be less than this. 
In fact, if all of these conditions remain good, only half the amount of water 
calculated may be needed. However, experienced project managers plan for 
maximum need. It is far better to have the problem of not using all the water 
than it is to plan poorly and risk losing the entire stock. 

FuE5I-L RlPFe 

Cultivating 

Young nursery plants should be weeded about once every ten da s. NC fancier 
technrques are needed than those used in a vegetable garden. Tit e 
get rid of weeds and to kee 

object is to 

or hand weeding tools arc a 1E 
the surface of the soil loose and crumbly. Sticks 
that is necessary. 

Thinning and Root Pruning 

Thinning Open-Rooted Stock 
Young trees must be thinned out: the single most frequent1 made mistake in 
raismg open-rooted stock is failure to thin the 

x 
oung plants. 4% en there are too 

many young plants in crowded conditions, e resulting trees are of uneven 
size and have poor root development. Many trees will die if thinning is not 
done at the proper time. 

Z+ed+gs should be thinned before root competition becomes severe. The best 
tune IS usually when the plants are between 10 and 15 cm tall. Thinning is 
done by removing enough seedlings from the bed to result in an approximate 

acm 
%ould%c 

of 5cm between each stem. The seedlings that are chosen to remain 
the ones growing the most vigorously. 
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Sometimes empty spaces in beds can be filled with plants that become available 
as a result of a thimi!g operation that took lace in nearby beds. Tlus has been 
dz suLcu;AMl . 
taken: l 

sy 
with Azardi@ta @diea, B ark+wnia acukyata, and even with 

uch an operanon wtll succeed d the followtng precauttons are 

o Roots of trees being transplanted do not exceed 5cm in length. 

o Dirt is left around the roots when the seedling is 
lifted out. 

o Plants are handled carefully to avoid injury. 

o Roots are exposed to air as little as possible. 

o Experienced workers with proper tools do the work. 

o Air pockets around roots are eliminated by gentle pressure--earth must 
not be packed too hard. 

o Trees are planted at the proper collar height. 

o Freshly transplanted roots are kept moist. 

o Plants are kept shaded until they are growing well in their 
new location. 

If there is enough seed available and time is not a problem, it is probably 
better, in the long run, to reseed empty beds or pots than it is to transplant 
young plants from the thiig operation. 
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Root Pruning 
Plastic pots must have some drainage, and thus are 
Small roots will grow out of the holes into the soi p” 

rforated in the bottom. 

done to 
below, and if nothing is 

outside ti 
revent It, the tree will develop a second root system below and 
e pot. Consequently, those roots that grow below the pot and which 

are the maJor part of the root s 
moved. Thrs kind of situation de r 

stem will be destroyed when the pots are 
eats the main objective of using pots, which 

is to allow trees to be moved and planted with the least disturbance of the root 
stnlctule. . 

Root prunin prevents the development of a root s 
Generally, 9 

stem outside the pots. 
ter the first 6 to 8 weeks (it is earlier or Acacia), all trees in 1 

plastic pots must be moved twice a month, the outside roots cut off, and the 
pots set back in place. 

To reduce work, each block of pots can be shifted, pot by pot, a convenient 
arm’s length distance. To do this a worker picks up a pot with one hand, 
prunes the roots with 
puts the pot down on ti! 

runing shears, transfers the pot to the other hand and 
e other side. When pruning is finished, the entire block 

of pots will have been moved. 

Pest Management 

Fe nursery manager and other pro’ect personnel must watch constantly for 
signs of disease or insect attack and be prepared to respond immediately when 
problems are first noticed. Pests can spread quite rapxdly in the nursery, and 
dela 

l 
in treating the seedlings has been known to result in loss of much of the 

stoc . 

The Inte 
chemical, 8 

rated Pest Management (IPM) approach involves the use of 
iological, and cultural practices for economical and environmentally 

sound plant protection. Although the dangers of chemical pesticides are now 
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recognized, they are still wide1 
methods are ineffective. 

used in situations where other pest control 
Bio ogical controls are being researched and r 

introduced to take the place of pesticides where possible. 

Biological methods involve the introduction of a new species into the agro- 
ecosystem that acts as a preda!or, disease, or repella+ of the 
Insects are preyed on by buds, hzards, snakes, frogs, spiders, an 8” 

st species. 
other insect 

species. Diseases can krll insect pests or affect their growth and reproduction 
cycles. Repellant species are often other plants that produce substances that 
discourage certain insects from remaining in the vicinity. The Neem trees 
(Azadiruchtu indicu) are believed to have this property of re 
variety of insects. Compounds made from various parts of the lr 

lling a wide 

tested as organic insecticides. 
eem are being 

possibly the most effective approach to prevent pest incursions in the nursery 
1s through sound cultural practices. Maintaining healthy seedlings is the best 
means of reducing losses due to pests. Plants that have not been 
tended and watered, or that are deficient in some nutrient, will L 

roperly 
more 

susceptible to insect and disease attack than will well cared for seedlings. 

Insects 

In dry tro ical regions, insects are most active and numerous during the rainy 
season. Iii e life cycles of many insect s 
that they do not hatch out until after the p” 

ties have ada ted to the climate so 

reduction takes 
ust rains have fa len. Because seedling P 

IL 
lace during the dry season for the most part, insects may not 

as 
move d 

& reat a pro lem in the nursery as they can be later, when seedlings are 
to the planting site. Nevertheless, insect pest outbreaks can occur in the 

nursery. 

Often the most commonly found insects in the nursery are termites. While they 
can do extensive damage to seedlin 
Some species consume manure an % 

s, not all species of termites are pests. 
other compost, thereby aiding in the 

decomposition of organic matter, but do not bother live plants. Termites can 
also rpprove the sol1 structure b breaking up hard layers and increasing 

r 
roslty, through their tunnel-bui r ding activities. some termite species will, 

owever, eat seedlings. In addition there are numerous other insect pests that 
can cause problems in the nursery. 

Many tropical plants produce secondary compounds that poison or discourage 
herbivores. In spite of this natural immunity, however, a given plant species 
may be hi hl 

d+h 
susceptible to certain insect species that axe not affected by these 

compoun s. us it IS not uncommon for one tree species to be under attack in 
the nursery, even though the other seedlings are unaffected. Before be 
any sort of treatment, it is ve 

I? 
important to assess the extent of the % 

inning 
ama e 

and whether or not it is co med to one plant s 
p” 

ties. This can help in ti e 
identification of the insect and in the evaluation o various control methods. 
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The first step in dealing yit+ an insect attack is to try to identif the pest 
species. Insect tdenttficahon IS not alwa s easy, partrcularly in e tro its 

x 
x 

where many species have yet to be classi ed. If the msect cannot be identi led F 
without expert assistance, collect samples in as many stages of its lifecycle as 
possible. 

The next step is to determine what control measures can be used. Because so 
&le is .knop about man of these insect species, the use of non-specific 
msechcides 1s far more wi espread than the use of biological controls. More d 
research mto msect eco!ogy is needed to identify natural predators and 
dmases that can~regulate tnsect st populations. It may be posstble to remove 
and destroy the msects by han , however, rather than resorting to chemical 8” 
exterminahon, if: 

o the @sect outbreak is caught early enough, 
o theursectsareeasytoseeandgrasp, 
o the msects will not bite or sting nursery workers, and 
o sufficient labor is available. 

If other insect eradication methods cannot he used, most insect roblems can 
be controlled by insecticides. Their application is discussed low under L 
Pesticide Use. 

Disease 

The most common disease problem in the nursery is caused by fungi. This 
dtseaF, whrch can be caused by man different varieties of fungus, is 
genencally referred to as “damping o f.” The fungi occur in the soil of r 
seedbeds and ts and attack the roots or stems of the oung plants. Often the 
first noticeab e symptom of damping off is a disco ored, inched” stem. p” r 
Sometimes, however, the leaves of the seedling seem to L drying out, 
although the stem still a pears to be healthy. Shortly thereafter the seedling 
hegms to wilt and die. ungal diseases can s read rapidly, and there is little 3 
that can he done to revive the plants once they ave been infected. R 
Beds and potting mixtures can be treated with fungicides before seeding, but 
thrs will destroy the beneficial fungi in the soil as well as the disease vaneties. 
Dampmg off can TV revented to some extent b avoiding overwatering and 
stagnation in the TV s and s 

8” 
ts. Soils with hi 

I! 
h pH (6.0 or above) are less 

susceptible to infection, an some species, sue as Eucalyptus and pines, are 
more vulnerable to fun al attack than others. Eucalyptus seedlings can be 
started in germination %o xes containing soil that has been sterilized, then 
transplanted into pots when they are W-SOmm tall, and more resistant to the 
disease. 

Other diseases in the nurse can be caused by bacteria and viruses. Viruses 
are usually transmitted to e host lant by some other organism, which is iii 
called the vector. Vectors can be ei er animals or plants, and they are often tR 
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normally aimed at eliminating the vector. Bacteria can be transmitted by 
vectors, as well as spread by water. Some fungicides are also used to combat 
bacterial diseases, but chemtcal applications do not work against viruses. 

If the disease causing agent is not known u-se of non-s 
P 
ecific 

destroy many organisms in the soil that are beneficia 
chemicals IKZ~ 

to plants. Preventive 
measures include removal of weeds that may he host to the parasites, turning 
the soil in the beds after each planting, and using resistant tree species. 

Pesticide Use 

It is best to be pte 
or b 

axed for insect attack by having certain pesticides on hand, 

av al& 
knowing w R exe they can be found 
ble m the bigger towns throu hout su B 

uickly. A number of products are 

the nursery site must be stored wi fl 
Saharan Africa. Pesttcides kept at 

personnel. 
extreme care and handled only by tramed 

Dieldrin (also called Aldrin) is one of the most widely used chemicals in 
nurseries and plantations in Africa, although its use has been suspended or 
controlled in some countries because it causes cancer. It is also highly 
persistant, that is, it does not break down quickly into less toxic chemicals, but 
rather remains in the environment for a long trme. Dieldrin is very effective 
against termites, maggots, and other soil insects when it is used according to 
directions. It is important to follow the wi?rnings given on the label, however, 
because it is also extremely toxic. Impro ier use of dieldrin can cause severe 
tllness and even death. In addition, Dtel d rin must be ap lied so that none of 
the insecticide gets on the foliage of the trees--even sma R 
holes in the leaves. See box for usage precautions. 

quantities will bum 

ln many countries, pesticides are sold in containers that are not adequately 
labeled. Pesticide labels should always include the following information: 

o Trade name (with name and address of manufacturer) 
0 Common names of the mduct 
o Chemical ingredients o f the product 
o Type of formulation (dust, water soIuble powder, etc.) 
o Registration or license number 
o Pests for which the product is intended 
o Net contents of the container (b 

r 
weight or volume) 

o instructions for mixing and app ying the product 
o Instructions for storage or disposal of the product and container 
o Warnings and precautions (of health or environmental hazards) 
0 Emergency treatment 

Do not use a pesticide if you are uncertain about an of the criteria listed above. 
Lack of information about the concentration of x e chemical or the amount 
needed for a given area can lead to harmful consequences. Wear protective 
clothing such as loves, boots, face masks, and goggles, when mixing or 
applying chemica s. Two good sources of information about pesticides for H 



DIELDRIN 

othernames: Aldtin 

Type: Contact insecticide 

I3xmulations: EZmulsion concentrate (EC), wettable powder (WP). dust, 
and granules. 

warning: Do not touch. Die&in can be absorbed through the skin. 
It is extremely dangerous to man if not used correctly. 

Do not apply directly to animals or let animals eat treated crops. 

Do not dump extra solution into Qtkes, streams, or ponds. 
It will kill fish, and it can kill people who eat the fish. 

It is poisonous to bees. 

Do not use to treat grain or any product to be used for food, 
animal feed or oil purposes. 

Helping someone who has been poisoned by Dieldrin 

1. These are signs HEADACHE WEAKNESS 
of poisoniig: NAUSEA 

SrYEZ D-S 

2. If the person feels sick while using Die&in or soon afterwan& 

o Get the poisoned person to the doctor, dispensary, or health officer 
as soon as possible. 

o Bring the insecticide container or label so the doctor will know what 
poisoned the person. 

3. Iftft~~~;tllowed Die&n and is awake, and cannot see a doctor . . 

o Mix a tablespoon of salt in a glass of warm water and make the victim 
vomit, or stick your finger down the person’s throat. Make him vomit! 

o Make the victim lie down. Keep him warm, and do not let him move 
until help comes. 

4. If the person spilled Die&in on either skin or clothing: 

o Get the clothing off and wash the skin with soap and plenty of water. 

o Get medical attention as soon as possible. 
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ii 
roj.ect planners include34 Pesticides: Is Safe Use Possible, 
ational Wlldlife Federation and Agru-pesticides: Their Al) 

ublished by the 

Application, by Jan H. Oudejans. 
anagement and 

Preparing Seedlings for Transplanting 

The gene+ r$e of thumb for judging whether a tree is the right size for 
E lantmg 1s that the above-ground growth of potted stock should not be 

&an 0.2m and no more than lm tall. Open-rooted stock can have between 
1Sm and 2m of growth above ground. 

Great variations exist among species in the ratio of above-ground growth to 
ro?t s 
wth x 

stems. For example, Acacias have very long root systems compared 
elr grow$ above ground, Azadirachtu indicu develop rather tall, single 

shoots over a hmited root growth. The only way to find out the relationshi 
above-ground growth to root system is to expose the root systems of a 
sample trees of each species. 

F 
of 

ew 

When lifting out open-rooted stock, it is usually the case thai no mo= than 
2Ocm of 9e root,depth can be excavated without damage. Obviously a tree that 
has a maJor portlon *of its roots below this level cannot be transplanted safely, 
therefore the seedlmgs must be checked periodically so that &shey may be 
transplanted on time. 

Hardening Off 

Hardenin 
weeks in il 

off is the radual reduction in watering rates during the last few 
e nursery. Ill is lessenin of water intake he1 

less steaay water sup 
s prepare trees for the 

four to srx weeks be P 
lies they are f ikely to receive at 4 e planting site. About 

ore removal, watering is reduced to once per day. After 
about a week at that rate, the young trees should be watered every other day. If 
the trees do not begin to wilt, the amount of water can be reduced further. If 
the trees do wilt, however, additional water must be applied immediately to 
prevent permanent damage. 

Culling 

It is a standard nurse 
trans slanting. The see 7 

management 

Aa 
lings axe rade B 

ractice to cull the seedlings before 
in terms of their eize and VI 

mY t are not within acceptable K 
or, and 

15 percent of the 
imits are rejected or culled. Genera i y about 

nurse 
the culls can be kept in 3: 

stock is culled before a planting operation. Some of 
e nursery until they are larger and stronger, but often 

it is better to start over with new stock. 

I 
Feedlings should be rejected on the basis of size either if they are too small or 
If they are too large. Potted plants that have been kept in the nursery for too 
long often outgrow their pots, causin 
Overgrown seedlings will have a fi 

their root s 
r 

stems to be deformed. 
hig er chance o mortality than smaller 
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Preparing Seedlings for Transplanting 

The general rule of thumb for judgtig whether a tree is the right size for 
E lantmg 1s that the above-ground growth of potted stock should not be 

tkul 0.2m and no more than lm tall. Open-rooted stock can have between 
Urn and 2m of growth above ground. 

Great variations exist among species in the ratio of above-ground growth to 
root s 

x 
stems. 

with 
For example, Acucius have very long root systems compared 

eir growth above ground; Aaadiruch~u indicu develop rather tall, single 
shoots over a limited root growth. The only way to fimd out the relationshi of 
above-ground growth to root system is to expose the root systems of a ew F 
sample trees of each species. 

When lifting out open-rooted stock, it is usually the case that no more than 
20cm of the root depth can be excavated without damage. Obviously a tree that 
has a major portion of its roots below this level cannot be transplanted safely, 
therefore the seedlings must be checked periodically so that they may be 
transplanted on time. 

Hardening Off 

Hardenin 
weeks in 8l 

off is the radual reduction in watering rates during the last few 
e nursery. h is lessenin of water intake he1 

less steady water sup 
s prepare trees for the 

four to six weeks be P 
lies they are k ikely to receive at trl e planting site. About 

ore removal, watering is reduced to once per day. After 
about a week at that rate, the young trees should be watered every other day. If 
the trees do not begin to wilt, the amount of water can be reduced further. If 
the trees do wilt, however, additional water must be applied immediately to 
prevent permanent damage. 

Culling 

It is a standard nurse 
trans lanting. The see 

#a 
a 

management 
lings are rade B 

ractice to cull the seedlings before 
in terms of their size and vi or, and 

mY t are not within acceptable f if about 
15 percent of the 

imits are rejected or culled. Genera y 
nurse 

the culls can TV kept in iii 
stock is culled before a planting operation. Some of 
e nursery until they are larger and stronger, but often 

it is better to start over with new stock. 

Seedlings should be re’ected on the basis of size either if they are too small or 
if they are too large. d otted plants that have been kept in the nursery for too 
long often outgrow their pots, causin their root s stems to be deformed. 
Overgrown seedlings will have a hig fl er chance o r mortalit than smaller 
seedlm 
disease % 

s with normal root development. An 
should be culled. It is better not to p r 

seedling that loo z s unhealthy or 
ant poor quality seedlings than to 

expend a lot of energy on trees that are unlikely to survive. 
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Site Management 

THE PLANTING SITE 

Planning and Organization 

Thl 
L 

lanting site should be completely ready well before the first rains are 
cause the trees must be trans 

to moisten the top 20cm of soil. 
lanted as soon as suffictent ram has fallen 

ii 
ground if they are to survive. 

e tree roots cannot be placed into dry 

When planting is delayed, survival rates decrease 
need the entire rainy season to et a ood start. 

reatly. Trans lanted trees 

gained by planting in the second 
a f #herefore, no&ing can be 

alf o the rainy season even if there is more 
cloudy, wet weather than usual. The limited time span during which successful 
planting takes place requires roper planning and advance preparation, which 
should include alternative p ans for action and substitute resources in case P 
difficulties occur. 

While it is difficult to give specific uidelines for organizing plantin work 
because each project is distinctly dif erent, foresters often find the F fol owing P 
pointers helpful: 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Make contingency plans, especially for transportation and labor. It is very 
rm ortant that no delays occur. Planting is the time where careful planning 
an i good relationships with the workers and the community pay off. 

Plan realistically and attempt only what can be accom 
job, well done, is worth more than a marginal pe K 

lished. A small, solid 
ormance on a larger 

scale. Goals should not be set so high that they cannot be achieved. 

Each planting effort is worthwhile, and is worthy of the same degree of 
personal commitment. 

Weather factors can, perhaps, be planned for, but not controlled. There is 
a limit to the 

E 
reject manager’s ability to uide the project, and it is 

important to rea ‘ze that the impossible cannot %e done. 
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Site Preparation 

Site preparation includes delineatin 
space for each tree, and digging the fl 

the site, clearing the gczund, marking the 
oles. 

Site Delineation 
Well before the trees arrive, the fence or other protection shGa!d 5-c in lace. 
The control of land use at the site and the lines of authority should be c P ear to 
everyone in the area. 

Planting area staked out. 

Access routes to large sites should be established, and road work completed, if 
necessary. In large plantations, a four meter stri 
fence so that a truck can P 

should be left just inside the 

lar P 
ass, and the fence can 3e repaired easily. If the site is 

fire % 
e enough to have Irebreaks in addition to space left for the roadway, 
reak areas at least 6m wide should be planned and completely cleared. 

Roa& and fences in place. 
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Cleating 
The area around each tree’s location should be cleared of all vegetation, 
including roots. Each tree should have a cleared area of at least 1 s uare meter 
in which to grow. This spacing eliminates competition for food an % water and 
gives the tree a better chance for a good start in the new location. If the lanting 
site already has some trees on it, space the transplanted seedhngs so P at they 
wiII not be in the shade of the existmg trees. 

Spacing 
Based on experience relating to ground water tables, most trees in dryland 
Africa are now planted with an average of 3-4m between the trees. This-of 
course differs depending upon the kind of tree and its needs. The following 
figures can be used as a guide in determinin the number of trees that can be 
planted on a site according to the area needed % y the tree: 

Am Per Tree Trees per Hectare 

2lllXh 2,500 per hectare 
3mx3m 
4mx4m 

1,100 per hectaruc 

lomxlom 
600 per hectare 
100 per hectare 

Some, if not most, of the large trees of Africa seem to be loners. Acacin ulbidz 
and Tamarindus indica, for example, are rarely found growing naturally in 
dense stands. Plant these and other similar species in small clumps to ensure 
that one plant will survive. 

Sometimes a lot of time is spent spacing trees very exactly. This is often done 
‘m areas where cultivation will be practiced using tractors and other vehtcles. 
This use of vehicles is not as likely in a village srtuation, however, nor where 
the ground is very rough. In these cases, precision spacing is not called for, 
and rt is better not to waste time trying to space the trees exactly. Spacm can 
be done very sim t% s or 
steps must be left lie 

ly and easily by determtning how man 
tween each of the trees being planted. Al 

shovel leng 
e first line of trees 

is planted along a boundary line such as a firebreak or road. The second line is 
then oriented parallel with the first. 

Digging 
In areas with less than 1,2fIOmm mean annual precipitation, holes should not 
be dug before they are to be used. The purpose of pre-digging holes is to save 
time once the rains have begun, and to allow rain to fall duectly into the hole, 
thus supplying extra moisture. 

However, this technique may not work in dry areas for two reasons: 

o Rains are usually driven by the wind so that the drops hit the 
sides of the hole, rather than reaching the bottom. 
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o As soon as the showers stop, the sun and wind d out the holes 
and piles of excavated dirt. This drying process 7 eaves the soil 
drier than it was before digging. 

Each hole should be approximately 40cm wide and 40cm deep. This size 
should hold either open-rooted or potted seedlings easily. When digging, the 
soil is placed in two equal piles, one on each side of the hole. This technique 
greatly speeds backfilhng. 

Transplanting 

Lifting Out and Transportation 

Throughout the operations of uprooting, transporting, and plantin 
% 

, the 
workers must have plenty of room. It is a good Idea to set up a num er of 
small deposit 
minimum. Eat K 

oints for unloading trees so that hand ::arrying can be kept to a 
team should know in advance the exact srea tn which it will be 

working. As soon as the work 
meetings. The crew chiefs wil P 

lan is ready, it should be discussed at staff 
know what is expected of them and their 

assistants. If everyone is sure of their job, the work will go much more 
smoot.hl!y. 

Moving Potted Stock 
Transporting plants in 
difficult in other ways P 

lastic pots is relatively easy for the plants, but is more 
the pots are heavy, for example). However, since well- 

watered pots can be loaded and transported to the site at any time, it is possible 
to start moving potted stock beforehand in smaller batches. 

Moving Open-Rooted Stock 
The youn 

f strong too 
stock must be dug up slowly and carefully using shovels or other 

s to dig carefuIly around the roots. 



J+?p$?$o;g~f& $f-tre;k 
sometimes leave long, tearing wounds 
throu h which the tree loses moisture, 
and tsease can enter. Therefore, as 8; 
soon as open-rooted seedlings are lifted 
out of the ground, the roots, es 

f the big ones, must be cut o 
cially 

neatly. 
Lifting out and root pruning must be 
done as quickly as possible. 
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After the roots are pruned, the trees are bunched in groups of 20 to 50. Wet 
mud is packed around the bunched roots. A layer of wet grass or leaves is then 

laced over the mud, and the entire bundle is tied together well. Water should 
L poured over the bundle before it is loaded and taken to the site. 

Some special pre arations are used to reduce trans 
s 

iration (loss of moisture 
through the leaves when lifting out open-rooted stoc l . These preparations help K 
maintain the balance between root and leaf functions until the roots have a 
chance to reestablish their sup 
are used up faster than the new P 

ly functions. Otherwise, the fluids in the plant 
y transplanted roots can take in a new supply. 

Some trees, such as Azadirachta indicu and Kkzyti senegalensis, should be 
stripped of all leaves, except for the terminal bud and the last two or three 
leaves near it. The plant must not be ripped and tom, so stripping has to be 
done carefully. The terminal bud must not be dama ed. The leaves are stripped 
as soon as the tree is lifted out and before bund es are made. The stripped P 
leaves can be used for packing and wrapping material to protect the roots 
during transport. 
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Other trees, C’uwiu simeu and Gmelinu urboaea, for example, can stand even 
more extensive cutting. In fact, the 
portion of the tree is cut back to 5-l Y 

seem to recover best if the entire top 
cm above the ground line. ‘Ihe result is a 

rather odd-looking short stem, attached to the first 15cm of its roots. This is 
called the stump method. Many stumps can be transpcuted in very little space. 
In both the stump and stripping methods, roots must be kept moist. 

Remove entire top f&n Cassia siamea 
and Gmeha arhrea. 

It is, of course, vital to know which species respond to which treatment; some 
wiIl die if cut back to stumps. Workers must be carefully instructed to avoid 
loss. 

Replanting 

Plant the tree so that its root collar is even with the ground. The collar is the 
point where the tree’s stem came through the surface of the soil in the pot or 
the nursery bed. This is an important step. If the collar is misplaced by as little 
as lcm, the chances of survival for some species can be much poorer. The first 
small roots often start right under the collar, and must be carefully covered if 
the tree is to grow well. 

Finding the collar of o n-rooted stock is more difficult, because the collar of 
the potted stock is rig r t at the top of the soil in the pot, and the soil remains 
around the plant. It is worth taking time to be sure that everyone handling the 
plants knows where to look for the collar. 

Backfilling is done carefully by hand, The soil from the top of the piles is ut 
around the bottom root structure of the open-rooted stock or the bottom soi P of 
the 
hee p” 

tted stock. The person doing the planting should tamp the soil with the 
to get rid of the air pockets. Tamping is done diagonally against the bottom 

of the roots. 
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After the hole is filled, a layer of loose soil is left around the tree. This loose 
soil is shaped into a shallow depression that acts as a bas’Ln to catch additional 
water. These depressions are called micro-catchment&. Their construction is 
described further on in this chapter under Preparations for Difficult Sites. 

Decayed organic matter (mulch) can be put around the new1 
such material can be found. Again, it is necessary to watch r 

planted trees if 
or termites when 

mulch is used. The illustrations on this and the next page note the steps 
involved in planting open-rooted and potted stock. 

Coping with Delays 

Dela s in planting the seedlings after they have been lifted out of the nursery 
CalI ie a major cause of losses. This 1s particularly true of open-rooted 
seedlings, but delays can also have an adverse effect on potted plants. The trees 
must be watered abundant3.y the moment they arrive at the sate. If delays in 
planting are unavoidable (whether overnight or longer, and at either the nursery 
or the planting site), special techniques XT! catied for. 

Potted seedlings that cannot be transyLnted immediate1 
from the nursery should be placed in sunken beds at the p 7 

after they are lifted 
anting site. 

Open-rooted stock must be “hee!4-in” to keep the roots from drying out. The 
seedlings are temporarily laid iu trenches at the planting site untrl they can be 
transplanted. 
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Preparations for Difficult Sites 

Sometimes it may be cost-effective to try special procedures at very dry sites. 
These procedures may include water jar reservoirs, micro-catchments, or 
contour ridges. 

Water Jar Reservoir 

A special 
li 

lanting technique, primaril 
ages, should be considere i 

used at present for planting shade trees 
around v’ . In this method an unglazed cla;, jar is 
buried in the ground, with neck exposed, close by the seedling. The jar 1s filled 
with water, which seeps through the clay to provide the young tree with a 
steady supply of moisture. The clay jar reservoir method has a number of 
advantages and disdavantages. 

The advantages are: 

o The soil does not become hard and crusty around the base of the tree. 

o The roots are kept evenly moist, not being subjected to alternate wetting 
and drying. 

o The roots will grow down around the base of the clay jar in search of 
moisture. 

o The amount of water needed is reduced (from one to two-thirds) because 
evaporation from the soil does not take place. 

o The growth rate of the tree can be doubled in the first year or two and its 
heartmess is greatly increased. 

o The survival rate is increased. 

The disadvantages of the clay jar method are: 

o Initial planting is more expensive and time consuming. 

o The clay 
with san d 

‘ars must be protected from breaking and from becoming filled 
or trash. 

In most African markets, clay jars 40-50cm deep and 2%30cm in dkameter are 
available. Make a hole in the l ar about 4cm up from the bottom. The size of the 
holes depends on the soil an d the planting site. In sandy locations a small hole 
(half the diameter of a pencil) should be sufficient; in a site with very heavy 
soils, two or more (pencil sized) holes located side-by-side may be needed. 
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To plant the jar: 

o Dig a large hole about one meter square and one meter deep. 

o Partly refill the hole with soil and some organic fertilizer (if available). 

o Place the clay jar to one side of the dug-out space with the holes in its 
bottom facing the center of the area where the tree will be planted. The 
mouth of the jar should show above ground level only a few 
centimeters. 

o Plant the tree in the center of the hole about 2&m from the clay jar. 

o Continue refilling the hole in the ground with the mixture of soil and 
fertilizer. 

o Fill the jar with water and cover the top to keep the water clean and 
prevent evaporation. 

For the first three or four weeks after planting, the tree roots grow toward the 
moist soil at the bottom of the jar. During &us time keep the jar full, but 31~0 
water the tree by pouring water around its base. 
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After this time, the tree is watered onl 
has been correctly matched to the so‘ Y 

by f&g the jar with water. If the hole 
consistency, a jar of water should take 

about one week to flow through the hole into the ground. Kee the level of the 
water in the jar high by adding water every two or three days. fh e holes can be 
made larger, if necessary: 

o Dig out entire jar, enlarge holes, and re 
very carefully, or the tree may be injure B 

lace. This must be done 
. 

o If the mouth of the jar is large, reach in with a sharp nail or drill 
bit and carefully enlarge the existing holes or add another. 

Remember: keep the level of water high by adding water every two or three 
days. However, 

P 
st a trickle of water is necessary to keep the tree watered. Do 

not make the ho es too large. 

Micro-catchments 

On marginal sites, it is better to plant fewer trees and to concentrate efforts on 
micro-sate improvement, than to plant a lar 
consideration for the area immediately aroun ip 

e quantrty of trees without 
them. Reshaping the terrain 

around each individual tree ensures that as much moisture as possible is 
available to the roots. A micro-catchment is, in effect, a small basin around 
each tree that is planted. 

Micro-catchments can make the difference between survival and mortality. This 
means an extra, often substantial, investment of energy in the 1oc.t con on 
which the tree will be lamed, but it may also mean a chance for trees to grow 
in areas where they o tlR erwise could not. Over-excavation is necessary where 
the sub-surface is hard or rocky. The root zone must be loose enough to allow 
root growth, and to let scarce water infiltrate. Although it is necessary to 
encourage normal drainage so that water does not stagnate, the micro- 
catchments are designed to reshape the area around the tree, so that excess 
runoff will collect around the base of the seedling and accumulate in the root 
zone. 

Several shapes and construction methods have been tried. The most common 
are a series of “half moon” or “fish scale” shaped low dikes on the downslope 
side of the seedlings. An arca of about two to four square meters around each 
plant is reshaped to provide a slight depression that catches water falling 
Immediately around and up-slope from the tree. 

Micro-catchments can bc surprisingly effective even on sites with little slope. 
Some have been so successful that trees can survive on the water from only 
one rainfall each year. One site where this has been demonstrated well is 
located in Northern Kenya, west of Lake Turkana. A key element to success 
lies in providing a large enough catchment volume so that runoff from a 7mm 
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vary according to slope and infhration. 
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rain can be stored without overflowing the banks of the catchment. This 
requires a trial and error a 
based on more or less 

preach, as well as calculation of simple volumes 
regu P ar geometric figures. 

A;;rrn\I. 
iie 

element is proper constn@on of the dikes. Their contours and 

Sk ’ 
geometrically correct, without low pomts or wavy crowns. The 

e must also be keyed into the existing 
to corn act the soil in the dike walls. 

e 
2 

round, and great care must be taken 
om action works best if the soil is 

moist. lay must be tam 
y” 

d thorou 
between the lumps of soi . If proper f 

hly, in ill ‘n layers, so that no voids exist 
y constructed, indivrdual basins will hold 

and collect the runoff from rams and increase growth and survival where only 
marginal results would be obtainable under ordin 
specres particularly benefit from this method. In ad ition to the trees, grasses, 7 

circumstances. Prosopis 

which are harvested for forage, and in favorable cases even sorghum, can be 
grown in the moist area of the lowest portion of each basin. 

Contour Ridges 

A method similar in concept and 
P 

urpose to micro-catchments, but on a larger 
scale, has been used on agricu tural sites and is also ap 
plantations or agroforestry projects. This method involves trl 

ropriate for tree 
e construction of 

contour ridges, or diguettes, using rock or tamped earth walls built along the 
contour line. The ridges itelp prevent scil erosion as well as increase infiltration 
of moisture into the soil. They do, however, require substantial investments in 
terms of tools, labor, and maintenance. 

Like micro-catchments, contour rid es can significantly increase survival and 
growth rates even on relatively flat and. The distance between ridges depends P 
on the de 
together P 

ree of slope--on steep hillsides they should bc constructed closer 
an on flatter sites. It is important to follow the contour closely in 

laying out the ridges. Once the ridges are in place, farmers should use contour 
plowmg and cultivating techniques, if they are not doing so already. 

The first step is to mark the contour using a level. In areas where there is an 
ad 

7 
uate supply of rock to use as a building material, the rid es are constructed 

by tgging a furrow in which the boulders are lodged. Sma f er rocks and soil 
at used to fill in gaps between the boulders. If rock is not available, the ridges 
are constructed usin 
contour, and the e a.ltk 

tamped earth. A shallow trench is excavated along the 
is shaped into a ridge on the downhill side of the trench. 

The soil is packed using a wooden tamp. The soil must have a clay texture to 
retain water. Soils with a high sand content will not work. 

After heav 
Occasiona H 

rainfalls, some water normally passes over or throu 
y a channel of water will break through the ridges. t-h 

h the ridges. 
ese breaks 

must be repaired promptly to prevent gully formation. 
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filthough cqntour ridges are usually constructed with the idea of using the 
mcreased sol1 moisture retention to im 
can also be planted at intervals P 

rove crop production, trees and shrubs 
a ong the contour ridge. Chapter 8, 

Agrofollestry and Soil Conservation, gives a more complete description of this 
technique. 

Contour ridges like these in ure in Burkina Faso allow t& growth of rice 
where rice was not previously able to grow . 
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.antation Maintenance 

Watering 

General Considerations 
Normall 
rain an B 

tree plantitions in drylands Africa are rainfed; that is, they depend on 
groundwater to supply all their moisture needs, rather than being 

watered or rmgated. The cost of migatin 
forestry or conservation reject. i: 

a large area is usually too large for a 

planting configurations, 1 
Thus ho d true for most forest tree species and 

ut there are some exceptions. 

Shade trees are generally watered frequently because they are often located near 
enough to a water source that watering does not require much effort. Fruit tree 
orchards are also sometimes irri 
enough to make the cost worthw i 

ated, because the crop is considered valuable 
ile. Research plots may be watered, if it will 

not interfere with the results of the experiment. Sometimes demonstration 
parcels are watered to ensure that the trees survive, in the hope of encoura 
people to adopt the technique being demonstrated. This is misleading i P 

ing 
the 

technique does not ordinarily involve watering. 

Watering Trees At Extremely Arid Sites 
In areas of less than 25Omm mean annual 
seedlin 

recipitation, the survival chances of 

materia ize, ! 
s planted at the onset of rains are ow at best. If sufficient rains do not P 

seedlings must be watered. As long as provisions for water-in 
must be made, it may be just as weti to phnt trees dmng the cool, dry perio t . 
This is a major deviation from the basic principle of plantin 
season. Experience in Mauritania has shown that planting an c§ 

during the rairly 
watering of tn I=S 

during the cool season requires much less water to get them started. 

Always provide water where it is needed, in the root zone rather than at the 
surface. Also, provide sufficient water to bring soils in root zone to field 
capacity in one application. The special procedure for watering trees at 
extremely arid sites 1s as follows: 

o Big a hole or test the soil with an auger to determine the existin * moisture 
conditions. Dune sands may contain ca 

P 
illary water at 1-2m Be low the 

surface. If that is the case, only the dry 
watered. 

ayer above these areas need be 

o Appl e 
attac K 

the correct amount of water to each tree through a tube or pi 
ed to a metal container placed on a stand. The container can & e 

removed for refilling. 
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Weeding 

There are two reasons why it is important to weed around young trees: 1) t,r 
reduce corn 
of damage p” 

tition for moisture and growing space; and 2) to reduce the risk 
rom brush fires. Climbing vrnes can also strangle a seedling if they 

are not quickly removed. It is not raecessary to weed the entire area of a 
plantation; clearing a radius of about lm around each tree is sufficent. 

Weeding is most necessary during the rainy season. If the trees have been 
properly tended during the mins wren the weeds are most prolific, additional 
weeding operations should not be necessary during the dry season. If there is a 
considerable amount of dry vegetation on the ground surrounding the trees, 
however, fire becomes a major concern once the rains have ended. 

The grasses and other vegetation removed from the plantation during weeding 
o 
VF 

rations can be used as animal fodder or as mulch around the young plants. 
eeding may be necessa 

least un!i.’ they are taller t x 
for several years after the seedlings are planted--at 
an the other vegetation, and their root systems are 

deep enough so that they are not competing for surface moisture and nutrients. 

Survival 

If the trees have been properly cared for, if no animals 
area, and if there are no serious attacks by insects or ro cf 

et into the planting 
ents, surviva! of the 

trees depends directly on the weather immediately after planting. Ctoudy 
weather with frequent showers for the first three or four days after phanting can 
mean that up to 90 percent of the trees will survive. A dry spell lasting several 
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days after planting can reduce the survival percenta 
precipitation during the rainy season helps 

e to 30 percent. Abundant 

that are long enough to reach down to ower water tab es during the dry P 
lants to % uild u 

P 
reserves and roots 

season. 

Generally only those trees that are weak, diseased, or slow starting arc affected 
by insects, rodents, and disease. Sometimes trees that look dead above the 
surface may resprout from the ground up the following year if conditions are 
good. While they may always be stunted, they can add to the ground cover. 

A survival count should be undertaken during the planning sta 
year’s planting season, to determine how many seedlings wi K 

es for the next 
1 be needed to 

replace trees that have died. A site assessment is sometimes necessary to 
determine if high mortalit rates are due to an inherent problem in site 
conditions. If a problem is i c-7 entified that cannot be easily corrected, it may not 
be worthwhile to replant on that site the following year. In areas where there 
are two rainy seasons per year, replacement planting can take place during the 
second, shorter rains, if site condttions are favorable. 

Because mortality losses may be due to more than one cause, it may be 
necessary to plan several survival counts at intervals during the dry season. 
The first count, taken shortly after the end of the rainy season, indicates losses 
due to transplanting shock, or to spotty, inadequate rainfall. Survival counts 
taken later in the 
cumulative effects o T 

ear may show a higher overall mortality due to the 
drought combined wrth other factors. 

It is unrealistic for project managers to expect to maintain 100 et-cent survival 
even under the most favorable conditions. Although reasonab e efforts should P 

as much as possible, a total survival rate of 60 
one year after planting should not be considered 
conditions. Total survival includes the seedlings 

in the nursery, seedlings that are culled during 
at die following transplanting. 



8 0 AGROFORESTRY METHODS 

Agroforestry Systems in Africa 

Arfores%* e rtton of 
is a topic that has received considerable attention since the first 

IS book. This interest is largely due to evidence that trees and 
shrubs can be managed to enhance significantly and, to some extent, guarantee 
the susfainabiZityof agricultural systems. Moreover, trees of appropriate species 
in suitable locations can increase agricu!h/ral producfivify. 
an alternative a 

Agroforestry offers 

the past have o P 
preach to intensive agricr:ltural “develo ment” schemes that in 

ten resulted in decreased soil fertility an B loss of soil restoration 
potential. 

Even the widespread adoption of the term a roforestr indicates that 
development specialists now recognize the vali t ity of in d igenous farmin 
systems. Farmers and pastoralists in dryland Africa have over a long period o B 
trme evolved complex strategies that utilize trees and shrubs as essential 
components of natural resource use systems (land, water, natural vegetation, 
etc.). In many parts of Africa, a form of shifting cultivation known as fallow 
or slash and bum agriculture has traditionally been practiced. 

Under this farming system, small parcels of land are cleared. Fire is often used 
to clear the vegetation, releasing plant nutrients into the soil. The lots are 
intensively cultrvated for a few years until soil nutrients are depleted. h ey are 
then left fallow (unplanted) for as long as several decades, allowin the 
regrowth of the natural vegetation. Soil fertility is 
a sufficient interval the land can be cleared and armed rn another rotation. P 

radually restored, an cf after 

Because of population ressures and recurring food shorta es in Africa, 
however, many farmers md it difficult to practice traditional fa P If ow agriculture. 
They are forced to lengthen cropping periods, while reducing the number of 
years the land is in fallow. This results m a loss of soil fertility and consequent 
reductions in crop yields. Wind and water erosion also increase. 

Agroforestry or soil conservation techniques, often combined, can he1 to 
stabilize cultivation on a given 

P 
revent or reverse environmenta P 

iece of land. Certain of these methods R elp 
damage in areas where fallow cropping is no 

onger practical. Adding trees and shrubs as permanent features m the 
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landscape in the form of field trees, border and alignment plantings, 
windbreaks, and live fencing can protect the soil against erosion and improve 
nutrient cycling. Proper maintenance of trees in agroforestr or soil 
conservation s stems ma allow permanent cultivation of farm relds, that ry 
previously cou d onl 7 

CT 
be allow cropped. Many of the techniques described in r 

this chapter are base on farming systems that evolved in Africa to allow long- 
term sustainable production systems to take the place of shifting cultivation. 

An attempt to describe the role that trees and shrubs play in the overall 
management of natural resources is condensed in the followmg definition of 
agroforestry by the International Council for Research on Agroforestry: 

“A land use s 
and/or anim a7 

stem that integrates trees with agricultural crops 
s, simultaneously or sequentially, to get higher 

productivity, more economic returns, and better social and 
ecological benefits on a sustained yield basis, than are obtainable 
from monoculture on the same unit of land, especially under 
conditions of low levels of technological inputs and on marginal 
sites.” (ICRAF, 1982) 

This means that trees and shrubs are deliberately managed (that is, established, 
tended, protected, harvested, etc.) and constdered as one of the resource 
elements used b 
appear to be ran CT 

the people or their livestock, even thou 
omly dispersed in the landscape. Trees an f 

h the trees may 
shrubs need not 

be forests, woodlots, orchards, or other discrete stands, especially set aside for 
a single 
allocate B 

urpose or product. Rather, they are planted wherever people have not 
the space to some other use. 

Forestry specialists in the past have paid too little, if an , attention to trees and 
shrubs outside of specificall 

ii 
designated forest areas. ii 

governments have establis ed 
roughout arid Africa, 

areas of land set aside to be managed by 
techmcal sewrces for forest (wood products) or wildlife resources: gazetted 
forests, classified forests, various types of reserves, parks, etc. Agrofores 
takes place outside of these boundanes and includes trees that have re 7 enerate 
naturally as well as those that are intentionally planted. The goals o B land and 
resource management for a 
and shrubs are integrate cf 

roforestry systems can vary greatly as long as trees 
with crops and/or animals. This definition of 

agroforestry includes a broad ran 
systems involving minimal techno ogical input, to intensive intercropping f 

e of activities from hunting-gathering 

patterns where trees are established, pruned, and harvested accordmg to 
catel%ly controlled production schedules. 

!t has also become evident that, from the local people’s point of view, 
rntegratmg trees into traditional operations and land use patterns makes much 
more sense than setting aside specific areas of usable farm land for woodlots. 
In many areas the most acute 
Certain tree s ties may provi B 

roblem is lack of food, not lack of wood. 

only for p” op e but 
e food (fruit, leaves, edible seeds, etc.) not 

p” 
also for livestock, particularly during seasons when food 

supplies rom other sources are low. 
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In addition to producing wood for fuel, construction, im lements, tools, and 
art ob’ects, other important and locally appreciated by-p 

d 
l&l cts 

inclu 
of agroforestry 

e fiber for mats, baskets, and rope, or plant materials for medicines, 
dyes, tanning, cosmetics, and glue. These raw materials were easily obtainable 
a few g$nerations ?go when extensive woodlands still existed throughout the 
dry re~‘o”s of Africa. Today they are scarce because much of the “useless 
brush’ has been converted to farm fields or plantations of rapid growth 
species, the use of which is usually limited to only a single product. 

Trees, Soil, and Farming Systems 

Trees and shrubs play a critically imprtant conservation role. They can reduce 
soil surface temperatures, increase mfiltration and retention of soil moisture, 
provide organic matter, pump nutrients, fii nitrogen, reduce erosion from 
water and wind, form live fences, and provide shade, all of which create better 
growing conditions for crops and grasses. 

Some methods currently being promoted as agroforestry interventions-- 
windbreaks, for example--can be equally well categorized as soil conservation 
fnethods. For the purposes of this text, it is not necessary to classify techniques 
mto one discipline or the other. By its definition, agroforestry’attempts to 
achieve “hi her 
ecological LP 

roductivity, more economic returns, and better social and 
ne tts on a sustainable basis....” These objectives should be 

compatible with the goals of soil conservation and sound farm or range 
management programs, and should also be in line with efforts focusing on 
response farmmg or farming systems research. 

It is natural to ask which of these interventions, agroforestry, soil 
conservation, or farm management, will yield the best results. Experience 
Fhows that any one of the three, used alone, can produce significant results. It 
1s becoming even more obvious, however, that better and more balanced 
effects can be achieved if the three systems are used in combination. 
shows that in man 

Research 

effect when corn Ii 
instances soil conservation efforts can have a synergistic 
ined with agroforestry systems. This holds true for 

modif$@ons of farm or range management practices. 
of actlvltles often corn 

In fact, the three types 

results than could be ac R lement and reinforce each other, to produce better 
ieved through the separate use of any one approach. 

Agroforestry systems should be designed, then, with careti consideration of 
methods that traditionally fall into the realm of soil conservation and farm or 
range management. 

The table on the following pa 
to each other. Pilot projects s 

e illustrates how the three technical fields relate 
fl 

using a farming s 
ould test different combinations of techniques, 

package to a rllrar 
stems research ap 
area on a large sc s 

roach, before introducing an agroforestry 
e. 
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I 
Sustainability is the key feature that a 
on a limited and fragile resource % 

roforestry offers to people who depend 

appropriate, properly mana 
ase for their daily subsistence. An 

systems that produce a~ we P 
ed species mix will result in sustainable land use 

1 as conmve. 

No other single issue is as important as species selection in 
agroforestry intervention. In some instances, the choice is not h art! 

lanning an 
to make. In 

the Sahel, Acacia albida is frequently identified as the species that is most 
appropriate for a given site. Moringo oleifera is a good candidate for 
intercroppin 
but it may lie 

with vegetable gardens in areas where people are familiar with it, 
more difficult to introduce to new areas. Another “classic” 

agroforestry species in dryland East Africa isDobera glabra, which is very 
much appreciated and in demand from Lake Nyanza to Saudi Arabia. 

The task of recommending s ties for windbreaks can become controversial. 
Many windbreaks establishe 8” in Africa are composed of a single species, most 
frequently the Neem tree. It is widely agreed that a more diverse species mix 
would be preferable, but few data exist to indicate which species can be 
combined to achieve the desired effect. Fast-growing species are needed for 
windbreaks because they can begin to reduce wind erosion a few years after 
their establishment. The more slow-growing species, however, arc often 
longer-lived, and 
growing s 

rovide protection for the crops and soil long after the fast- 

P 
K ave died. An ideal -windbreak species mxx should also 

contain mu 
ecies 
ttple-use trees. 

I 

The same problem exists for many other experimental techniques such as live 
fencing and contour strips. The decision is complicated by the question of 
specific site requirements and conditions, but aspects such as resisitance to 
browsing, or local preference (not to mention taboos, prejudices, and 
unfamiliarity with a new species) often severely limit the choice. 

Much can be said for experimentation and trials, but research takes time, and 
project funding organizations are often in a hurry for results. They want and 
need short-term successes. Consequently, they tend to select from a limited 
number of key species, based on the best information available at the moment. 
This tendency to depend on the same few species for almost every application 
has resulted in a concentration of knowledge and experience with a few exotics 
at the expense of a number of other, potentially more valuable, species. 

Agrofores 
the project 7 

project plannin 
esign should be a ia 

should not take a cookbook approach. Rather, 
pted to specific site conditions and current land 

use patterns. Species trials are required to meet site requirements. 
pemonstration plantations usin 
indigenous s ecles, are needed il 

more varied species, including more 

selection can L 
roughout dryland Africa so that future 

made on the basis of what has worked. 
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Species Selection Based On Rainfall 

Rainfall Below 5oOmm 

West 
Africa 

Acacia albida 
Acacia nilotica 
Acacia raddiana 
Acacia scorpiodes 
Acacia Senegal 
Acacia seyal 
AraaXrachta indica 
Balanites aegyptiaca 
Bauhinia reticulata 
Combretum spp. 
Commiphora &icana 
Hyphaene thebaica 
Mirragina inermis 
Moringa oleifra 
Prosopis juli~ora 
Pterocarpur lucens 
Salvadora persica 
Tamarindw indica 
Tamarix spp. 
Ziziphus spp. 

East 
Africa 

Acacia me&era 
Acacia nilotica 
Acacia fortilk 
Azadirachra indica 
Balanites aegyptiaca 
Cassia spp. 
Commiphora ellenbeckii 
Conocarpm lancifolia 
Cordia abyssinica 
Dobera glabra 
Grewia fenax 
Jatropha dichtar 
Leucaena leucocephala 
Moringa oleifera 
Prosopis chilensis 
Prospis julijlora 
Salvadora persica 
Schinur molle 
Sesbania sesban 

Acacia albida 
Acacia nilo tica 
Acacia scorpiodes 
Adansonia digitata 
Anogeissus ieiocarpus 
Azadirachta indica 
Balanites aeg yp tiaca 
Borassus aethiopum 
Butyrospermum parkii 
Carica papaya 
Citrus spp. 
Diospyros mespilfonnis 
Eucalyptus camaldulensis 
Leucaena leucocephala 
Mansvera it&-a 
Moringa olevera 
Parkia biglobosa 
Prosopis &icana 
Prosopis julijlora 
Psidium guava 
Prerocarpus erinaceus 
Sclerocarya birrea 
Tamarinds indica 

Acacia polyacantha 
Acacia Senegal 
Azadirachra indica 
Balanites aegyptiaca 
Calliandra calothrysus 
Cal&ndrum capense 
Carica papaya 
Camarina equise folia 
Cirrus spp. 
Cordia abyssinica 
Croton megalocarpus 
Eucalyptus spp. 
Gliridicia sepium 
Gmelina arborea 
Grevilleu robusra 
Leucaena leucocephala 
Man&era indica 
Psidium guava 
Schinus molle 
Sesbania grandi~ora 
Sesbania sesban 

This list should be used as a guideline, a basis for further discussion and observation in the 
field and at the specific project sites. 
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Agroforestry and Soil Conservation Techniques 

A wide assortment of different agroforestry techniques is being used today, 
based on traditional practices that have been carried out by local people for 

H 
enerations. Others are relative1 new, “invented” by technicians working with 
ocal farmers or pastoralists an still being adapted to va ing site conditions. cl 

The methods described here are resented HI “tech-sheet” ormat. They provide 
tfl 

;Y 
a practical guide for use in e field, rather than extensive coverage of 
background mfoxmation, theory, and reference sources. The biblio raphy and 
Information Source List in Appendix “E”’ should be consulted f or further 
documentation. 

Many of the technical requirements, design, and field work details that are used 
in agroforestry systems are similar to or the same as those of standard forestry 
and conservation activities. The information regardin establishment and 
maintenance techniques for reforestation efforts that has %e en discussed in the 

!i 
receding chapters 1s also generally applicable for agroforestry ap lications. 
everal points, however, deserve special attention when imp ementing Y 

agroforestry-related pro’ects. Additlonal information is provided in the 
following pages for speci # lc factors that should be considered, such as spacing 
requirements, intercropping, plant protection, pruning, and harvesting. 

Particular emphasis should be laced on extension of the agroforestry 
techniques resented here so that ocal peo le are encouraged to try them on 

P 
P 

their own and. Traditional plantation r! orestry methods often involve 
recruitment of a large labor force to carry out work on ublicly owned land 
with high levels of technological and material inputs. Alt R ough some projects 
of this sort may fall within the broad definition of a roforestry, most of the 
techni ues shown here are specially selected and mo ified to be implemented 

9 
% 

by rura households or communities using locally available materials. 

A roforestry and soil conservation techniques can be grouped or classified in 
di ferent ways. Some of the techniques described in this chapter, therefore, B 
could be equally well categorized as soil conservation or farm/range 
management measures. They are all grouped here, nevertheless, because they 
can contribute to the increased roductlvity and sustainability of land use 
systems. All of the techniques inc P uded involve the establishment of vegetation 
cover, primarily trees and shrubs. Some also involve physical soil 
conservation methods as well, such as contour ridges, terraces, or walls. This 
approach is intended to increase awareness of ways in which vegetative 
methods can be used interactively with physical methods. 

The following outline shows the format that has been followed in organizin 
the information in this text. The main categories and sub-categories distinguis a 
the various techniques accordin to their functions and the spatial arrangements 
in which trees appear in a rural andscape. The techniques are illustrated on the K 
following pages and described in detail in the sections that follow. 
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On-farm 

Off-farm 

Outline of Individual Techniques 

Dispersed Trees (1) 
Alley C~pP~g (2) 
Line Plantations (3) 
Borderline Trees (4) 
Live Fencing (5) 

Roads and Trails (6) 
WAer Courses (7) 
Shade Trees (8) 

Soil Conservation 
Windbreaks (9) 
Sand Stabilization (10) 
Contour Strips (11) 
Trees Along Contour Ridging (12) 
Gully Reclamation (13) 
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On-Farm Techniques 

Trees can be integrated with crops in a number of ways. They may be 
dispersed randomly across a field, planted in careful rows between rows of 
other plants, or planted as separate stands for orchards or woodlots. Trees may 
also be used to mark borders or as live fencing. 

1. Dispersed Trees (On-Farm) 
Intensive interaction between cro s and trees occurs when the are grown 
together. The classic f-ark Ian B scape that covers large parts 0 r the Sahel is 
a perfect example of a traditional agroforestry arrangement where trees 
dispersed in farm fields form an integral part of a crop ing system. Different 
species are found in these dispersed, park-like stan ii s, depending on site 
conditions. The best known are Acacia albida, Butyro,spermum park, Parkia 
biglobosa, and Borassus wthiopum. 

In traditional systems these trees regenerate natural1 , and so they are more or 
less homogenously distributed across fields in ran om patterns. Where they B 
have been regeneratsd through human efforts they are planted in lines 
(normally 10mxlOm). Regular spacing is particularly important if mechanized 
cultivation, such as animal traction, is practiced. The main feature of this 
approach is that the trees are more or less uniformly dispersed either in a 
natural, irregular pattern or more systematically in a grid pattern. 

There are some roblems that have arisen in the use of this technique. The 
seedlin s are dif rcult to protect from grazing when they are oung (up to five 

il 
P 

years). rush fences or woven baskets can be placed aroun J individual trees, 
as described in Chapter 3, but this is expensive. Birds are also attracted to the 
trees, especially when they are established near rivers and lakes. The birds can 
cause problems for farmers if they eat crops and seed. 

Efforts to introduce Acacia albida in farm fields in the Sahel have been 

B 
articularly successful, however, because of a uni ue property of this species. 
uring the rainy season it drops its leaves, and it % oes not leaf out a am until 

well into the dry season. Cereal crops can be grown under the lea ff ess trees 
during the rainy season. The crowns of almost all other tree species compete 
with 11 ht-demandin crops for space, thus the areas shaded by the trees cannot 
be use % for crop pro uction. Even small trees can create enou h shade during % 
the rainy season to take a significant part of a farmer’s lan -holding out of f 
productton. 

During the d season the Acacia albida leaves and pods provide a welcome 
source of fo 07 for livestock. The trees also seem to have a remarkable effect on 
soil fertility, and dramatically increased crop yields have been noted on a 
number of sites. Especial1 m Senegal, Niger, and Chad, some fairly old 
stands of A. albidu can be P ound that were established in fame 5elds. In spite 
of little or no government or donor follow-up beyond ihe first two to three 
years, these 10 to 50-year-old lantations ofA. aibida are doing well. Their 
survival is probably due to the i!l ‘gh value placed on the trees by local farmers. 
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I 
Contrary to traditional forestry lore, which often describes A. aZbidiz as a slow- 
growing species, it can grow quite rapidly. The crowns of some stands, 
planted at a 1OmxlOm spacing in 1972, am beginning to close. These trees are 
5-7m tall and have begun to produce flowers and fruits as well. 

I Diqnmed Trees 

2. Alley Cm ping (On-Farm) 
Small trees or s Ll bs, pruned fre 
much shade, are grown in relative 7 

uently to prevent them from producing too 

more than 6m a art). Crops are 
y compact rows (between 2 and 4m, never 

rows of trees. Tfi ‘s method was CK 
rown in the space--the “alley’‘--between the 
evelo 

and it is bein 
fn 

tried in drier regions o F” 
d in more humid areas of the tropics, 

Africa, Asia and Latin America. The 
International stitute of Tropical Agriculture (IITA) has been experimentin 
with alley cropping in Nigena for a number of years. Arid lands versions f o 
this approach are still in the trial sta es, however, and ex 
zones has been much more limited. d 

erience in these 
ost research is focuse i 

ri 
fil 
ht species combination, but the 

on obtaining the 

‘ch tree species also varies acco l3 
uestion as to which crops respond best to 

w ing to site conditions. 

Fast 
and 2 

rowing tree species such as Lemma leucocephela, Gliricidia sepium , 
m&k arbreu have been used in various research efforts. Other species 

that can be used for alley crop 
Sesbania grandifloru, but these a P 

ing include CalZiandra calothrysrts and 
so have high moisture requirements. They 

should be tried in arid regions in vegetable gardens that are irrigated during the 
dry season. Acidic soils are also not suitable for alle 
that have been sug ested above. Specks that wou r 

cropping with the species 

dry sites and low p a 
d be more appropriate for 

soils need to be identified. Such diverse crops as corn, 
millet, cowpeas, yams, and maniac can be grown in the alleys. 

The trees/shrubs are pruned as often as five times per year. The clippings are 
laid down as a mulch around both trees and crops, gradually decomposing and 
becoming incorporated into the soil as organic matter. The shade and mulch 
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from the tree rows also reduce weed growth. Yields of some crops are higher 
between the mulched rows than in comparable fields that are not being alley 
cropped. The IITA found that yields from maize were three times r-eater after 
four years of mulching WithLcrrncaena leucocephula clippings (El” ff ,1986). 

In a$lition to the increased complexity of matching corn atible crop and tree 
species to specific site conditions, several other prob ems may limit the P 
widespread adoption of alley cropping in Africa. A major consideration to 
farmers who are considerin 
arable land that the trees wi ii 

various intercroppin schemes is the amount of 
take up. Farmers ten % to favor methods that will 

@e as little land out of crop production as possible. Alley cropping requires 
farrly close placement of tree rows, which can substantially reduce the amount 
of land left for the cro 
alley cropping is probab s 

rows. Where land scarcity is a problem, therefore, 
y not the best method to use. 
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Alley cropping also requires fairly strict adherence to hurting and pruning 
schedules in order for the technique to give good results. the trees are not cut pf 
back at regular mtervals, they wrll create too much shade for the intercro ped 
plants. For light sensitive crops like corn, too much shade over a period o Just P 
a few days can interrupt flowering and fruiting processes. Other crops simpl 
do not thrive in excess shade. Tramed extension personnel are needed to wo ri! 
closely with farmers on crop and tree species selection and on setting up 
planting and pruning schedules. 

Farmers may want to use the pruned branches for poles or firewood. The 
clippings can also be used as fodder for livestock. If the leaves and branches 
?re not.used to mulch the crops, alle cropping may not have the effect of 
mcreasrng crop yields, but it wrll still L an effective technique for controlling 
soil erosion, mcreasing the availability of tree products, and maintaining 
a~%hural sustainability. 

3. Line Plantations (On-Farm) 
Another alternating row arrangement involves planting larger trees at a wider 
spacing (7 to 1Om) with cro s planted between the rows. Xn this system, 
species that provide fuelwoo and timber, such as Greviliea robusta, or fruit % 
trees like avocado and citrus, are often used. As much as 60 percent of the 
species corn osition of the line plantations may be shrubs. Other ossibilities 
such as Mar Aamia platycalyx or iktaesopsis eminii are bei?g stu i ied on trial B 
sites, where they serve as shade trees for coffee plantations. Several species of 
+acia can also contribute to honey productton. The species mix should 
include trees that provide different products as well as nitrogen fixing plants. 

As in the case of alley cropping, this s stem has not yet reached full-scale 
production in the drier parts of Africa. t has, however, been tried at higher f 
elevations in East Africa and its basic rinciple may some day prove of value in 
drier areas as well. The trees and s rubs are planted in rows with lm-2m K 
spacing between trees in the row. The rows are 7m-1Om apart. The trees are 
not as intensively pruned as in alley crop ing, although branches may be 
lopped to let more light through to the crops low. L 

A I, 
1L 
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Line Plantation spucblg 
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It was found in Rwandathat as few as 70 trees (dependin 
the frequency of harvesting) will supply alI the wood nee f 

on species mix and 
ed by a family of six 

for a year. Harvesting is done by lopping branches, and roots are also 
sometunes cut rf they encroach too far mto cultivated fields. An average tree 
provides about 20kg of dry fuelwood per year on a sustained yield basis under 
this agroforestry system. 

TEE - LIIJK Iti- mE= 
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4. Borderline Trees (On-Farm) 
Borderlines consist of trees, shrubs, and grasses established to delineate 
individual farm fields. They serve as property markers while they provide 
wood and other products for various 
space, nor do they shade large areas o F 

urposes. They do not occupy too much 
the fields. Because the tree rows are not 

actually in the fields, they do not interfere with regular farming operations. As 
in line plantations, wood and other products can be harvested from the trees. 

Grasses such as Andropogon 
boundaries, especially around P 

uiana are traditionally used to mark property 
arm fields. In dry areas, Calatropis procera and 

Euphorbia and Commifera shrub species are also used for this purpose. 
Sometimes trees, particularly fruit-bearing species such as Tamarindz~ indiccr, 
Annonu senegalensis, and Borassus aethiopum, are grown in borderlines or to 
mark the comers of fields. 

The promotion of additional species for borderline plantation has potential, if 
species selection takes into consideration local preferences. Protection of 

r 
oung trees is necessary unless the species being used are unpalatable to 
ivestock. Eupiwrbia and Proso 

grazing in Somalia, Kenya, an cf 
is species have proven somewhat resistant to 
Niger. 

Issues of land and tree tenure should be careful1 researched and discussed 
with a community before this technique is tried. L the trees are planted on a 
borderline between two farmers’ property, to whom do the trees and the 
harvestin rights belong? There may be several alternative ap roaches to 
resolve thus question, but all parties Involved should agree in a B Vance as to 
how the situation will be handled. 

Borderline Trees 
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5. Live Fencing (On-Farm) 
Live fencing consists of dense hedges or thickets usually planted around a 
garden or farm field to protect it from free ran 
lanted around family compounds and other bu ii 

ing livestock. They are also 

F 
dings. This technique differs 

rom borderline plantations in that shrubbier species are used, the shrubs or 
trees am ti tly spaced (OS-lm), and they are intensively pruned to maintain a 
compact, P ense barrier. This is a very important alternative to traditional fences 
that are constructed and annually repaired using interwoven thorny branches. 

for live fencing include Acacia ataxacantha, Acacia machrmtachya, Acacia 
nilotica, Acacia pennata, Acacia Senegal, Acacia seyal, Balanites aegy tiaca, 
Calatro 

P 
is procera, Cumiphora africana (mainly for posts), Eup R orbia 

balsami era, Leucaena leucocephala, Parkinsonia accuieata, Prcmpis jtrli@ra, 
and Zyziphzu spp. 

Spacing 

Frequently, the main function of a hed e 
case, plants must be spaced tightly an B 

is to keep animals out. If this is the 
kept well pruned. Select species that 

as3: 
0 Thorny 
o Easily coppiced (sprout back) 
o Relatrvely unpalatable 
o Fast growing 

NO one species will meet all these requirements. Trade-offs are inevitable 
although a mrxture of species may provrde the most protection. Final choice 
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depends much on specific site conditions. If protection from animzds is not a 
pnmary concern, the spacing between plants can be wider. Hedges can have 
many other advantages and functions besides keeping out animals: 

0 Demarcation of prope 
Tit 

boundaries 
0 Protection against win 
o Addition of organic matter from leaf litter 
o Fruit and forage, when combined with borderline trees 
0 Privacy 

As garden fences, or wherever irrigation is ssible, trees for a live fence can 
be started by direct seeding. The seeds shou p” d be planted in furrows or in small 
pockets placed at intervals along the fence row. 

Direct Seeding Live Fences 

Live fences can also be established from cuttings, especially from some species 
such as members of the Ez@zorbia and Cmmiphora genera and some perennial 
legumes. Freshly cut branches from these species are like1 to take root and 
s 
ti! 

rout if they are 
P 

lamed at the be 
4 

inning of the rains. Jh 
erefore, particular y useful for estab ishing 

ese species are 
live fences. Normally, one would 

not wait until the beginning of the rainy season to build fences, but this might 
be done when using post materials that may take root. Care should be taken not 
to damage the bark or wood when attaching wire for the fence. See Chapter 9 
for more information on propagation by cuttings. 
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Off-Farm Techniques 

In most rural areas as well as in towns and urban areas, there are unused 
spaces alon 
buildings. wfi 

roads and water courses, and around houses and public 
ile they may traverse agricultural land, these open spaces are not 

used for agricultural production. Trees planted in these spaces can enhance the 
environment by providing erosion control and shelter from the sun and wind 
for both people and animals. 

6. Road and Trail Alignment (Of -Farm) 
A long standing tradition throughout A l rica is to line roads with trees, mainly 
for shade, but also for wood and other tree products. This practice can be 
extended to include foot paths and trails. Certain species (Eucalyptus spp. or 
Grevillea robusta, for example) can be pollarded extensively every three to five 
years, yielding considerable amounts of fuelwood and poles for construction. 

A frequently made mistake has been to plant trees too close to the road. On 
ma’or roadways, enough room must be left for two vehicles to pass with 
ad d itional space on the roadside for vehicles to pull over in an emergency. Less 
than SIX meters of space between tree rows creates traffic hazards. Additional 
width is needed around curves, because the trees reduce the distance ahead that 
drivers can see. 

Trees are also established alon livestock and bicycle trails and footpaths, 
sometimes in combination with ive fencing or rock walls to control access to K 
adjacent fields. Shade and fruit trees are favored for footpaths. 
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Atignment Ptantings 
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7. Water Course Alignment (Off-Farm) 
The banks of streams are frequently cleared for cultivation of cereal crops or 
irrigated gardens. They are extremely susceptible to erosion once the natural 
vegetation has been removed. These areas can be protected by restoring tree 
and shrub cover alon 
good habitats for wil ci 

the stream banks. Water course alignments also create 
ife. 

Trees and shrubs can be established around water sources in much the same 
way as alignment plantings along roads. Rivers, ponds, or draina e canals in 
irrigation schemes provide excellent rowin conditions for trees. 
Eucalyptus spp., C’uarina equisehfo ra, or 3 8 

k xotics like 

these sites. Fruit trees (man 
assia siamea will grow rapidly on 

because of their value as f 
oes, crtrus) should be given special consideration 
ood sources. Dry river beds (wadis) provide a 

suitable site for species such as Tamarix, Anogeissus leiocarpus, Prosopis 
spp., or other more drought-resistant varieties. 
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8. Shade Trees (0 f-Farm) 
1’ In many parts of dry and Africa, the most striking impact of tree planting 

b 
rograms 
rotection 

can be observed near houses, in compounds where people live. 
is easier and questions of ownership arise less where trees are 

growing inside family compounds. A great diversity of species is found at 
such locations, particularly introduced species and omamentals. The neem 
(Azadirachta indica), for instance, has found rapid and wide acceptance 
throughout Africa as a shade tree. 

The pollarding method can be used to harvest wood from shade trees, 
particularly the neem (see Chapter 9, Harvesting Methods). The branches are 
cut at a point about two meters above the ground. They sprout back quickly 
forming a new crown, so that the tree continues to provide shade where 
needed. 

Shade trees planted in public places around government buildings, schools, 
market 

K 
laces, churches, and mosques serve an important function. These are 

areas w ere people conpgate dunng the day, and shade is an essential part of 
the environment. These are also places where trees can be established and 
maintained quite easily by local people themselves with minimal assistance 
from outside. 

Trees planted in public places usually need individual tree fences to protect 
them until their branches are out of reach of free-ranging animals. Even after 
they are no longer threatened by livestock, good local cooperation is needed to 
keep people from over-harvesting the trees. For example, the twigs of the neem 
tree are very po 
ltke breaking o w 

ular in Africa for toothpicks. A seemingly harmless practice 
an occasional twig can, however, stunt the growth of young 

neems if the stems are continuously stripped by passers-by. 

Although farmers 
a 
enerally try to restrict the amount of shade in areas where 

crops are grown, s ade trees are used to rotect livestock from intense heat 
dunn 
corra ed or fenced in, and aroun f 

the day. Shade trees are 
B 

articular y necessary wherever animals are P 
watering spots. 
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Soil Conservation Techniques 

Soil conservation efforts protect the soil from the two primary forces of 
erosion, wind and water. Windbreaks and dune stabilization are effective 
methods of halting wind erosion. Planting trees and other vegetation in contour 
strips or along contour ridoes and gully control plantings are techniques used in 
combination with physicafcontrol measures to reduce soil erosion from water. 
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9. Windbreaks (Soil Conservation) 
Windbreaks are stri s of trees and other vegetation that slow the flow of the 
wind, reducing win s erosion, evaporation, and wind damage to crops. They 
are sometimes referred to as shelterbelts, although this term usually nnplies a 
wider strip of vegetation, which incorporates more rows of trees and shrubs 
than are usually found in a windbreak. 

The most successful windbreak projects to date are those found on enclosed 
farm lands and in some demonstratron or 
rivate control. The major obstacle to win 

ilot - rojzcts under government or 

E 
s a: bre establishment in other areas 

as been the difficulty and high cost of protecting the tiees against animal 

% 
razing. Some large-scale successes have been achieved in areas where 
onors, government agencies, and local people have worked closely together. 

Highl 
r: 

impressive results have been observed in Ni 
from relds protected b windbreaks are consistently 

er, where crop yields 

un 
1 

rotected fields. Stu B 
fi igher that those from 

ies conducted at a CAFE project in the Majjia Valley 
in icate that total yields are ap 
accounting for losses from land ti! 

roximately 20 percent higher, even after 
at has been taken out of crop production to 

provide space for the windbreaks (Dennison, 1986 ). 

Windbreaks have an es 
crops such as millet an 8” 

cially high potential in farming areas where cereal 

harvested, can also 
sorghum are grown. The windbreak trees, if properly 

without jeopardizing iR 
rovide significant quantities of fuelwood and poles 
eir primary function. 

The effectiveness of a windbreak depends on how efficiently the wall of 
vegetation b!ocks the wind and confines the wind’s turbulence to the zones 
close to the windbreak. A vegetation density of 60 to 80 percent seems to work 
best in arid zones. A barrier dense enough to block wind passage completely 
will cause turbdence close to the articles that can then 
be picked u by the wind. As we 

round, loosening soil 

lf 
h 

carrying so’ 
as removing neede % topsoil, wind that is 

sediment loa s 
articles causes damage to crops through the abrasive effect of the 
on plant tissues. 
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A row of trees that provides less complete wind reduction will also ensure that 
the effects of the wind. are felt further away. Gaps or openin s in the 
windbreak should be avorded as much as possible. Wmd is funnele fi through 
gaps m the tree rows, concentrating its force and speed, so that the final effect 
can be very damaging. 

Windbreaks can furnish 
!I 

rotection for downwind areas u 
height of the trees, provi P 

to 10 times the 
ed the windbreak consists of at east two rows of 

lie 
lams of different heights. Large trees should be chosen for one row (see A, 
low). Fast-growin 

trees, dependmg on 9 
species can be mixed with slower growing, longer-lived 
ocal 

species, chosen if possib e for their b - Y 
reference. Row B should be composed of shorter 

auxillary rows. These are planted wi XP 
roducts, and rows C and D are 
ower, bushier trees, shrubs, and 

grasses. 4 well chosen vegetation mix for windbreak composition will not 
only provrde protection from the wind, but will yield secondary products as 
well. 

d+ & 
tC34M T34M T 34h 



This windbreak is protecting the cropland from high winds. 
which would early away topsoil and make the land useless for farming. 

Windbreaks and shelterbelts can be laid out to include roads, trails, or 
driveways for livestock. In this way, animals and ople can benefit from a 
shaded passagewa that otherwise would be very ot. Any 
windbreak should L 

r ath through the 
at an oblique angle rather than perpen (P icular to the tree 

rows. This will allow o le and livestock to move through the windbreak 
p”i without opening a gap or e wind to roar through. 

Some other points to consider about windbreaks: 

0 

0 

0 

0 

The selection of species for the windbreak should follow the general 
guidelines given for the different rainfall zones. Good selections can be 
made from species protected b 
themselves have chosen and v 9 

law. Use only species that local residents 
ue. 

Although double lines of Azadirachta indica have been used with 
satisfactory results, a stri three or five lines wide is better. Low growing 
bushes like Bauhinia, E ombretacae, and Salvadora should also be 
considered. The most efficient windbreaks are those with one or two rows 
of low-growing shrubs or trees on the outside and two or three rows of 
taller trees on the inside. 

The utility of the wider shelterbelts can be enhanced by the selection of 
multiple use species for the middle rows. Acacia Senegal has been used in 
some areas, and s ecies that rovide local1 consumed fruits and 
medicines, such as &T&U i Ip ni! ‘ca, should de ? mitely be considered. 

Fre uently a combination of planting methods is highly practical when 
B esta lishing windbreaks. In other words, a combination of nursery 
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transplants, live fencing, cuttings, and stumps can be used (depending on 
the best time of the year for planting in the area). 

o Preparation and 
for wrndbreaks & 

rotection of the site involved are possibly mom important 
an for regular plantations. During the rainy season when 

crops are being cultivated, the fields are effectively protected from 
livestock; however, after the harvest the animals are usuall 
browse the crop residues left in the fields. Keepin 

allowed to 

the wmdbreaks during this time is difficult, and encing in a long narrow P 
the anim J s away from 

strip of land is costly. 

o Where complex land ownership patterns exist, it may not be possible to 
establish continuous straight tree rows across individual fields and parcels. 
In thus case windbreaks may be staggered so that they conform with 
established boundaries such as borders of fields, roads, trails, streams, 
and other natural or man-made features. Sta 
provide the most effective protection aroun fi 

gered windbreaks can also 
towns and villages, where 

they are laid out in a pattern of overlapping blocks. 

m FOLIA6E 
0 FIELDS 

Shelterbelts 

o Another possible planting pattern is to line farm fields with wide wind- 
breaks and to plant dispersed trees such asAcacia&& inside the field. 
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0 Man nurseries in arid zones could benefit from the establishment of a 
win J break to protect the seedlings from drying winds. The nursery 
windbreak also serves as a demonstration to vrsitors to the nursery. If the 
nursery is very small, however, a tall windbreak might cast too much 
shade on the seedlings. 

IO. Sand Stabilization (Soil Conservation) 
Shifting and blowing sand causes great dama e 
installations, and roads. Entire settlements can be ill-e 

to farmland, buildings, 
atened by the movement 

of shifting dunes. Sand stabilization is an important aspect of revegetation and 
conservation activities in many arid areas. Some of the most successful 
examples of erosion control efforts have resulted from reforestation projects. 

The best 
being pit R 

rotection against driftin 
ed up by the wind and %e 

or blowing sand is to prevent the sand from 
coming airborne. Conservation of existing 

grass and other vegetation cover is necessary to hold the sand in place. Even a 
small disturbance such as a footpath can start the process of erosion on fragile 
dunes. Once airborne, drifting sand can be made to settle, nevertheless, and 
can be kept from further shifting. 

The first ste 
area that is L 

is to determine why the natural vegetation has not recolonized the 
ing eroded. Various options that will remove any constraints to 

natural vegetation should then be considered. Often the problem is being 
caused by animals. Under these circumstances, little if anythmg will be gained 
by planting trees, unless access is fiit controlled. 

There are basically tJvo approaches to dune fixation: biolo 
The best ultimate results are obtained when the open area w a 

ical and physical. 
ere sand 1s picked 

up can be permanently covered by vegetation. Biological methods include: 

o Fencing off the area to protect it from animals, so that the vegetation can 
regenerate naturally 

o Establishing hed 
can be successfu & 

e rows of species such as Euphorbia bdsanujka , which 
y regenerated from cuttin 

rainfall does not exceed 300-4OOmm. Fresh f 
s even in areas where annual 
y cut branches of Euphorbia 

balsamifera are partially buried in rows of shallow trenches. For further 
details on propagation from cuttings, see Chapter 9. 

o Direct seeding, particularly of grasses, but also of woody plants such as 
vines, shrubs, and trees. 
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o Transplanting seedlings from a nursery onto the site. 

Certain vines and creeping plants are well ada 
e, 

ted to grow in almost 
B 

ure sand, 
covering the ground with runners and shoots. ith the sand thus he1 in 
site conditions improve enough to permit the introduction of grasses ;P 

lace, 
an other 

small plants. Eventually seedlings raised in the nursery can be transplanted 
onto the site. This method of sequential revegetation gradually builds up the 
soil and improves growing conditions for other plants. 

Often before grasses and other ground cover fan be reestabhshed, however, 
Elrdvement of the sand must be halted. Phystcal dune stabthzatron measures 

: 

o Wind-baffles (palisades), which are constructed of a variety of materials, 
generally whatever is locally available. 

o “Fore-dunes,” which consist of sand or soil ridges set at right angles to the 
major winds. They can be l-5m high and stretch over hundreds of meters 
in length. Heavy construction equipment is required for large-scale efforts. 

o Mechanical surface stabilization, which is accomplished by covering 
exposed areas to reduce further erosion. Plastic sheeting, nets, cloth or 
some other fiber is used. 

o Chemical surface stabilization, which involes spraying a binder (rubber, 
oil, or plastic base) on the surface to bind particles together. Grass seeds 
and mulch can also be mixed with the binder and sprayed on the area to be 
protected. 

Preference should be given to biological control measures whenever ossible 
because of the high continuous maintenance costs of the physical me tFl ods. In 
exposed situations where plant survival is limited, however, some physical 
construction is needed for initial lant establishment. The construction of wind- 
baffles or palisades can be justi ted if low-cost materials are locally available. P 
This barrier can take many forms and be made of a variety of materials. 



Windbreak fences used for sand stabilization 

Stems and poles (3&m in diameter and up to 2m long) can be used to 
construct a diamond pattern of criss-cross rows across areas of o n sand. 
Branches of tamarisk can be staked out in dense rows, or fences can 7-z woven 
from branches of species such as Guiera senegafensis to construct the palisade. 
By breaking the force of the wind, the alisades kee 
being picked up, and the sediment load tire ady Carrie cr 

the exposed sand from 
by the wind is de 

cf 
osited 

in or behind the barrier. Sand will become entrapped in such rows, an ridges 
will gradually form. Plant growth then becomes possible in the protected areas 
behind the ridges. 
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Fenced in squares and other sand tra s can also be constructed of materials as 
basic as bundles of millet stalks or o fl 
include 

er crop residues. Additional possibilities 

P 
alm fronds, sticks, branches, cardboard, or an material that is 

reasonab y sturdy, easily available, and low cost. Some o fy 
ma 

the problems that 

B 
be encountered in maintaining the barriers include damage from animals 

an termites that are attracted to them for food. Where sand accumulations are 
heavy, the barriers may have to be raised or added to periodically. 

The following steps are followed in implementing a dune fixation project: 

1) Establish a perimeter around the area to be treated, either with fencing 
material or by establishing a live fence. 

2) Construct a network of 
currents. The prim-ary gri if 

alisades to r-event sand movement by cross 
lines should Tie 

the major prevalhn 
pe ndicular to the direction of 

angles to the princip B 
winds, and the secon r 

e lines. 
ary lines should be at right 

3) Once the grid ofpalisades has been established and the movement of sand 
has been effecttvely reduced, ve 
protected areas. Use methods descri 

etation can be introduced into the 
L d under biological control. 

4) Begin protection and maintenance efforts. Voluntary 
cooperatron, and commitlment to the project objectives on 1 

articipation, 
e 

local inhabitants is essential. 
part of the 
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I 

Before beginning a sand or dune stabilization project, phanners should consider 
the following: 

0 Dune fixation is not an appropri.ate conservation investment if the area 
that is kin 
some bene B 

threatened by shrftmg sands has no inherent value. Unless 
rt will accrue rn terms of protection of farmland, homes, or 

other property, the cost is prohibitive. Furthermore, those who will gain 
the most from the pro’ect should also be willing to exert the most effort, 
particularly in terms o f’ sustaining and protecting the vegetation cover. 
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0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Dune fixation 
evaluating tra ii 

rejects should not be undertaken without first carefully 
itional and current land use attitudes, especially those 

governing grazing and wood cutting. If these are incompatible with the 
restrictions needed to 
policies must take place 

rotect the vegetation, then changes in land use 
L fore dune fixation activities are initiated. 

The shifting of live dunes is influenced by a complex set of variables, and 
may change with the seasons. It is worthwhile to observe and measure 
dune movements for a period of 12 months before starting stabilization 
activities. 

Except under extreme desert conditions, it is more effective to stabilize the 
zone of origin of the shifting sand, rather than concentrating efforts on the 
areas where the sand is being de 
determine the location from which tr 

osited. It is important, therefore, to 
le sand is being removed by the wind. 

Project sites that are close to or within actual desert zones will require more 
intensive efforts to stabilize shifting dunes. Maintenance inputs will also be 
higher. 

The more exposed a s ecific location is to the wind (near the crest of large 
dunes, or in saddles l!L tween ridges), the more difficult it is to establish 
vegetation. Physical protection is often needed. If it is not possible to use 
ph sical control measures, however, the area can still sometimes be 

i: sta ilized after the top has been lost to wind erosion. 

Locally occurring trees and shrubs have great resiliency. In species 
selection, the indrgenous vegetation should receive pnority over exotics, 
particularly for large-scale projects. 

A few outstanding examples are on record of communities that have 
controlled sand encroachment for generations, alone and unassisted by 
outside organizations. Local a proaches may be more appropriate for a 

P 
articular site than imported Rnl tee 
oreign equipment. 

‘ques that rely on heavy mvestments and 

Il. Contour Strips (Soil Conservation) 
The most likely, logical place to use trees and shrubs to halt erosion caused b 
water is across slo B . 
Properly maintaine (P 

es, particularly where hillside cultivation is practice 

other ve 
trees and shrubs, planted in combination with grasses and 

losses. 8 
etation, can effectively control surface runoff, thereb 

r 
reducing soil 

ne successful technique involves establishing para lel vegetation 
bands along contour lines. 

These contour strips will reduce runoff from the slopes above if they are 
designed and maintained to ensure a dense, multi-layered permanent ground 
cover. The ground surface is protected by successive layers of litter, grasses, 
other ground plants, bushes, and trees. A dense vegetation belt will not only 
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D= Distance between contour ships 
W= Width of the band of vegetation in the contour strip 

stop or slow down runoff, but will also trap soil particles suspended in the 
water that have been removed from the more exposed areas between the strips. 

Correct dimensionin of the D and W variables indicated in the illustration 
above is im ortant. lJ s 
of slope is P 

any factors affect the 
e most important. If previous e F 

acing of the strips, but the degree 
forts to establish contour strips in 

the area are available for study, these sites should be observed for evidence of 
erosion to determine if the dimensions are in proportion. Conservation services 
may also have tables or formulas appropriate for local site conditions. If no 
information of this kind is available, dimensions can be calculated using the 
following table as a rough indication of spacing. 

Slope W(meters) D(meters) ’ 

z 2 50 
4 47 

10 5 43 
20 8 38 
30 10 33 
40 13 28 
50 17 24 
60 20 20 

Basis: 0-600mm mean annual precipitation 

In areas with rainfall between 600-I ,OOOmm: increase W by 20% 
decrease D by 10% 

In areas with rainfall greater than 1,OOOmm: increase W by 50% 
decrease D by 20% 
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Revegetation efforts on these strips can be approached in many ways. To 
simply estabhsh some groundcover, scarificatton of the ground along the 
contour may be sufficient site reparation. Furrows can be dug by hand or 
usin a harrow or disc blade. 

te 
rvf ore intensive effort may consist of additional 

seed d preparation, for instance, loosening up the soil surface and raking 
along the contour. Direct seeding of desirable trees and shrubs may be feasible 
for such s ecies as i (.** n 

fh 
U~TKZ Zezrcucephaia. Some trees can be established by 

cuttings. e most ct. Fct, but also most costly, method of establishing contour 
strips 1s by planting nursery raised seedlings. 

The primary consideration for species selection should be local preference, 
because the contour strips take a certain percentage of the land out of 
cultivatron, even though they are intended to rncrease productivity of the total 
area. Many different species can be used, some in combination with each 
other. Fruit trees are often a high priority on farmland. In other areas, trees that 
produce poles for construction, rafters, and fences may be preferred, such as 
~astmarina eqkwtifolia or Tectona grandis. 

Particular attention should be iven to vegetation la ers nearer the ground 
surface. Fodder plants, such as 8 uinea, naprer, or elep ant grasses, may be of K 
interest for feeding to penned livestock. Perenniel bean species, produced on 
small wood shrubs for human consumption, may appeal to the local 
inhabitants. E ontour strips can be a good location for introducing new species 
on a small-scale, experimental basis as well. 

12. Trees Along Contour Ridges (Soil Conservntion) 
For information on the various applicable soil conservation measures that 
involve construction of contour ridges, or terraces, or excavation of infiltration 
ditches, a number of texts are available for arid areas in the tropics. TheCetm-e 
Technique Forestier Tropical (CWI’), the Centro Agronontico Tropicnl de 
Itwestigacion y Ettsetiunza (CATIE), the International Council for Research in 
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Agroforestry (ICRAF), and the United Nations Food and Agriculture 
Organization (FAO) have all published handbooks and technical materials on 
the subject. In addition, many of the bilateral donor organizations have 
developed standard texts on the subject during the past decade. Construction 
designs and extension materials have been developed specifically for certain 
countries, among them Honduras, Kenya, Burkina Faso, and the Philippines. 
See Ap ndix E for a list of information sources and bibliography for related 
maten ape 
ridges. 

s. See also Chapter 7 for discussion of micro-catchments and contour 

There is still relatively little information available, however, that deals with the 
effective combination of biolo 

cf 
ical 

Vegetation, especially trees an 
and physical erosion control measures. 

shrubs, can play a vital role in increasin 
effectiveness of soil and water conservation efforts. Properly establishe cf 

the 
and 

managed woody plants can reduce maintenance and costs on hillside erosion 
control projects as well. 

I 
The following sketches show some specific, typical cases where trees and 
shrubs can make an important contribution to physical ridge or ditch 
formations along the contour lines of sloping surfaces. 
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13. Gully Reclamation (Soil Conservation) 
Permanent vegetation, especially shrubs and trees, can reduce bank or channel 
bottom erosion as long as the flow of water is not too owerful. Vegetation can 
also help stabilize mechanical protection materia s, such as large rocks P 
positioned along banks or bottom (rip-rap), wire mesh boxes filled with rocks 
(gabions), or bales of straw or branches staked in place to reduce water 
velocities. 

Gullies present special problems, because they occur on steep slopes, and even 
brief peak flows can cause serious dama e. Gully erosion is difficult to reverse 
once tt has gotten started, and it cran quit - f.l y destroy valuable agricultural land. 

To revent the formation of gullies along waterways, line the banks with trees 
can % shrubs, as has been described above under Water Course Alignment (7). 
Trees, shrubs, and other vegetation can be established within the gullies to 
control further erosion and to help rebuild the soil layers that have been 
removed. Improperly laced trees can, however, have the undesired effect of 
narrowing the channe P and increasing the speed of steam flow. The following 
sketches show how to combine vegetation with mechanical gully erosion 
control methods for optimal results. 
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SPECIAL SUBJECTS 

Fire 

Uses and Prevention 

Mention has already been made of the need for firebreaks around both the 
nursery and the permanent planting site. These serve as protection from fire. 
Fire does, however, have some important positive uses. 

In arid zones, fires are used to bum off old grass. Once that growth is gone, 
fresh tender urte quickly and can 
help brin 

rass is more likely to sprout. Thrs ha pens 

trees and 8 
re ief to starving herd ammals. It also rmrts K P . ie tendency of scrub 
ushes to take over the grass range. 

Where vegetation is plentiful, methodical burning is a traditional method of 
clearing land before plantin 
soil of crop diseases, and f 

, keeping snakes and resects tn check, rtddmg the 

they can be killed for food. 
riving wildlife into traps or within range so that 

Fire requires oxygen and fuel; if either is eliminated, the fire will not bum. Fire 
prevention and control consist of removing one of these elements. Normally, 
the easiest to remove is fuel. 

Firebreaks 

Prevailin 
B 

winds in sub-Saharan Africa tend to be hi h and constant. Thus the 
s 
% 

read o a fire can be reasonably well predicted, an d the necessary width and 
erection of firebreaks fairly accurately calculated. Firebreaks should be 

constructed at right an 
lanes dividing the K 

les to the direction of prevailing winds, with secondary 
resu ting strips of land or trees. 

The high winds dictate wide fire lanes in order to minimize the danger of a fire 
jum 

% 
ing the lane. Inside 

corn ined with strips o F 
laming areas, maintenance and access roads can be 

frrelanes. As previous1 
cultivated land, adding additional width to the 

clearing strips of land 1 Y 
mentioned, good protectron has been achieved by 

m wide of all vegetative matter and allowing the land 
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to be used for cultivating beans or as roadways--either use guaranteeing 
elimination of dry grasses and weeds. 

Plowing the natural vegetation under provides only temporary relief; in the long 
run, the area becomes a greater fire hazard. Disking and 
perennial plants, but make more room for annuals, whit E 

lowing eliminate 
tend to become 

dense and dry. When this happens, the fire spreads more rapidly in the 
firebreak than on the adjacent land. 

Firefighting 

Most firefighting efforts are limited to what materials can be found on the s ot. 
Provided the fire is not yet large or too hot, the front of the fire can be attac R ed 
directly with branches, brooms, and mats. This is an effort to hat out the 
flames and kill the fire by shutting down its supply of oxygen. 

Backfires can be quite effective, particularly in areas where the normal 
vegetative cover is sparse, the prevailing winds are constant, and necessar 
control limes can be constructed 
controlled fire started in the pat a 

uickly and easily. A backfire is simply a sm a! 1 
of a larger fire. The backfire destroys fuel, 

and thus halts the larger fire, which has no new fuel to bum. 
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More on Fencing 

The followin illustrations show ways of constucting fences to keep out the 
widest possib e number of animals. K 
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When using wire for fences, the wire must be stretched tightly between the 
fence posts if the fence is to remain strong. Tension can be mamtained alon 
the fence by making sure that the wire is stretched tight-l 
that it cannot slip out of place. When the wire is @ace cy 

between posts, an f 

exerts an e 
tension that 1 

ual pull a 
f 

ainst the next post, and tlus e 
correctly, each post 

eeps the ence posts strong and in place. B 
ual pressure creates a 
owever, if the tension 

on one section of the fence IS lessened, the posts in this section will begin to 
lean toward that part of the fence having the stronger pull, and the fence will 
become weaker and weaker. 

Tension becomes harder to maintain as fences get longer or when there are 
larger s 
every 1 f 

aces between posts. It is generally a good idea to use a line brace 
0-15Orn. A line brace is pictured below. Sticks are inserted into loops 

in the wire as shown. These sticks can be twisted to tighten the wire and 
thereby increase tension. 

Using a Deadman 

Comers and openings (for roads, gates) require additional bracing for strength. 
One such way of providin 
simply a heavy stone or b f 

extra support is by using a deadman. A deadman is 
ock of cement or piece of metal used as an anchor. 

One end of the fence wire is wrapped securely around the deadman, which is 
then buried in the ground where it can serve as a permanent anchor. The 
illustrations following give a clearer idea of the use of the deadman. 

A sloping trench is dug as shown. The fence wire is placed around a rock or 
piece of metal. About midway along the wire, between the top of the post and 
the deadman, a stick is inserted into a loop of the wire. This stick can then be 
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Lkmhan anchoring a gatepost 

twisted as necessary to tighten the wire and maintain tension. The deadman is 
laced in the hole so that the wire is tight, and there is a strong diagonal pull. 

7% e dirt is piled back into the hole and packed down tightly around the 
deadman. 

The following figure shows one deadman being used to support two osts. 
The deadman is creating a pull on the posts equal to that being created l! y the 
tension of the wire being stretched in the opposite direction. 

Single deadman andwring Tao posts. 
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A deadman is not the only wa 
i: B 

to sup 
here shows how rocks can e use 

ort a comer. The illustration presented 

nlalntaln tensxon on the wires. 
to strengthen comer posts and help 
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A heavy rock used to fill 
in a space through which 
animal3 might crawl and 
to maintain tensiun. 

A Self-Closing Gate 

Any strong ate that closes tightly is fine. A self-closing gate, however, is 
even better. K, eople passing throu h do not have to stop, put down then loads, 
close the gate, and pick up the loa 5 again before going on. Most important, the 
gate cannot be left open to let animals through by accident. 

The gate shown on the following page consists of a strong frame with a 
diagonal base. Wire fencing material IS stretched between the pieces of the 
frame. The gate is supported by a pair of heavy, well-greased st:t ,, hmges. 
The gate operates very simpl 

r 
: when the gate opens, wood piece z swings 

away from post “F” and pul s the rope throu h the pulley. The gate closes 
when the weight on the end of the rope pu 1s wood piece “C’ back mto f 
position. 

To Make This Gate: 

o Wood piece “C” attaches to the gate at the hinge side. “C” should be about 
one third of the length between posts “A” and ’ B” (length “AB”). 

o “C” is braced by pieces “D” and “E.” 

o Strong cord or ro e is attached to the end of “C” and passed through a 
pulley. The end o P the cord is attached to a large rock or other weight. 

o Post “F” prevents the gate from opening too far. Allow room for the pulley 
and knot for attaching rope to “C. ’ 

o Hinges, pulley, and weight must work easily for the gate to close proper- 
ly- 



o Gate o 
open. K 

ens outward from the protected area so animals cannot push it 
o latch is necessary. 

o zet;posts are braced to prevent the pull of the wire fencing from tilting 
. 

o Although pieces “C,” ” D,” 
use iron if at all possible. 

and “E” can be made of wood, it is better to 

/ post F 

\ 
rope ts attached 
to end of "c" 

gate opens 
along thts 
arc 

- 

pivot \ 
lag screw threads 
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Propagation by Cuttings 

Vegetative propagation is the asexual re reduction of individual plants, as 
opposed to reproduction from seeds. s arious methods include grafting, 
budding, la ermg, tissue culture, and cuttings; these can be used for different 
P oses. 

3 
ii ere are numerous advantages to using vegetative propagatron 

me ods; among these the most important are that: 

o Seedlings develop rapidly. 

o Genetic origin can be controlled. 

o Some plant species can only be reproduced asexually. For other 
species, vegetative methods may be preferred because seed 
supplies are unavailable or unreliable. 

Of the several possible vegetative propagation techniqttes, one of the fastest 
and easiest ways to reproduce seedlmgs is through cuttmgs, Thrs techmque can 
be used both m the nursery and directly in the field, although only certain 
species lend themselves readily to this process. 

A few species, such as members of the Euphorbia, Commiphord, and Td 
genera, which can be established on site from cuttings, also respond well to 
vegetative pro agation in the nursery. Other species, which can be rooted in 
the nurse 

x 
an B trans lamed to the site once the root system is fully developed, 

include: ibiztia le !I beck, Azadirachta indica, Cassia siamea, Erythrina 
seneganensis t Ficus gnaphaloca a, Guiera senegalensis, Moringa oleifera, 
Prosopis juliflora, Tamarindus i TUT ica, and ziziphus mauritiana. 

An important feature of some tree and shrub species is that cuttings can be 
established directly at the site where they are to be permanently located. This 
saves time and ex 
nursery. Of artic up 

ense by bypassing the need for initial propagation in the 

little rainfd P 
ar importance to and alleas are species that requrre relatively 

and soil morsture. Euphorbias and Tamarix can be propagated this 
way on very dry sites that receive no more than 200mm per year. 

For species that must be produced in the nursery, lastic pots or specially 
prepared cutting beds are used to start the new plants. fll e cuttings must not be 
allowed to dry out, or their ability to regenerate new roots will be diminished, 
if not destroyed. The pots or beds must have both 
capacity and good drainage. The rooting medium shou P 

ood water retention 
d have a high organic 

matter content; chaff from grain husks can be added to the soil mixture for this 
purpose. Cuttings started m the nursery am often initially shaded to reduce 
moisture loss as well. 
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It is important to adhere to s cific procedures for selecting the lant material, 
and reparing the cuttings. 

P 
I.r the prescribed methods are not fo owed, survival rp 

rcsu ts may be disappointingly low. 

Plant Material Collection 

The age of the plant material is a primary consideration in collecting cuttin s. 
Rooting responses in plants are controlled by hormones and auxins. e 7% 
juvenile tissues of some plant species show more active rooting responses than 
those of older stems. New rowth should not be used for cuttings, however, 
as only wood that has one fill 1 year’s growth will have buds that will develop 
during the rootin process. The o timal diameter for plant material selection 
will vary with d’ ferent species, lf t ut is generally within the range of l&m. 
Stems that are less than lcm in diameter will not usually give good 
regeneration results. 

Healthy, vigorously rowing specimens should be selected. The criteria 
described in Chapter under the heading of Seed Tree Selection, can also be d 
applied to the choice of genetically appropriate parent trees for cuttings. The 
genetic origin of the plant material IS even more important in ve etative 
reproduction than in propagation from seeds, because the individua parent K 
trees arc cloned. The reproduced seedlings have the identical enetic makeup as 
the plant from which the cuttings are taken, unlike offspring rom seeds, which f 
will inherit only some of the characteristics of the seed tree. 

Cuttin s should be taken from dormant plants, so collection of plant material 
norma & y takes place during the d season. The stems should have several 
buds that have not yet begun to swe 1 or open. A sharp blade should be used to 
get a clean cut. It 1s often a good idea to mark the root end of the cutting in 
some manner, so that it will not be accidentally inserted in the ground upslde- 
down. To prevent cuttings from drying out, store them in lastic bags and 
protect them from the sun until they can be planted, prefera ly as soon after Ii 
coliect ion as possible. 

Sometimes cuttings are treated with s nthetic substances that stimulate root 
formation. This is done by dipping e end of the cutting into the rooting x 
solutton before placing it into the ground. Although rootmg solutions can 
improve overall plant response, they arc not required for many species. 

Preparing Cuttings 

Just before placing the cuttings in pots or beds, remove about lcm of stem 
from the root end of the cutting by making a clean diagonal cut. This is done to 
remove the tissues that hav-+ banm W mG8r exposed to the air, and that conse uently are 
less likely to regenerate. The freshly cut stem can then be placed in e round 91 
or in pots, with 5-1&m above round. It is important to make sure t at the 

d 
i! 

cuttings are completely surroun ed by soil, with no air pockets. 
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Preparing Cuttings for Planting 

7 . . . 
l . 

. 

Planting Cuttings 

Shallow Planting 
The followin 

h? 
rocedure was developed under a project in Ni er for on-site 

BF 
x-0 gationo rqdwrbiu bafsam~~ra cuttings. (Government of F;r iger, Project 
A , 1985): 

0 Length of cuttings: 50-1OOcm 

o Diameter of cuttings: l-2cm (although thicker stems can give satisfactory 
results, provided they are started dunng the cool season). 

o Provenance/Variety: The natural vegetation found on dune soils will be the 
best source of plant material for dune stabilization efforts. 
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o Depth of hole: 3Ocm (minimum depth: 2Ocm) 

o Other important requirements: Cuttin 
tion no later than 24 hours after they i 

s must be planted at their final loca- 
ave been cut from the parent plants. 

To stimulate latex flow, cut a few centimeters of the base of the stem with a 
sham blade immediately before placing it into the ground. 

o Seasonal limitations: There are two periods during the year in Niger during 
which the best response to propagahon from cutttngs was observed: 

--November to February (coolest months) for all cuttings; 
--Ma 

x 
to mid-June (hot period before rainy season) for young stems 

0 Y* 

o Spa& 
below) fl 

: For complete area coverage, a grid pattern of 2m x 2m (shown 

fencin 
as given good results at several sites. For establishment of live 

or for the construction of wind-baffles for dune fixation, single or 
multip e rows of cuttings are laid out according to the diagrams below: K 
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Deep Planting 
Another techmque for establishing 
the deep planting method. Dune a 2 

lants from cuttings directly on the site is 
orestation with tamarix cuttings has been 

quite successful where the following procedures have been used: 

o Using a 2-inch soil au 
depth of two meters. f 

er, carefully bore a hole through the dune sand to a 
f the sand at the bottom of the hole is dry, choose 

another spot and try again. 

o In the bore holes where moist sand is encountered, insert a tan arix cutting 
dee 

r!l 
ly in the hole. Cuttings up to 2.11 in length have been t&d using this 

me od and early rooting and survival results have been over 80 percent. 

o Backfill the hole with the cuttin 
P 

in place. This can be done by first 
2-4 liters of water down the ho e, which will settle the sand at the B 

ouring 
ottom. 

Then All the remaining hole space by hand. 

The deep plantin technique described above has been successfull used in 
propagation of o ii er tree species as well. Sometimes a deep pit is d u rather 
than a bore hole. Deep planting may also provide a solution to prob ems of f: 
establishing trees in sorls high in salinity. 
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Organizing Planting Operations Using Cuttings 

A well organized plan of operation is necessary to ensure that the work can be 
carried out efficiently, following the correct procedures for vegetative 
propagation. This plan should include the following elements: 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Coordination of crew assignments, vehicle and equipment needs, 
collection of planting material, and planting operations 

Training of work crews in how to collect and prepare the cuttings, planting 
methods, and proper spacing. Work crews should be familiar with the 
planting site and should be instructed in the plan of operation. 

Location, size, and extent of the natural occurrence of the planting stock 
must be surveyed. 

Once the stems have been cut, they should be planted with as little delay as 
le, at least within 24 hours. 

gh the actual planting process is simple, quality controls are necess- 
ary for good survival. In the case of Etq~horbias, for example, failure to 
make fresh cuts at the base of the stem, to dig deeply enough, and !G 
backfill properly, can result in high mortality rates. 

Initial efforts should not be overly ambitious, especially when working 
with a crew that is not highly experienced in propagation techniques. 

Other vegetation can be introduced along with the cuttings, to achieve as close 
to complete vegetation cover as possible. The following species and methods 
,are suggested: 

o Pnnicum fztr idm: this drought tolerant grass can be direct seeded using 
the same me ii ods as for millet or sorghum. 

o Cmsis occiderttalis: this sturdy plant is sown in pockets or broadcast. 

o Balmtires aegypticmr, Acacia ~<&hQ, Lepfaderrirz pyrcrtcchtica, and 
t. I~sf~lf~ these and other indigenous trees and shrubs can be seeded 
directly or raised in pots and tmnsplanted at the site. 

Harvesting Methods 

Many of the tree and shrub species mentioned in this text have the capacit to 
regenerate new growth from stumps, roots, or branches after being cut. ‘l Z-L is 
survival mechanism probably evolved in response to fires and drou ht. In arid 

it is sometimes difficult to re-establish trees once they t-I ave been 
tation is a particularly valuable characteristic. Wood products can 
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be repeatedly harvested from such trees and shrubs without destroying the 
plant. 

The time of year that cutting or harvesting occurs can influence the sprouting 
response. Generally it should take place while the plant 1s dormant. Species of 
Eucaly 

i 
tus seem to be fairly flexible as to the time of harvest, but more 

researc is needed to determine the optimal cutting period for these and other 
species. 

The tools that are used to harvest the stems and branches may also affect the 
plants’ abilit to send out new shoots. There are some indications that saws, 
especially c K ain saws, ma 

K sprouting is inhibited. Mac 
damage the cambial tissues to the extent that 

etes or axes, which may ive a cleaner cut, and 
which are in any case more widely available in rural J rica than saws, may be 
the best tool for harvestin if regeneration from sprouts is desired. More 
research is needed on this su ject as well. % 

Several different harvesting methods allow the 
Y 

lant to regenerate through 
sprouting. The ones that are described here inc ude cop@cm , 
lopping, and pruning. Because these terms have been menttone fP 

ollardmg, 
e seyhere m 

the text without being defined, short descriptions of each technrque are 
provided below. 

Coppicing 

This is one of the most wide1 
When the main stem has reac K 

used harvesting methods for arid land s ecies. 
ed the desired drmensions, it is cut at the g ase of 

the trunk. New shoots develop from the stump or roots. These shoots are 
sometimes referred to as suckers or sprouts. Only three to four of the most 
vigorous shoots should be allowed to continue to grow to full size; the others 
should be cut back to prevent competition for growing space. In subsequent 
harvests the sprouted stems are removed. 

Several rotations of coppicing are usual1 ossible with most species. The 
length of the rotation depends on the size o rti! e specific wood products that are 
needed. Some s ties, such as Leucaena leucocephafu can be coppiced on a 
yearly rotation or more than 30 years in more humid zones. Eventually, after p” 
several harvests, sprouting vigor will diminish, although this period of vlabrhty 
varies for different species. 

Co 
P 

pice harvesting is a 
Y 

articularl 
cr 

suitable method for production of 
fue wood. Coppicing can a so be use to increase the density of windbreaks. 
Most Eucaly tus species and many members of the legume family as well as 
most natura ly occurring shrubs (Cmnbretaceue,Terminaliue, etc.), can be P 
harvested by coppicing. 
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Pollarding 

With this harvesting system, all of the branches--including the top of the tree-- 
are removed, while the main trunk is left standing. After the branches are cut, 
new shoots are allowed to sprout from the main stem to form a new crown. 
The main stem continues to increase in diameter, although not in height. When 
the tree loses its sprouting vigor, the main stem can also be cut for use as large 
diameter poles. An advanta 
shoots are high enough of B 

e of this method over coppicing is that the new 
the 

grazing livestock. 
ground that they are out of reach of most 

The neem tree, Azadiracbrta i&u, is usuall harvested in this manner, and its 
branches can be used for poles, fuelwoo B , and toothbrushes. Because it is 
widely 

tl 
lamed as a shade tree, pollarding is usually more appropriate for 

neems an coppicing. Neem trees can be 
however, it is important to allow the tree to L 

ollarded as often as twice a year; 
come well established before the 

first cut. Some other species that also respond well to pollarding include 
Ewalyptus spp. and Grevjl/ea robwta. 

Lopping 

Lopping is a form of harvesting in which only some of the branches are 
removed. Usually the lower branches are cut, while the upper part of the 
crown is allowed to continue to grow. New branches then resprout alon the 
lower portion of the stem. This harvesting method can be used to re 8 uce 
shadin 
the cut % 

when trees are intercropped with other species. As with pollarding, 
ranches are used for a variety of products. 

Lopping can also be used to shape a main trunk with a long, clear bole, if the 
purpose is to produce wood that can be sawn into planks. In this case any new 
shoots that s 
of knots in ti 

rout from the trunk should be removed to prevent the formation 
e wood. Branches and shoots should be trimmed as close to the 

main stem as possible. 

Pruning 

Pruning, as a harvestin 
branches and stems, but fil 

system, usually involves the removal of smaller 
ese clip 

for fuel and other purposes. Prune x 
ings can constitute a major source of wood 
branches are also used as a mulch between 

tree rows in alley cropping systems. 

Pruning is often rc 
croppmg, and live ences. For fruit trees, pruning is undertaken to stimulate ‘E 

uired for the maintenance of fruit and forage trees, alley 

fruit production and to o en up s ace m the center of the crown, thus 
facilitating harvesting of tKe fruit. %I e same principles can be applied to 
encourage leaf formation for production of fora e. Prunin can also increase 
the bushmess of trees and shrubs when they are p 7 anted for f ive fencing. 
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Appendix A 

SPECIES IDENTIFICATIONS 

This appendix identifies 165 of the species found In West African 
lands by pictures, Latin names, and cormton names. Synonyms (other 
Latin names) for a species, camnon names In up to 12 languages, 
and some very brief notatfons on uses of a species are glven where 
this information is available; it is not intended to be deffnftfve. 
All the species which appear in Appendix B, where further informa- 
tfon Is given, are included here, wfth the notation "Also see 
APPENDIX 6." 

Pictures include leaves, branch conflgurations, fruits, flowers, 
and fnflorescences (arrangement of flowerlng branches and the flowers 
on them). They are not labelled individually, but the dffferent 
items should be recognizable. There Is no consistent scale 
relative to life-sire. Illustrations are drawn from Flore Fores- 
tfere Soudano-Gulneenne by A. Aubreville, Flare Illustree du 

@#%%~~hlll. and 1 
ore du Seneqal by Jean Berhaut, West African Trees 

rees for Vana Mahotsava by S. K. Seth 
M. B. Raizada, and M. A. Waheed Kh The artists are J. Adam:. 
M. J. Vesque, Jean Berhaut, DouglainE. Woodall, and P. Sharma. 

A NOTE DN LATIN NAMES 

l The genus and species of each tree appear in boldface type 
(genus first, species second). 

An abbrevfatlon of the name of the author of the tree name 
l follows the boldface type In lighter faced type. 

"var. " means variety. The name of the variety appears in 
l boldface Immediately following the abbreviation "var." 

An abbrevlatfon of the name of the author of the varfety 
. name follows the name of the variety In lighter faced type, 

“1.” Is an abbreviation for "Linnaeus," a Swedish botanfst 
d who initlated the development of this present, widely used 

system of nomenclature. 



Drawlngt fn this appendix are reprinted, wlth pennirsfon, from the 
fotlowWg sources: 

Aubrevflle, A., F&m Fak~64!&!~ Sou&w-Gu&&R~, Parfs, 
So&t6 d'Edltfons Qographfques, Marttimes et Colonlales, 
1950, 

Artists: J. Adams, M. J. Vesque 

Berhaut, 3.. F&m Iltrrs.O&e du S&n 
7 

at, Direction des Eaux 
et Fork, 6overnment du Sbn@al, 19 5. 

Artist: J. Berhaut 

fiyhf $D., &at A&t&m Reti, London, Longmnn Group 
l m . 

Artist: Douglas E. Woodall 



1. Acwia atbida Del. 

Also 8ua APPENDIX a 

S-: 

Fddhcmbb d&da Ubl. 1 Chw. 

z2 !z-zz%Fhst* Month. 

EUCiLlSti 
c 

Ful.ANl tlslkl 

zz! 
HAUSA 

harmz KANOURI Kg” 
w ARABIC aram RCRE ranga 

ikz2 
belmrm SctwAI g80 
gao WQAF esdde 

2. Acacia ataxamntha D.C. 

WmRA bonsonI AIEmA bugou 
rofshuenl HAllSA gombl 
brr 

Use jw ‘I In fences, posts, f Il-mucmd, 
foddor (valuable), branch fmclng 

Acacia caffm Willd. var. campybamtha Aubr. 

Also sw APf’ENDIX B 

k&a cam&a&a Hochst.. ex A. Rich. 
Aida eat& Y. 
&a& po&antha IfI I Id. subsp. cam$y- 

06chst. ) Pronah 

aLAD ARABIC al gwtttrr WISA karo 
kuroko turkakis 

FULANI fstsrlshl KANOURI golawal 
HwtE swm 



4. Acacia dudgeoni Craib. ex Hall. 

5. Acacia fame&ma Willd. 

6. Acwia Rava (Forsk.) Schwfth. 

SyNoNnts: 

Acacb {t&w vsr. acllrown6is 
Acncia ataco.w3Lb& 

DJElPH tewt 
nenne 

WSA tammt 



7. Acacia gwrmeensis A. Chev. 
not Illustrated 

KME gonponlall 
gonsablaga 

Lllm Acacia ac(ti~~ In East Afrlcs 

8. Acacia hebdadoides Harms. 

9. Acacia Iaata R. Pr. 

SYNMM: k&a f~urtiniani A. Chev. 

DJERM danngha HhuSA akovla 

10. Acacia macrostachya Reichenb. 

BAMARJI ouenldle FULANI chldl l 

kordontlnlo patsrheml 
mbourour MJfE karedegs 

DJEWA gownbl SU~~ogo 

Use for edible seeds, leaves to graze, llvo fences, 
posts, flnmd, fodder ivalu8ble), branch fonclng 



11. Acda mscootlwysa Harms. 

UNOURI gardaye 

12. Wiild. 

13. A&a raddiana Savi. 

iizc%zYtc satate FuLhNt 
chtt tukt 

sayele HhUSh bndttl 
OIEFW blssau KRCURI kand! t 



14. Acacia scorpioidm (L.1 var. nibtica (L.1 A. Chev. 

Also see W’ENOIX B 

SYNUNYUS: k&c&a n&tic& Cl..) Wllld. 
UhoAa ni&.Ua L. 
kac.h aRah& (Lam.) v8r. do&a tL.1 Benth. 

gonaklw DJEtW ban! 
v ARABIC sunta, churat, FULAHI gsudl 

senet, sunt HhUSA bagarus 
berm8 ~ Pwenega 
dtabe 
bolns 

Found In toutande; naar ustsr or In motst sotls 

15. Acacia scorpioides (L.1 var. adstringenr Bak. 

SYMNW: hd dn.boni.i GUI I I. & Rrr. 

gonaklar WERMA banl 
CHMl ARABIC sunta, charat, FuLhNt gsud t 

sand, sunt MUSA bsgarua 
barana XAMURI knngar 
dtabe ktssau 
bolna mlE pbranangs 

Found tn htghtands, tn drlor envlrunmnts 



16. A#rcia samgal (L.1 Willd. 

WUMYM: hd4l Vtilcd Gul t I. b Parr. 

ENGLlSH 
FRENCH 

gum arable 
g4nnntsr 

MAD ARABIC ssharst Mush 
kltr al sbtcd 

dakuom 

iiEr 

KANOURI kolot 
donkor t LloRE 
danya 

gonimlnlga 

%urcs of gum arable 

17. Acacia seyd Del. 

=tW?l?&: k&a Atf%ocrvlpa Hochst. 
Am& boboctid Aubr. 

CHM ARABtC tathaye MUSA farln kays 

DJEmh 
sagn lo KATKX!RI karamga 

FULANI 
saykire WWZE 
bulk1 

9anWw 

Use for ftreuood, to&w 



18. Acacia tbberiana D.C. 

Atso see hf’f’EWtX B 

Snwmms: 

&a& ne&~ia Schwetnl 

CM0 AtW3tC kuk 
bak! 

FUUNI gte daneJl 
IthUSh boudJ t 

L 
dushs 

lwakt?! katalogu 

19. Acacia 
var. 

f. 
a Purr. 

stenocarpa Hochst. 
charianris A. Chev. 



20. Adansonia dig&a L. 

Atso see APPENOtX B 

EKGLISH baobab FUt.htit 
FRENCH baobab WJSA 
Ct4AD ARABIC hahar WNOtRI 

stto HGfE 
DJEM konlan 

Use for edible leaves and frut 
for f lber products 

. 

tmkkt 
kuka 
kuka 
W3a 

t, bark 

21. Adenium obeesum (Forsk.) 
Roem. et Schult. 

SYNONYMS: hdenium cMnbicw* Palf. f. 
h 

\ 

Adfinium wedizneutn Stapf. 
i &nim honghel A. x. 

k, CMD ARABIC kuka a,eru 

b 
\ 

1 L.dtE foukala sltandl 
lmngostta 

\ 

NUN! tekl peoutt 
L HhtJSA km 



23. Afrormosia taxiflora Harms. 

i 



Afzdia afr 24. 

FItEtCH I tngua HhUSA kauo 
IMEw kao KANDURt gap 11 
fULANl aauaht knnkalaa \ ‘$ 

26. Albiuie chsvalkri Harms. 

At80 see APPENDIX e 

CHAD ARABIC arrd HhUSh katssr I 

EzF 
golo Irt 
Jarlchl 

WWRI tsagcs 
HDRE 

nyabet 
ronsrdonga 

v USO for fodder, constructton, roots ‘o repstr gourds 

26. Ampelocissur grsntii (Bak.) Planch. 



27. Anwrdium occkbntak L. 

IJH for eUfbt8 nut (valuable), 
tlrwwd, constructton, solI 
rapnoretlon 

28. Ancloma~ difformis not I I lustrated 

MUSA cahara KAWURI gazmangal 

Andii inermk ii 

FUlANI daluhl 
IWSA uadobla 

9-S& 
mE cbuattltida 



Aaooty? -hst. .n 
. 

OHD MUBIC sattab 
lsrdmte 

FiiES kojoll 
mrlk 

-1 8nnla 
Mm SlQh 

PhP 

30. Annona wmgaknsk Pers. 
UIADARABIC umber0 

!isG!Y 
sunsun 
WUps 

FUl.Ml dukuhl 
MAUSA gousnda 
KMWRI trssa 

ImlE kkl hiI@@ 

31. Anopisaus Mocmpus Guill. & Perr. 
AlPo SW APPwmlX B 



32. Azadirachta indica A. Juss. 
Also sea APPENDIX B 

ENGLISH &mm FREM% Nem 

Use tor firewood. pales. 
amstructlon. brush put 
teeth rlth the bark 

33. Bstanit88 mgyptbm (L.1 Del. 

1 Alse sm AR’EMOIX 8 

wr~c &“” seguene WEI#A gsrbsy 

HAud’ 
tann I 
sdoua 

Use for edible fruits, 
tlremod, tool handles, 
-P. pal- 

34. Bauhinia mticutata D.C. 

Also so. AFFENDIX B 

S\HoNyc(s: hhh.ia &ha A. Chev. 
&uh.ind -@urn .A. Chev. 
pithAti@~I - (D.C.1 Hochst. 

WAD ARABIC harum MUSA CSlgo 
nlamabs KNWfll kaldul 

DJEFM kosseys mm baranl 
FULANI barkml 

UM tor saeklng uood 



36. kuhinir rufsuans Lam. 

BpuhLria udmon.iunu GUI i I. d Perr. 
&uhiniu paAvi6ctia bbchst. 

CHAD ARABIC kcle kule 

namel 
dlrga 
olsl 

Use for tlrwcod, 
ardlclnn 

38. 6eulinia grandifiora (Vahl) 
Hutch. & Oak. 



buonomrm Beauv. 

ENGLISH kapok tree 
fRo%H kspoklrr 

‘iEm? kapak - not as 
fine as Ctik 

appendix B) 

38. Bon&ax costatum Pellegr. 84 Vuillet. 

SYNQHIW: &m&x @nmum Ulbr. 

EIJGLISH kapok trss 
kepokler 

iEz2B’C ‘Oh6 20ialMu 

WEIW forego 
FULANI kuruh I 
HAUSA kurls 
KANaJRl yelta 
ImE OUOks 

use for kapok, 
edible leaves 



39.6orassut ztuthiopum Mart. 

Also see APPENDIX B 

Bobuhub @dat.ti~ti C. var. 
&#&pm Mm-t.) Warb. 

FRENCH ronler 
WA0 ARABIC dsleb 
WEtMA SobOUZe 
FULANI dubbl 
IWSA glgunla 
KWURI ww 

kemelutu 

Use tor termlte-proof posts for 
amstructlon, fences, etc., leaver 
and %tems” for fencing relnforcemnt. 
Slou growing. 

40. Boscia angustifolia A. Rich. 

BMBMA dlaba 
gulnadlou 
toutlgul 1 

FULANI anzagl 
Ii&J% sgaJlnl 
MMXIR’ mwga 
lmf klslnklnde 



41. Borda saWoli Oliv. 

QcAo ARABIC mahkel 

42. Boscia sfmgahsis Lam. 

au0 ARABIC henmet-mheb 
bare 

O.JEW orba 
dllo 

fuLAN1 gulgul le 
H&ISA snza 

dlelom 
WRI bultus 
bus nabedega 

lalnbolga 

Usa for constructlon, edible trults 
and scads 



44. Mddia farrugima Benth. 

BnmARA bnbonl 
sagus 

FUANI nmml 
dst I 

Use for flrwood, 

45. 

UAUSA klrnl 
KANWAI zlndl 
MmE tensebgb 

f odC.-r 

Burkea afrima Hook. 

MAD ARABIC ezrak ana 
FULANI k&&b’ 
MIJSA bakln-ntakarfo 
WRE slenra 



48. Butyraprmum p&ii Kotschy 

Also see -IX B 

SYMWW: &&pw4peAnm puduxum Gaertn. f .I Hepper 

ENGLISH shea nut tree FULAUI karehl 
fmlai lmrlte nAusA kandanya 
WAD ARAdlC um kurum KA#aJat toso 
WEF#A boulanga K)RE tanga 

Usa tor shea butter, hard ucmd for mortar 



47. Cahba farinosa Forsk. 

48. 

a(M AaABlC sirreh 
bamkunan 

Cahropis proawa (Ait.) Dryand 

iitfKtYtc rhs’ga fugolrl 

b&&i fi /-,m 
turntafva 

m. Capparis uxymbsa Lam. 

a(N) ARAEIC wrdo 
HAUSA hauJarI-rwtane 
KANUJF!’ PIdo 

damsa 



60. Capparis toomsntosa Lam. 

SYNmu: 

Cqopa.3 pcit~llphn A. Rich. 

CHAD ARABIC gulm 
'WSA haujari 
WJNRl zaJI 

Usr tor tedder 

61. Csrria shmea Lam. 

Also saa APPENDIX g 

Uu for canstructlon, 
tlmwod, ulndbrssks 



w 6ZCasiasiubariana D.C. 

giAD bfW3fC slralh 
slnla 
slnedlan 

BJEmi4 samturl C... . ..* 
malasahl 

badln zlkkf 

kcmblssaka 

Us0 for hard f Irewood 

53. Cash ringueana Del 

SYNCMU: 
Cab&a swimi~ F-s. 

WAD ARABIC shadorat- 
si bashlmn 

NUNI m\tuhl 
bM.llthl 

ZERI 
rwnfu 
tugulele 

KmE 9m ~ WOWP 

Use for fodder, firewood 



54. Ceiba putandra (L.) Gaenn. 

Alw sac APfxNDix a 

ENGLISH silk cotton tree 
FRENCH fnmger 
WAD ARABIC rum 
FULNI bantshl 

rlml 
KMWRI tan 
m ww 

bst wurce of kapok fiber 

66. C&is in~ifotk Lam. 

CalAD ARABIC sbun gatu 
9am 
-9-n 

FulM1 gankl 
dlkkl 

EEJI 
MNOURI nguw 
mtE tIntlgel lga 

use for fodder. tlrod 



57. Cochbri#mum tinctorium Perr 

E!itT’c raOhr Jmmdr I 

aAlaR 
-m 
~smma 

66. Cmatatb swamoiths Endl. 

FULANI uanko 
HAuu karkashl 
-1 ksmbutubul 

68. Combreturn auhtum Vent. 

WWRA owl0 FuWl bulsral 
BEG eon, - ~~~;y, 

UXE kodltfmblaa 



59. Combsdtucl;t bindetianum Kotschy 

/ 61. Combreturn glutinosum Perr 

WAD ARABIC hsbll WJSA taramys 

wE!ARA duda KANouRl katagsr 

BJEfw knkorbe MXE kmgs 

NUNI buskl 

I 
Use for gun, firewood, chmcoel 



62. Combreturn glutinosum var. passargai Aubr. 

63. Combreturn hypopilinum Diets & 

Combreturn lampocarpum Diels 

sY?uxYH: cevwun 

WA tarmnnya 



66. Combatturn micranthum G. Oon. 

BhwwA kolcbe WJSA gieza 
CNERMA koubou K’RE 
FLUHI 

landaga 
tall1 
w9ml 

Use for hut sticks. madlclne, 
-.- a*-. __A 

66. Combretum molle R. ur. -.. rr r\ I 

FUlJNl domruhl 
IWSA vuyon daho 

of. r;omurerum 
- A-P 

nigricans Leprleur 

EIAMWU dlongaro 
WEWA del lgnlo 
FULANI doklgorl 
HAUSA dogera 
HORE kuarehtuoaa 

var. 

Engl. 6 Dlels. 



CHN) AM9lC hbarkat HMA dash’ 

FUUNI 
Qafal lNC%lftt kabl 
&d8dl m?f kohntabega 

use for ‘In, fences 

66. &dir abyssinica R. Br. 

sm: co&a lt&hlM Lut. 
Cad& dungha C)MV. 

OUD ARABIC blrJJuk HMKA allllbs 

NUNI 
lqlrl I KHURl aluba 
llllbml 

Use for edible frult 

L 



1.. 71. Courbonia virgeta Brongn. 

ird prtudopetnlau Gllg. S Ben. 
ktRua pM&depetat040 tGllQ.1 ds Wolf 

HAUSA Ialo 
lCAWURl kvdtvm 

72. Cmtmva religiosa Forsk. 

sywmv?I: cflatatva a4fan4oti D.C. 

MAD AMBIC dabknr 
FUlANl Ienda banl 

ungududu 
SPh 

IWWRl ngulldo 
WRE kaslegeln-tohlga 

73. ~ossoptetp febrifug Benth. 

SYHONYUS : 
CM460pfuujz a&.ana 8slli. 
CkoUoptcilyr kotbchfpa Fentl. 

BARBARA ball&a IUUSA ksf!ya 
klenke MCZE kmfxmanga 

FUWI brakoll 



74. Croton macrostachys Hochst. ex A. Rich. 

SmoNm: cRo.ton alldich uuell. 

ouu AIUEIIC d&spa 
twsA k&b42 
WRI mmllum 

75. Cussonir barteri Seem. 

sm: 
tUAOni& ntguLi.cx Hutch. 
Cwronia 4ja.tontnbd 

WA0 ARABIC bulukuntu 
WElw4 kanbangn 
Nl.ANl burarlahl 

tcrkmdsr-glua 

76. Dalbugii sissoo 



Dsnblla olivwii (Rolfe) Hutch. & Dalz. 

sYwoNYM: PukadM.isuin 0tAm.i Rolfe. 

mm ssntan 
WAD ARABIC samels 
WEIOIA fsrnmy 
FUiANl kaharlohl 
MUSA mJe 
KANOURI ~JO 
IQRE hfma 

78. Cbtarium microcarpum 
Guill. & Perr. 

79. bt&Jrn sannmlansn Gmd 

..-. --- 

MAD ARABIC obulelle 
DJJERUA l --L.... - - -. - - 
FIJIAN1 
HhuSA 
UMOURI 

lO”luu 
konkehl 
tauro 
#U+mnf+ xv” .“V” 

mRE kagtego 

Use for drum-wood 



’ 80. Didwostadtyt glomer8te (Forsk.) Hutch. & Dalz. 

sy~c(yws: Q.i&aWya anbu.ta~ M.E. Br. 
t?,i&tastcl&ys ciwwn (1.1 Mtght b Am. 
lX&kabbcJ~ga nu&m Benth. 
t?.i+i?tiy4 )7a?u.Q- welu. 
&.&.&a &+&&4&Chlj.4 Gulll. & Parr. 

OlAa AFSBIC dhlglngap WA dundu 
fummJ gl Iki-gore KANOLW garblnna 

ntlllgul IKJUE sunsut Igs 
NlJNl burl I 

patrulakl 

uss for thorn fanclng, adfclnec root fibers 

81. Diospyros mapiliformis Hochst. 

UiAo AfUBIC Jukhsn tlfklSA kanyan 
fUUNl nel’bl IWCURI burgum 

llsa for edlblo fruit, flrauood 



83. 

82. Entda africana Guill. & Perr. 

83. Entzda sudmicm Schweinf. 

Atso see APPENDIX B 

OHAD ABABIC dorot wJ!a teuatse 
dImbe KANaRl falofsls 
smmnere m rlanlogo 

NuNl fade-usnduhl 

use for fhwod, adlclne 



84. Erythrina sunagaknsis IX. 

85. k~calyptus cmu~ldukmb 0ehnh.k: LA 1 v 

88. Euphorbia Msamifwa Ait. 

SYNWW: hphdia isdgt.k.i N.E. Rr. 
&?hOhbk U&III N.E. Br. 

OIEWA berm 
MANI yero 

Ilbgbm 

-mm 

us. for IIW hedger 



87. Fkus gnaphdowrpm A. Rich. 

SpMUS: 

Fz ‘B Fermi. 
G&o&& M Yarb. 

m.mn ARmIC 1emt12 HAllsA baoum --- .---.- “-_ - - 

al sblad KhNUJRl tamu 
nltum ObbD 
two n%fo Jhl 

NUNI Ylh USE kanhengs 
obbl 

Use for edible fruit. memine, bark 

88. Ficus ingas Miq. 

5YNol~Yl4s: 
F& kawd Hutch. 
FU Uta Veh. 

w turu 
HAUSA &UWi 

nANouR busugu 
u9lz kuwpsera-4utngs 

/ / 88. Ficus itmphylla M iq. 



99, Ficus playphylla Del. 

SYNDNYNS: 
Fit.u bibraetcata Warb. 
.Fdcud rabhora Wsrb. 

CHAD ARABIC Jarnslr 
01 ahmahar 

WmARA n*kobo 
NUNI dundahi 
tlAUSA 9wl1 
KAMXJRI ngabara 
MDF?E k-w=QQ 

UWI for shade, mdlclnc 

91. Ficut polita Vahl 

syw#t!j: F& nimnkmwid Warb. 
F&u &znoaipkon Warb. 
F&u u~ti~gi,$d.ia Warb. 
Ficub bynfigcided Warb. 

CHAD ARABIC dJlmalmb HAUSA duruml 
azrak KANDURI rlto 
litshl MORE powanga 

92. Ficur thonningii B lu me 

CHAD ARABIC feld~ HAUSA 
01 abled KAtiDURl 
dubsls HM(E 

FULMI blskehl 

Use for mdlclne 



93. Ficus vallis choudae Del. 

SYNONYM: Ficu6 ~chwoin~~ Mlq. 

HAUSA dulu 

94. Fluggaa virosa (Roxb. ex Willd.) Baill. 

SYNONYMS : 
Flqgeu mifnocahpa B I ume 
, -$geu V.&&T Buch.-Hem, ex Wal I. 
Secruincgu mimcarrpn (Blume) 

Pax 6 tloffln 
,‘hyucuLthud vihOAud Roxb. 



95. Gardenia erubaswns 
Stapf. 81 Hutch. 

WAD ARABIC am mlflfsne 
m’bun 
QUSSl%5 

WEIWA s I nssan 
FUUIN I dlngsl I 
MUSA geouds k 1,: 
KANDURI gurslme 1 

IPwt 
Kw(E tankorah-gongs Usa for dye I 

98. Gmelina arborea Roxb. not illustrated 

Also see APPENDIX 8 

ENGLISH mel Ina 

Use for soft uaod (for matches, boxes, etc.) 

97. Grewia bicolor Juss. 

~tlU&RABIC ebesh 
leloko 

KANWR1 dj1mdJIme 
NDRE ton I aga 

Use for edible fruit 

98. Grewia flsvascans Juss. 

CHAD ARABIC gueddeb 
HAUSA kamanmoc 

I 
KANDURI karna 1 
HORE somkondo 



100. Grewia villosa Willd. 

SYNONYM: 
GkeldiA coayt.+tia 

G*~lll. 6 Fwr. 

99. Gnrwia mollis Juss. 

Use for salt from ashes 

101. Guiera senegalensis Lam. 
Also see APFTNDlx B d 

, 

CHAD ARABIC kabeah 0 

kudlenghe 
LUEIWA sabora 
FULANI gel loki 

sabara 

Usa for flreuood, seeds for 
dysentery medicine 



102. Gymnosporia senegalensis 
P 

Y’ 

SYNONYM: 
w 6ulqlabd6 (lam. 1 Excel I 

EWMl?A n’gulgue 
tola 

HNJSA namlJln-tsada 

FUlANl tultulde 
WORE tokuvugur I 

103. Hannoa undulata Ranch. 

BMEHRA dlafulate 
FULANl bumnere 

badl 
WSh to kandar 

glua 

Loes. 

104. Hwria insignis (Del.) 0. Ktze. 

SYNONYMS : 
bphb?~ti aby66ti Hochst. 
Rhu6 iJuigni6 Dal. 

BAHBARll kalakarl HAUSA kasheshe 
FULAN I bad I MORE nllnore 



105. Hibiscus asper Hook. 

not ltlustreted 

FUIANI fol lers 
WJSA yakuwar 

daJ I 
WNWRI karasu 

106. 

107. Hibiscus esculentus L. 
not Illustrated 

Hibiscus ahnabinus L. 

CHAD ARABIC tll 
llbe 

FUl.ANl gabal 
tHusA ranm 
KMDURI ngabal 

CHAD ARAEIIC bamlya 
FUi.ANl takeyl 
tlkUSA kubews 
WPI nuba I to 

108. Hymenocardia acida Tul. 

BAHBARA tenloro 
FUIANI yaua sotoJe 

bodshl 
HNISA Jan-yaro 

dJan-ltche 

Use for red-colored 
yood 



109. Hyphaena thebaics (L.) Mart. 

FRENW dousl FULANI gel lohl 
wADARABlc dm WUSA gorlba 
WEIW kangau MNOURI kerrun 

Usa for construction, edible frult 

110. lsoberlinia dalzielii Craib & Stapf. not illustrated 

SYNfXJW: 16obedhi.a imenZa6a (Harms.1 Cralb. d, Stapf. 

BAHBMU seu 
$10 

FULAHI kubah I 

HNJSA fara doka 
HDRE kalsaka 

111. lsoberlinia doka 
Craib 231 Stapf 

MUSA doka 



112. Khaya dsnegalensis JIGS. 

113. Kigelia africana Benth 

CHAD ARABIC kouk 
FLWiI glrlshl 
Hal6 A rahma 

baounla 
KhNWRl bu I ungu 
MIRE dlndon 

IlUibl 

EtGL I SH hfrlcan %atmgsnym 
FRENCH csl lcedrat 
WD MUBIG mursy 

dlala 
WEtW fare1 
FUIANI dalehl 

call 
Mush nmdadJ t 
KhNWRl bgam 
MORE kuga 

Use for fodder 



114. Lannaa 
hlsc sea 

acida A. Rich. 

APPENDIX B 

FULANI fsruhl 
HhllSA farou 
KANC4lRl adararagal 
MORE pekunl - 

ssbga 

Usa for edible fruit 

115. Lannea afzelii Engl. 

SYNONYMS : 
brined g&~bbmimu Engl . 6 Krause 
hnea gho66lL(lytin A. Chev. 
lnnnen n.-igW (SC. Eli.1 Keay 

HALISA daoya 

Use for medicine 

116. Lannea humilis (Oliv.) Engl. 

SYNONYMS: hnnea bagi.moM& Engl . 
odina illmu.& Ollv. 

UWOURI kurubu I u I 

117. Lannaa oleosa not I I lustrated 

SYNONW: odina ada 



118. Leptrldenia lancifolia Decne. 

SYNUWS: 
&lhfh&x hndtata (Pers.1 Dacna. 
Qfnan&um ha6&4bm Pars. 

MAD ARABIC sha’alab 
FULhNl yahl 
IWSA 
KhNWRl $2 

, 119. Leptadenia spartium Wright 

sm: 
L@&nia pynOtcchnLcp (Farsk.1 Dec. 

0w, ARhBIC marakh 
FULhNl sabala 
Hhush kalumbo 
Kh?WRl karlmab 

120. Lophira alata Banks 

SYNONYM: 
Lopfriha LancCOlab 

Van Tlegh. ex KeaV 

ehHBhRA mana 
FuLhNl kmhl gorl 
HAllSA nanlJln 

kada 1 



121. Mm3rua angolensis 

MAD ARABIC shegars 
01 rorsf 

EmhaARA bre-bre 
kokall 

fbl,’ Y I loggal 
ball 

~W.;lS \ clclwa 
UMXJRI sbchl 
MDRE hosslgtl 

Use for fodder 

D.C. 

122. Meerua crassifolia Forsk 

MAD ARAUIC m-hale 
sarsh 

BAWRARA bered IOU 
FULANI 
NAUSA 

=wJ 
JW 

KANDURI Jba 
MORE kasslga 

Uso for tool handles, 
f Ireumd. fodder 

123. Menotes keratingii 

FULANI Jangl 
t&USA farln rua 



Mitragyna inermis 0. Kuntze 

CHAD ARADIC ngato 
BMEaRA dloun 
FULANI kOli 
NhUSh 
KANWRI 

p?tJ” 
KREI I loga 

Use for flmuood, aedklne, 
f Ish baskets 

125. Momordica balsamina L. 

HAUSA gsrafufil 
KANDURI dugdoge 



126. Moringa ptarygosperma Gaertn 

SYNCNYM : M.ingo otti&4a Lam. 

WAD APADIC allm 
FL’LANI 
HAUSA 

gul lgandanl 

lcANWR I 
zogolangandl 
al lum 

ImRE argent Iga 

Use for odlble leaves 

127. Nauclea esculanta 
not I I I ustrated 

FULAN I bakurehl 
HAUSA tefashiya 



12% Nymphaea lotus L. 

CHAD ARABIC slttelb 
FULAN I 
MhUSh 

iabbera 
bade 

KhNWRl damb I 

130. Ormocarpum bibracteatum Bak. 

Mush fashkara 
glwa 

KANOURI sabram 

131. Oryza barthii 

not I I I ustrated 

HAUSA sh lmkaf a 



134 Parinari macrophylla Sabine 

FULPNI nararre 
HUJSA gawasa 
KRE ouamtanga 

Use for edible frult 

132. Ostryoderris chevalieri Dunn 

SYNONYM: 0dtmjadeu.h N~L&M&A 
(Taub.) Dunn ox Harms. 

U mussa sana 
fugu 
burdl 
bacmbanko 

133. Parinari curatellaefolia Planck. 

ft?fNCH pcmnnler du cayor HhuSh rura 
DJEfMA gumss 
FUIANI nawarre-bad1 

gawassa 
r(ANOURI mande 



135. Parkia bigloborg Benth 

Also see APPENDIX B 

sms : 
lb.4h.k iztap~&nia Ueav 
b&iwba b.QLoboda Jacq. 

FRENCH nere 
CHAD ARABIC mall-o 

nere 
WE%%4 dosso 
FULANI narghl 
HAUSA dorowa 
KANWRI run0 
WRE rouaga 

Use for edible fruit 

137. Phoenix dactylifera L. 
not Illustrated 

EhGL I SH date palm 
FRENCH palmi& daeler 
WAD ARABIC tamrel 
FUIANI 

WSA 
KWCURI 

bukkl 
dlblnobl 
dablno 
dlfono 



138. Poupartia birrea (Hochst.) Aubr. 

Also see APPEMDIX B 

WUN?‘M: s- him&a Hochst. fREm dlno MUSA 
WAD ARABIC humid 

danya 
-RI kwnagu 

kuntw WWIE nobega 
hor I 

139. Prosopis africana Taub. 

Also see APPENDIX B 

SVNDNYM: 
PMM& &f.onga Benth. 

&4ElhRA guele 
FULANI kohl 
Mush klrlya 
KWWRI slmelm 
MORE nlurl-segue 

Use for cotistruct Ion, 
wodworklng, charcoal, 
tannlng 



140. Prosopis juliflora (SW.) D. 

Also see APPENDIX B 

sYr(oNyMs : 
Pxo60pib Jcicenbi.4 (MuI .I Stun 
CLlroxod chuen5iA Mol. 

EMLISH (USA) mesquite 

Use for fence posts, flrewmd, 
Ilve fencing, wlndbreaks, 
fodder 

141. Pseudomdrala kotschyi Harms. 

sm: 
Cm kmWy.i Schuelnf. 

FULhNl bodo 
HhUSh tuna 
K4NWRl kngarakagum 
mRE seguedere 



142. PtRleoDsis suharosa 
Engi.’ & DIeIs. 

SYWNVM: 
PuOapb.i4 ke&aA@il Gllg. 

MUSA uyan dam, 

Use for fodder 

143. Pterocarpus erinawus Poir. 

FRENW vene 
WEIARA dlsbe 
DJEWA tolo DJEWA tolo 

gaod I gaod I 

KANDURI bura KANDURI bura 

Use for flrewood, flowers Use for flrewood, flowers 
for sauce, 6 constructlon for sauce, 6 constructlon 



144. Raphionacme brownii SC. Elliot 144. Raphionacme brownii SC. Elliot 

FULANI FULANI f ugore f ugore 
MUM MUM ruJlye ruJlye 
WRI gadagar WRI gadagar 

145. Salvadora per&a L. 

CMAD ARABIC arak FUlAN I hlrohl 
sluak YWSA talokla 
hlrlpuesse KAhWRI bshul 
hlro mRE lrak 

Use leaves for stocksalt 

146. Securidaca longipedunculata Fres. 

CHAD’ ARABIC alnl I 
6hMMRh dlota 
FULANI alsl I 
II&ISA msgunguna 
WUlURl garaboro 
WORE Wa9a 

Use for flreuood 



WAD ARABIC shadarat 
al damn 

BhmhRh koko 
konguran I 

FULANI bo’bol I 
MUSA kukukl 
KANWRI sugubo 
UDRE wwunga 

Use for gum 

147. Sterculia setigera Del. 

SVNDNVM: 
StWcin tumentasa GUI I I. 1 Perr. 

148. Stereospermum kunthianum Cham. 

CHAD ARABIC ess 
brad 
mgo kolo 
golcmbl 
sansaml 

UMWRI golunbl 
vulga 
nlhl lenga 

Use for flrewood 



149. Strychnos spinosa Lam. 

sYtmNYt.ls : 
SOu&ho~ co:tieti Chov. SraycfInoA gmacicLirmr Gl lg. 
stnydm~ du&.iA Chev. S&ychno~ tohun A. Rich. 
sth&lOA t.mMgi.dU Bak. ~&VlOA VO&VlAii Gi 19. 

BAMIARA kankoro HAUSA koklya 
FUIANI kumbija KANOURI torla 

Use for edible fruit 

150. Stylochiton werneckii Engl. 

not lllustratcld HAUSA gwandal 
KAWJRI ngura 

madagescaraenrir Desv. 

MUSA grsskla 
gems fads 



Syzygium guineenre D.C 

BAN3ARA klssa 
NLANI asurahl 

malmo 
RI kunor 

Temarindur indica L 

Also see APPENDIX 8 

ENc+LISH tamarlnd tree 
FRENCH tamarlnler 
MAD ARABIC tamr hlndl 
BAKBARA tomb1 
WEMA bossaye 
FULANI JtaJsmi 
MUSA tsamlya 
KANWRI tamsugu 
MlRE pouslga 

Use for Juice from fruit, 
uooduorklng, charcoal 



164. Twminslia avicennioides Guill. & Pen. Al( \2 

SyNMsyws: 
TcanLd& ctictvon~rrna Dlels. 
Tm m Engl. 6 Dlelr. 

WWRA oudlotlenl MUSA bauchl 
WRI kummda DJEIJ~ farkahanga IW 

bOdeyI barber 
- kutrusgsla 

yz ;; faddsr, flrmood, r&S 

165. Tetrapleura andongensir Welw. 
var. sdwehfurthii Aubr 

St4CWMS: 
Tctnnpte#lu 0bzlAAangatn Uelw. 
te.fM&h% nil0tic.a hub. 
fU2aptwM Achiti{w Taub. 
&nbtygono~ clndongendirr Welw. ox Ollv. 
hbt.#PROU+A Achwein&thii 

fIJl.ANl Jlgsrshl HAUSA klrya ta nmta 
tuQ8 



emeticu Va I h . 

fitAN bawl 
bakurchl 

MIJSA kusa 

WE 
Janraye 
klklramtanga 

167’. Uapaca somon Aubr. & Leandr 

SYNONYM: Uupacu togoed Pax 

BMBARA somon 
FULANI 
MJJSA 

bakurghl 

KAtUHJRl ;:b:T 



159. Vitex cuneata Schum. & Thonn. 

Also 8~ APPENDIX B 

sYNoNyMs : 
Vi&x JI1Lhie)ldd Chev. 
Vi.te~ cienko@i.i Kotschy & Pew. 
i&x doti Sweet 
Vi.& &?&dOAil Vatko 

CHAD ARABIC umrugulguh FULANI galblhl 
BAMBARA s&or0 HAUSA dumnJas 

koroba KANDURI ngsrlbl 
KNEW4 bo-I MmE sndsga 

159: 

Use for edible fruit, light 
wodworklng, leaves for 
dysentery medicine 

Vitex diversifolia Bak. 

SYtmm : 
vi.&% AiJf&id~Ocicr 01 IV. 

BAMBARA kotonl 
FULANI bumehl 
NASA dlnyar 



160. Xeroqhis niloka (Stapf.) Keay not illustrated 

B’rldoNYMS : 
&uldiA n&4Micu Stspf. 
(nJmo&iph~nirvn ti-ti&m (Stapf .) Dandy 

FULAN I glolgotl 
HAUSA kuanar la 
WKNJRI bantatal 

161. Ximenia americana L. 

WAD ARABIC kalto 
tonkaln 
gusn I 

FULANI chabu I I 
sew 

Mush tsada 
KAWRI dadln 
MORE I eanga 

Use for edible frult 

162. Ziziphus abyssinicus Hochst. ex A. Rich. 
not I I lusfrated 

SYNONYMS : 
~~S$UIA atacoJkenAiA Chev. 
Li:iphus bug&nine Chev. 

CHAD AIWIC nabaga 
DJEW dare 
FULANI gulum Jab! 
H&ISA magar la-kura 
UANWRI kuiulu blna 



166. Ziziphus spina christi (L.1 

Also see M’ENDlX 8 

C4ihD ARABIC k8rnO 
FUIANI kurnahl 
NAUSA kurne 
KANaJRl k0rna 

Use for sdlble frult (blttrr) 

Zitiphus mauritiaca Lam. 

SYNONYMZ: ., 
Z&i&4 nQwctcoM lam. 
t&,i$uti tai.ha@ D.C. 
&ipl1~4 jujuk (L.1 Lam. 

WAD ARABIC nabsgals 
flAuELAR4 tombaron 

nlsms ba 
FULANI Jell 

barkevf 
twm magarla 
UANWRI kusulu 
WORE mugunuga 

bsgandre 

usa for sweet edible fruit, 
a leave5 

164. Zitiphus sieberiana 
not I I lustrated 

HALISA magarla-kura 



Appendix B 
A Field Guide to 30 Tree Species 

Commonly Found in Africa 



Acacia albida Del. 

Synonyms: 

Comnen Names: 

Faidhenbia aebida (Del. ) Chev. 
A& gywcufqm Hochst. 
Acab &zccfwm&x Benth. 

ENGLISH 90 FULANI tlaiki 
FRENCH gao HAUSA w 
ARABIC harraz KANOURI haragu 
CHAD ARABIC araza MORE zanga 
BAMBAP! 
lMERMA 

balanzan SONGHAI gao 
wo WOLOF cadde 

Legal Restrictions: Cutting and Removal 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

Large tree, growing as tall as 1Om with a large spread-out 
crown. The bark is dull grey, fissured and scaly. Branchlets 
are white; spines are thick, white, straight and point down- 
ward. Leaves are grey-green; 3-10 pairs pinnules and 6-23 
pairs leaflets. & albida flowers with creamy white blossoms. 
Seeds are dark brown-e yellow pods which are 8-15cm long. 
A. albida is highly valued in conservation efforts. It is 
Ge-species which loses its leaves during the rainy 
season; therefore, farming under these trees is not only possi- 
ble but profitable. 

SEEDS 

Source: 
Collection: 

Strong, healthy parent trees. 
Collect pods from ground; seeds ripen January - 

February (Upper Volta). 
Watch for small-size worm holes -- worms destroy 

the seeds. 
Extraction: 
Storage: 

Mortar/wind separation. 
Stores well. 

Pre-Treatment: Necessary; soak in hot water or scarify hull. 

NURSERY 

Pots/Open-rooted: 
Time: 

Only grow in pots because of long tap root. 
lo-14 weeks for good size plants. Earlier 

seeding may be required so plants get some- 

Other Notes: 
what larger before hot weather, 

Attempts to collect young plants in the wild 
not successful because of long tap root. 

Frequent root pruning required because of tap 
root. Watch for caterpillar and locust attacks 
which destroy young leaves. Spray with 
ordinary insecticide. 



PLANTING/SITE REQUIREMENTS 

Soil: Sandy soil; grows well in same type of ground where 
millet grows (ask farmers). Also can be grown in 
heavier soils and will stand occasional flooding. 

Water: 35095OOrm1 mean annual precipitation;,may be necessary 
to water newly planted trees in areas where preci- 
pitation is at the low end of the scale. 

Direct Seeding: Can be tried under good conditions. Seeds can be 
fed to livestock. Livestock then graze over the 
desired area and eliminate seeds with their manure. 
Leads to natural regeneration. 

Other Notes: Do not disturb potted mix more than necessary when 
transplanting. Wide spacing of plants (1Dm X 10n) 
is required. 

USES 

Good soil conservation tree (can lead to higher yields of 
' crops planted underneath). 
. Pods good food for cattle. 

Branches useful for fences, 
: Leaves used for animal feed. 

Wood -- for carving. 
: Bark contains tannin. 

SPECIAL NOTES 

-- Introduction of Acacia albida is considered important and worth- 
while by many farmers, awhich helps gain acceptance of a 
project using this tree. 

-- & albida trees have reached heights of 2 to 4m after only three 
andxyears of growth (Niger and Upper Volta). 

-- It is not clear yet just how much Acacia albida does enrich 
the ground around the tree. -- 

-- Young trees are hard to protect, The young branches and leaves 
are enjoyed by animals; young trees are small and hard to see and 
may be lost during hoeing if not marked. It is usually necessary 
to protect these trees for 5 
site conditions. 

- 8 years depending upon area and 

-- The benefits of planting Acacia albida,in terms of initial invest- 
ment,are not clear. Thus-y be hard to justify a project 
when seeking funds from certain agencies. However, to eliminate 



grazing so that the tree can regenerate naturally is harder to do 
than to raise the young plants in protected areas. 

-- A. albida until recently was able to regenerate naturally because 
gexwere eaten by and passed from the bodies of animals. 
Now land and grazing pressures have increased so much that the 
young trees are being destroyed by browsing animals and cleaning 
operations. 



Acacia caffra Wild. var. campylacantha Aubr, 

Synonyms: Hochst., ex A. Rich. 

Willd. subsp. cmnpyW 

Comon Names: CHiHpBIC al guetter HAUSA karo 
kuroko tserkakia 

FULANI fatarlahi KANOURI gOlawai 
MORE guara 

Legal Restrictions: 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

Tall,slender tree. Short, curved spines. Seed pods are flat 
and thin and hang in clusters. Brown seeds are small, flat, 
and thin. 

SEEDS 

Source: Strong, healthy trees. 
Collection: Pods mature January and February. 
Extraction: 
Storage: 
Pre-Treatment: Put in hot water and soak overnight. 

NURSERY 

Pots/Open-rooted: One project planted 50 pots with 3 seeds each. 
41% of seeds germinated. 

Time: 
Other Notes: Good germination; grows rapidly. 

PLANTING/SITE REQUIREMENTS 

Soil: Heavy soil, has adapted to variety of conditions. 

Water: Along water courses. 

Direct Seeding: 

Other Notes: 



USES 

. Localized use for constructIon 
and resistant to Insects. 
Leaves used for fodder. 

: Bark yields tannin. 

SPECIAL NOTES 

purposes. HeWwood very hard 



Acacia scorpioides (L.) var. nilotica (L.) A. Chev. 

Synonyms: Attach &&cu (L.) Willd. 
MimO6l-l nuotLl!a L. 
Acuti anaG.cu (Lam.) var. tuX.&& (L.) Benth. 

Common Names: FRENCH gonakier DJERHA bani 
CHAD ARABIC sunta, charat, FULANI gaudi 

senet, sunt HAUSA bagarua 
BAWBARA barana MORE peguenega 

diabe 
boina 

Legal Restrictions: Classified as "Specially Useful"; Cutting and 
Removal. 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

Small or medium tree 3-8m with long white or grey spines and 
very dark, almost black, fissured bark. It grows rapidly. 
Balls of yellow flowers, narrow whittish grey flattened pods. 

SEEDS 

Source: Strong, healthy trees. 
Collection: Seeds ripen in November-December, Upper Volta,and 

December-January, Niger. 
Extraction: 
Storage: 
Pre-Treatment: Soak overnight. 

NURSERY 

Pot/Open-rooted: Pots 
Time: 14-18 weeks 
Other Notes: 

PLANTING/SITE REQUIREMENTS 

Soil: Heavy soil 

Water: Likes a lot of water. Plant where water table is 
close to surface. Will do well even in areas 
where periodic flooding occurs. 

Direct Seeding: 



Live fences and windbreaks. 
material. 

Pods and bark provide natural tanning 

SPECIAL NOTES 



Acacia smegal (L.) Willd. 

Synonyms: 

Cornnon Names: 

AcacZu venefz Guill. & Perr. 

ENGLISH gum arable FULANI dibehi 
FRENCH gonmier patuki 
CHAD ARABIC asharat HAUSA dakworo 

BAMBARA 
kitr al abiod EAEURI kolol 
donkori goniminiga 

DJERMA danya 

Source of gum arabic 

Legal Restrictions: Cutting and removal. The nature, site, and pro- 
pagation requirements of this species place its 
development, protection, and production under 
control of forest services. 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

",$ z ~11 tree usually less than 5m high, but sometimes is as 
Bushes are low-branched with flat crowns and Form 

thickets, 'Pale brown or grey bark. Branches have short,curved 
thorns or spines in groups of 3. Grey-green leaves, 3-6 pairs of 
pinnules and 8-18 pairs of leaflets.. A. Senegal has creamy white 
flowers; brown seed pods which are flat and papery. Eacn pod con- 
tains l-5 greenish brown seeds. 
between ages of 4 and 18. 

A. seneqal produces gum arabic 

SEEDS 

Source: Strong, healthy parent trees. 
Collection: Seeds ripen in November-December, South-central Niger, 

and January, Upper Volta. 
Extraction: 
Storage: 
Pre-Treatment: Put seeds in hot water and soak overnight. 

NURSERY 

Pot/Open-rooted: Pots or open-root. One project planted 50 pots 
with 3 seeds per pot. 27% germination. 

Time: 14-18 weeks in pots. 
Other Notes: Only fair germination. 



PLANTING/SITE REQUIREMENTS 

Soil: Sandy soils, dry savanna, abandoned fields or dunes 
stabilized by grasses. 

Water: Driest sites; 35Onsn mean annual rainfill. 

Direct Seeding: Can be directly seeded easily. Watch for insect and 
rodent damage. 

Other Notes: 

. Produces 
P 
um arabic, a money crop on world market. 

Live fenc ng. 
1 Source of tannin. 

Browse for animals. 
: Firewood and charcoal. 

SPECIAL NOTES 

-- It is not known how this tree will grow in regions of heavier 
rainfall. 

-- Because this tree produces a special product (gum arabic),lt is 
being studied in many ways. Extension activities are underway to 
advise people on how to get higher yields from tapping procedures 
and how to market the product. Countries are seeking ways to in- 
crease output of gum arabic for world markets. 

-- It may be more feasible to protect and encourage natural regenera- 
tion than to start extensive planting efforts. 



Acacia sieber iana D . C . 

Synonyms: Acacia veru~gcna Schweinf. 
Acacia b&t&nea Guill. & Perr. 
Acacia nehmanrciana 
Acdu v-ha. l 

~zz% kz-- 

. 

Acaciav eAn OlZJlh.4 

Ac.a& ne,$&a Schweinf. 

CornKIn Names: CHAD ARABIC kuk 
BAMBARA baki 
FULANI gie daneji 
HAUSA boudji 

dushe 
KANOURI katalogu 
MORE golponsgo 

Legal Restrictions: 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

Acacia sieberiana is a large acacia, up to 15m.tall. It has long 
-straight spines and fairly smooth, light olive or yellowish- 
colored bark. Crown is flat-topped, umbrella-shapped or irregular. 
lo-25 pinnules; 20-40 folioles. Seed pods are brown and thick- 
skinned. The wood is semi-hard and termite resistant. 

SEEDS 

Source: 
Collection: 
Extraction: 
Storage: 
Pre-Treatment: Put in hot water and soak seeds overnight. 

NURSERY 

Pots/Open-rooted: Pots; one project planted 50 pots, 3 seeds per 
pot. 

Time: 
8.7% germination. 

Other Notes: Varying germination results. 

PLANTING/SITE REQUIREMENTS 

Soil : Pr~$;~i~w-lying, heavy soil, but grows in a variety 
. 



Water: Grows well in areas with higher rainfall. 

Direct Seeding: 

Other Notes: 

USES 

. Wood is easy to work with and is used to make tool handles and 
other light objects. 

. Good firewood and charcoal. 

. Bark is a source of tannin. 

. Some value in live fencing and windbreaks, 

. Produces a type of gum arabic. 

SPECIAL NOTES 



Adansonia digitata L. 

ComonNames: ENGLISH baobab Fl!LANI bokki 
FRENCH baobab HAUSA kuka 
@lAAUIBIC M&r cRpRI kuka 

toega 
DJERMA konian 

Legal Restrictions: "Specially Useful"; Cutting and Removal6 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

Large tree up to Mm tall with an enormous trunk. Roots which 
extend far from base of tree. Seeds do not geminate well; 
therefore, young trees in wild are hard to find. Adult tree 
flor#rs with white blossoms; fruit hangs from long stem and is 
good to eat. Seeds are acid and may be cooked or eaten fresh. 
Leaves are palmakly divided into 5-7 semnts. 

SEEDS 

Source: 
Collection: Seeds ripen December-February, Upper Volta. 
Extraction: 
Storage: 
Pre-Treatment: 

NURSERY 

Pots/Open-rooted: Good results with open-rooted stock. 
Time: 
Other Notes: In pot culturgsome seeds can take up to a 

year to germinate. 

PLAWTING/SITE REQUIREMENTS 

Soil: 

Water: 

Direct Seeding: 



Other Notes: 

USES 

. A major food tree of Hausas -- leaves driedand used for flavoring 
sauces. 

l Bark used to make mats, paper 

SPECIAL NOTES 



Albizzia chevalieri Harms. 

Synonyms: 

Cornnon Names: CHAD ARABIC ared HAUSA katsari 
BAMBARA golo iri KANOURI tsagle 
FULANI jarichi MORE ronsedonga 

nyebal 

Legal Restrictions: 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

Small to medium tree ith a branching crown. Leaves contain 
8-12 pinnules and 20-40 folioles. Pods are thin and oblong 
and contain flat round seeds. It is found throughout the 
region. 

SEEDS 

Source: 
Collection: 
Extraction: 
Storage: 
Pre-Treatment: Put in hot water and soak overnight. 

NURSERY 

Pots/Open-rooted: Pots planted in one test -- 40 pots with 3 seeds 
each -- showed 61% germination. 

Time: 
Other Notes: 

PLANTING/SITE REQUIREMENTS 

Soil: Sahel 

Water: 

Direct Seeding: 

Other Notes: 

w 

. Primarily firewood. 

and Sudan tones. 

. Some uses for root fiber. 

SPECIAL NOTES 



Anacardium occidentale L. 

Synonyms: 

Common Names: 

Legal Restrictions: The nature of the tree places its development 
and production under protection of forestry 
service programs. 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

Small spreading evergreen tree which grows to about 9m. Bark is 
rough; flowers are small. Fruit is a kidney-shaped nut with a 
hard covering which contains bitter black juice. Stalk of the 
flower swells into a juicy pear-shaped body. A hardy tree for 
planting in poor soil and dry areas. 

SEEDS 

Source: Ripe fruit. 
Collection: Pick fruit from trees in late February, Southwest 

Niger. 
Extraction: Separate hull from fruit. 
Storage: Leave in hull and dry; stores well. 
Pre-Treatment: None necessary. 

NURSERY 

Pots/Open-rooted: Plant only in pots; open-rooted stock almost 
impossible to transplant without root damage. 

Time: 14-18 weeks in pots. 
Other Notes: Plant seed with convex side up. Cover with 

3cm of dirt. Watch for termite problems 
during germination and again when transplant- 
ing. Spray with Dieldrin or Chlordane. 

PLANTING/SITE REQUIREMENTS 

Soil: Will grow in many types of soil; grows well in 
sandy soil, low country up to 150~ grows well 
on eroded and other poor sites. 

Water: At least 500-7OOmn annual precipitation. 

Direct Seeding: Possible; some projects have had good results; 
many seeds are needed. 

Other Notes: 



. Tree produces the cashew nut -- a valuable product in foreign 
markets. 

. Construction - packing cases; boat-building; firewood. 

SPECIAL NOTES 

-- Ideal tree for soil cover and conservation purposes. 

-- Seems to grow in all soils, except for rock, down to about 
5OOm mean annual precipitation. However, in areas of lower 
rainfall, the tree produces less fruit. 

-- Bark contains up to 10% tannin. 



Anogeissus leiocarpus GIJ i I I. & Pert 

Synonyms: Anogtibub d.hp& Hochst. ex 
Hutch & Dalz. 

Comnon Names: CA\HAA;ABIC sahab 
krekete 

i+iES 
gonga 
kojoli 

HAUSA marike 
KANOURI annum 
MORE sigha 

piew 

Legal Restrictions: Classified as "Specially Useful." 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

Ano eissus leiocar us is a medium to large tree which often gets vz+-m+ eaves are small and lanced; fruits are small, yel- 
lowish-brown colored cones containing many seeds. The wood is 
heavy and hard. 

SEEDS 

Source: 
Collection: 
Extraction: 
Storage: 
Pre-Treatment: None necessary. 

NURSERY 

Pots/Open-rooted: Experiments with growth IR pots proved non- 
successful. 

Time: 
Other Notes: Slow growth discourages artificial propagation. 

There has been little success in germinating. 

PLANTING/SITE REQUIREMENTS 

Soil: Moist, low-lying soil along water courses. 

Water: gOO-1,200tns mean annual precipitation. 

Direct Seeding: 

Other Notes: 



USES 

. Hard wood useful for fence posts. Construction and woodworking. 

. Ashes of the wood used for po&s.h in soap-making and dyeing. 

SPECIAL NOTES 

-- This Is an impressive tree because of its large size. But 
growth is very slow, and discouraging nursery results make 
its potential doubtful at the moment. More research is needed. 



Azadirachta indica A. Juss. 

Synonyms: 

Comnon Names: ENGLISH Neem FRENCH Neem 

Legal Restrictions: 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

Moderate-sized to large evergreen tree (llm tall) with dense, 
rounded crown. Grows fairly rapidly. Bark is thick and dark 
ww l 

Flowers with bunches of small white blossoms, from 
March to May; fruit ripens from mid-May. 

SEEDS 

Source: Local trees; use fresh seeds only. 
Collection: For best harvest, clean area under tree and 

collect freshly fallen seeds only. 
Extraction: Soak seeds and pulp in water. Separate by 

hand while under water; spread seeds out 
to dry. 

Storage: Seeds do not store well; viability drops 
near zero within a few weeks unless special 
storage is possible. 

Pre-Treatment: None required, but pre-germinating in moist sand 
helps reduce empty space in nursery. Bury 
seeds in sand and keep wet for one week. 
Plant only seeds which are swollen. 

NURSERY 

Pots/Open-rooted: Can be planted in pots -- good-sized trees in 

2c~""' l 

Usually plantec as open-rooted 

Time: Leave open-rooted stock 8-11 months (trees 
average lm high). 

Other Notes: Plant seeds in horizontal position in beds or 
pots. 

When transporting open-rooted stock, strip to 
terminal bud and wrap roots. Keep roots moist. 

PLANTING/SITE REQUIREMENTS 

Soil: Grows on most kinds of soil, even clay; will grow 
on rocky ground with good drainage; not suitable 
for latarite outcrops. 



Water: Plant in areas having 500-7OOm man annual preci- 
pitation. Grows well where groundwater is avail- 
able within g-12m of the surface. 

Direct Seeding: Works well in good locations; best to plant as 
fndividual trees or in lines 

Other Notes: Needs rain within 4-6 days after planting or 
survival is doubtful. 

Firewood 
: Construction wood 

Fence posts, when treated with pesticide 
: Reforestation urposes 
. Seeds yield of for soap and burning P 

SPECIAL NOTES 



Balanites aegyptiaca 1 L.) Del. 

Synonyms: 

Comon Names: CJ.ABIC hajlij KANOURI +vJo 

HAUSA 

seguene 
W~;Y MORE 

adoua 

bit0 
tiegaliga 

Legal Restrictions: Classii;d as 9pecfally Useful"; cutting and 
l 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

Small or medium tree, up to 1Om high, with small, oval, grey- 
green leaves and long, straight, green spines. Bark is greyfsh 
green to brown and is fissured. Fruits resemble dates and are 
yellow when ripe. The wood is hard and heavy and has a fine 
texture. this tree is fairly resistant to termites. 

SEEDS 

Source: 
Collection: Seeds ripen in September-October, Upper Volta; 

October-December, Niger; 
Extraction: Soak fruit in water and separate seeds Srom 

pulp. 
Storage: 
Pre-Treatment: Soak in lukewarm water overnight. 

NURSERY 

Pots/Open-rooted: Seeds planted in pots -- 50 pots, 2 seeds par 
pot -- showed 61% germination, 

Time: 18-24 weeks in pots. 
Other Notes: 

PLANTING/SITE REQUIREMENTS 

Soil: Dryssis, prefers sandy soil which occasionally 
. 

Water: 35005OOamn maan annual precfpitation. 

Direct Seeding: Possible and worth doing. 

Other Notes: 



USES 

Construction from light modworking to heavy carpentry 
: Fruit is sweet and is a favorite food 

Animals, particularly camels, use for browse 
: Strong emulsions of fruits may be used to poison fish 

SPECIAL NOTES 

-- An excellent, all-around species well worth propagating, 
either in plastic pots or by direct seedlng. 

-- The wood is fine-grained, easy to work, durable,and 
resistant to insects. 



Bauhinia reticulata DC. 

Synonyms: Bat&n&t g&ha A. Chev. 
BtuhNa ghwa.A. Chev. 
P&.~6+na M&&U.&M (DC.) Hochst. 

Cornnon Names: CHAD ARABIC harum HAUSA calgo 
BAMBARA nfamaba KANOURI kaldul 

FiEFI 
kosseye MORE barani 
barkevi 

Legal Restrictions: 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

Bush or small tree up to 6m with spherical crown. Leaves are large 
grey-green color and consist of two distinct symmetrical lobes. 
Bark is dark brown to grey or nearly black. Seed pods hang and 
are large, thick and reddish-brown in color. 

SEEDS 

Source: Local trees. 
Collection: Seeds ripen December-January; as early as 

October, November in some areas (Parts of 
Upper Volta, for example). 

Extraction: 
Storage: 
Pre-Treatment: Hot water overnight. 

NURSERY 

Pots/Open-rooted: Pots; 3 seeds per pot, 
Time: 
Other Notes: Poor germination results in nursery. 

PLANTING/SITE REQUIREMENTS 

Soil: Wide variety of soil, including sand, laterfte 
and heavy clay. 

Water: 

Direct Seeding: Possible. 

Other Notes: 



Firewood. 
: Local medical purposes. 

Shade tree because of large crown. 
: Siark contains tannin. 

SPECIAL NOTES 

-- This Is an abundant tree, and this fact makes It of ques- 
tionable value for a nursery project. Nevertheless, it 
should be encouraged In fallow areas by direct seeding or 
cuttings. 



Borassus aethiopum Mart 

Synonyms: i?mmub &kbeUi$en L. var. 
atipwn (Mart.) Warb. 

Cornnon Names: FRENCH ronier 
CHAD ARABIC deleb 
DJERMA sabouze 

Legal Restrictions: Cutting and Removal; 

FULANI dubbi 
HAUSA giguni a 
MROURI ganga, kemeiutu 

the nature, site, and - ~_ 
propagation requirements of this species 
place its development, protection, and pro- 
duction under control of forest services. 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

Tall palm up to 25m. Stem is straight and smooth in old trees. 
Bark is dark grey; fan-shaped leaves up to 4m long. Orange fruit 
about 15cm long and 12cm wide. Each fruit contains 3 hard-coated 
edible seeds surrounded by edible flesh. Hard, heavy wood very 
resistant to termites. 

SEEDS 

Source: Local trees. 
Collection: Pick from ground. 
Extraction: Not applicable. 
Storage: 
Pre-Treatment: None required. 

NURSERY 

Pots/Open-rooted: 
Time: 
Other Notes: Not raised in nursery. 

PLANTING/SITE REQUIREMENTS -- 

Soil: 

Water: 

Moist, low spots. 

Over 8OOmn annual precipitation; lowland areas 
with high watertable; swamp grass sites. 

Direct Seeding: Any method possible. Good results in likely sites. 

Other Notes: 



USES 

Construction -- housing, fencing, etc. It is especially 
useful as rafters in mudwall housing. It is rarely attacked 
by termites and natural oils make it one of the most durable 
natural post materials known. 

SPECIAL NOTES 

-- Tree grows slowly. May take 10 years for good crown to 
develop. 

-- Borassus brings prices on the construction market almost 
m imported structural steel. 

-- Regeneration attempts have shown good results. 



Butyrospermum parkii Kotschy 

synonyms: 

Cornnon Names: CHAHA,ABIC si rreh HAUSA bww 
bzunan KANOURI marga 

Legal Restrictions: Cutting and Removal. 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

Small tree with thick,dark-gray, deeply fissured bark end 
long strap-like leaves. Flowers with white blossoms between 
Hay and August. Mature fruit is green and about 5cm long. 
Each fruit contains one seed (shea nut); collected in July. 

SEEDS 

Source: Strong, healthy trees. 
Collactfon: Find newly fallen seeds. 
Extractlon: Shells easily. 
Storage: 
Pre-Treatment: None required. 

NURSERY 

Pots/Open-rooted: Pots. 
Tima: 14-24 weeks in pots. 
Other Notes: Plant with the point of the white part of the 

seed down. 

j 
PLANTING/SITE REQUIREMENTS 

Soil: Moist, medium-to-heavy soil; 

Water: Above 7OOnan mean annual precfpftation or along 
mares and low spots. 

Direct Seeding: Possibilities unknown. 

Other Notes: 



Hard wood used for mortar. 
: Hard to work but accepts a polish. 
. Nut produces butter -- useful for cooking, lamp burning 

and cosmetic purposes -- both for local and export use. 

SPECIAL NOTES 

-- Tree is tolerant of annual burning. 



Cassia siamea Lam. 

synonyms: 

CoaznonNames: 

Legal Restrictions: 

FRENCH cassia 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

Moderate-sized evergreen with dense crown and smooth grey bark. 
Yellow flowers In large bunches. Pods lo-25cm long hanging in 
clusters. Foliage is especially attractive to pigs. However, 
the leaves are poisonous and animals must not be allowed to 
browse on these trees. Tree grows fairly rapidly. 

SEEDS 

Source: Strong, healthy trees. 
Collection: December and January collect unopened pods. 
Extraction: Dry in sun and beat with stick. Mortar and 

wind separation. 
Storage: 
Pre-Treatment: Cut; soak in warm water. 

NURSERY 

Pots/Open-rooted: Pots only in special situations. Most seeds 
are open-rooted. 

Time: 4-5 months in pots; 30 weeks to one year 
open-rooted. 

Other Notes: Potted plants require pruning; plant as a 
"stump. 

PLANTING/SITE REQUIREMENTS 

Soil: Moist soil with good drainage. 

Water: 500-7Oti minimum annual precipitatfan; trees 
do better with more rainfall. 

Direct Seeding: Possible, but not done extensively. 

Other Notes: Pl;;:," stump 1Ocm above ground; cut roots to 
. 



USES 

Firewood, but is smokay. 
1 Construction. 

Good,dense windbreaks with no undergrowth. 
: Reforestation purposes. 

SPECIAL NOTES 



Ceiba petandra (L.) Gaertn. 

Synonyms: tX.odendmn M.&&I.& 

Common Names: ENGLISH silk cotton tree 
FRENCH fromager 
CHAD ARABIC rum 
FULANI bantahi 
HAUSA rimi 
KANOURI tom 
MORE wnw 

Legal Restrictions: Classified as "Specially Useful." 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

Ceiba entandra is an impressive tree up to 60m with a wide 
mb base roots. The trunk gradually 
tapers to a narrow tip. Bark is smooth and grey; it 1s 
valued for beauty, shade and cotton-like material yielded 
from seed pods. This is an important plantation crop tree. 

SEEDS 

Source: Healthy trees. 
Collection: 
Extraction: 
Storage: 
Pre-Treatment: 

NURSERY 

Pots/Open-rooted: Open-rooted. 
Time: 
Other Notes: 

PLANTING/SITE REQUIREMENTS 

Soil: Forest conditions, low elevations. 

Water: Prefers sites where water is near or on the 
surface or areas having heavy rainfall. 

Direct Seeding: 

Other Notes: 



Shade tree. 
: Cotton-like fiber (kapok) used for stuffing. 
. Canoes from wood. 

Cuttings used as living fence posts. 
: Seeds edible fresh, germinated or after extracting oil 

for cattle feed. 
. Leaves yield hair lotion and medicine. 

SPECIAL NOTES 



Entada sudanica Schweinf. 

Synonyms: 

Cc-n Names: CHAD ARABIC dorot HAUSA tawatsa 
BAMBARA diamba KANOURI falofala 

safnanere WORE sianlogo 
FULANI fado-wanduhi 

Legal Restrictions: 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

Small tree with leaties containing 5-7 pairs of pinnules and 
14-24 pairs of folioles. Pods are shaped like large, flat 
plates. 

SEEDS 

Source: 
Collection: 
Extraction: 
Storage: 
Pre-Treatment: Hot water overnfght. 

NURSERY 

Pots/Open-rooted: Pots. 
Time: 
Other Notes: 10 pots planted with 3 seeds per pot showed 

67% germination. 

PLANTING/SITE REQUIREMENTS 

Soil: Sudan savanna. 
Water: 
Direct Seeding: 
Other Notes: 

Firewood (fair). 
: Dark used for rope. 
. Medical purposes. 

SPECIAL NOTES 



Eucalyptus camaldulensis Dehnh. 

synonyms: 

CmnonNames: 

Euca&pXm &%&a&z Schlecht. 

*Legal Restrictions: 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

A fast-growing, tall (18-4s) tree. Bark of older tree rose- 
plnk; flowers profusely; seed germinates well. Moderately 
heavy, hard wood. 

SEEDS 

Source: Nearest seeds available in Northern Nigeria 
(Eucal tus camaldulensls, Australian origin). 
TlG-kll owever, reports of the fdrst frult- 
bearing by some of the oldest trees planted in 
Niger. Seeds can be ordered direct from Aus- 
tralia. Israel also has seeds available and 
so does the French Tropical Forestry Research 
Agency (C.T.F.T.). Considerable lead time is 
needed. Varieties selected must be drought 
resistant and termite proof i.n both green and 
dead stage. 

Collection: 
Extraction: 
Storage: 
Pre-Treatment: 

Pots/Open-rooted: Pots. 
Tim: 18-24 weeks In plastic pots. 
Other Notes: Seeds are very, very small and can be genni- 

nated by Nobila Method (See SPECIAL NOTES) 
or planted directly into plastic pots. 

PLANTING/SITE REQUIREMENTS 

Soil: 

Water: 

Heavy or rocky soils at altitudes under 6th. 

At least 8Ockrm of rain or access to plentiful 
groundwater. Where mean annual rainfall is 
1,OOm or less, plant only along water courses. 



Direct Seeding: 

Other Notes: Way require additional care and watering during 
first year. 

. Reforestation -- root system useful in protecting banks of 
water courses from erosion. 

. Bark yields tannin. 

SPECIAL NOTES 

Nobfla Method: (see Section 6, "Nursery Wanagemwnt", page 63) 

-- Prepare germination beds. 
-- Screen materials (sand and manure) for top 4 inches. 
-- Treat with Dieldrin solution, 0.5% to 1X concentration. 
-- Mix seeds with fine sand and spread over bed. 
-- Cover lightly with screened sand. 
-- Keep top layer moist at all times. 
-- Apply water as fine spray. 
-- Transplant into plastic pots after trees have developed 

3 or 4 primary leaves. 
-- Water frequently with fine spray. 
-- Keep in complete shade for first week. 

Direct seeding into pots: 

-- Prepare soil mixture for the pots by adding HCH or Dieldrin -0 
1 kilogram/2500 pots. 

-- Fill pots as usual. 
-- Put seeds into soil. 
-- Put 3-5nw1 of water into a cup. 
-- Moisten needle with the water to a height not exceeding 3nm. 
-- Plunge the needle into the eucalyptus s;.e's (you'will find 

several seeds clinging to the point of ;he needle). 
-- Pierce the surface of the soil in the pots with the needle at 

an angle of 45' and to a depth of not over 1Onm1. 
-- Any sort of watering method may now be used. 
-- When transplantfng seedlings into empty pots, one should only 

use seedlings which are between 251mn and 5&wa high. 



Gmelina arborea Roxb. 

Synonyms: 

Cornnon Names: ENGLISH melina 
9 

Legal Restrictions; 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

Rapidly growing species, up to 15-8&n. Many wonderfully scented 
yellow and brown flowers and yellow fruits. Wood lasts well 
under water. Introduced as a firewood tree from tropical Asia; 
suffers from infection in certain areas. 

SEEDS -- 

Source: Old trees (scarce); import from other countries. 
Collection: Seeds ripen in March-April, Upper Volta. 
Extraction: 
Storage: 
Pre-Treatment: Soak overnight. 

NURSERY 

Pots/Open-rooted: Not planted in pots. Open-rooted. 
Time: 
Other Notes: 

PLANTING/SITE REQUIREMENTS 

Soil: Good, well-drained soils. 

Water: Where mean annual rainfall is 1,OOChmn or less, 
plant only along water-courses or in irrigated 
areas. 

Direct Seeding: Possible in tropIca forests. 

Other Notes: Plant as a stump. 

Wood for match sticks. 
: Boxes. 

SPECIAL NOTES 



Guiera senegalensis Lam . 

Comon Names: CHAD ARABIC kabeah 
BAMBARA 
DJERMA 

kudiengbe 
sabara 

FULANI 
HAUSA 

gelloki 
sabara 

KANOURI kasasai 
MORE unuiga 

Lega 1 Restrictions: Classified as "Specially Useful." 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

Bush or small tree. Small grey-green leaves opposite one another 
on the branches. Fruits are long, narrow capsules covered with 
large hairs. 

SEEDS 

Source: 
Collection: 
Extraction: 
Storage: 
Pre-Treatment: None necessary. 

NURSERY 

Pots/Open-rooted: Pots. 
Time: 
Other Notes: Project which planted 10 pots, 3 seeds per pot, 

showed 10% germination. Poor germinator. 

PLANTING/SITE REQUIREMENTS 

Soil: 

Water: 

Sandy areas, particularly fields in fallow. 

Direct Seeding: Probably best method; reproduces rap$dly. 

Other Notes: Worthwhile to plant cuttings. 



. Firewood -- a principal firewood species. 
Browse for camels. 

: Local medicine against dysentery. 

SPECIAL NOTES 



Lannea acida A. Rich. 

Synonyms: 

Comnon Names: FULANI faruhi 
HAUSA farou 
KANOURI adarazagai 
MORE pekuni 

sabga 

Legal Restrictions: 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

Small-to-medium tree with scaly, fissured, dark-colored bark 
on a red trunk. Leaves consist of 3-6 pairs elliptical folioles. 
Fruits look like cherries. 

SEEDS 

Source: 
Collection: 
Extraction: 
Storage: 

Soak fruit to separate seed and pulp. Dry seeds. 

Pre-Treatment: Soak in lukewarm water overnight. 

NURSERY 

Pots/Open-rooted: 
Time: 

Good germination in pots. 

Other Notes: 10 pots planted with 2 seeds per pot showed 
80% germination. 

PLANTING/SITE REQUIREMENTS 

Soil: Sudan zone. 

Water: 

Direct Seeding: 

Other Notes: 



Firewood -- high quality. 
: Rope from bark. 
. Food -- fruits widely eaten. 

SPECIAL NOTES 

ww A valuable tree for firewood and food whose propagation should 
be encouraged. 



Parkia biglobosa Benth. 

Synonyms: f+vk.ia &ppe/trton.iuna Keay 
Mtnoba b.i#obo&a Jacq. 

Comnbn Names: FRENCH nere FULANI narghi 
CHAD ARABIC maito HAUSA dorowa 
BAMBARA nere KANOURI runo 
DJERMA doss0 MORE rouaga 

Legal Restrictions: Cutting and Removal. 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

Medium-to-large tree, up to 15m, with dense, spreading crown. 
Leaves consist of 14-30 pairs of pfnnules and 50-70 pairs of 
small leaflets. Tree has hanging red flowers; seeds develop 
in long, narrow pods. Bark is thick and deeply fissured. 
The wood is hard and heavy but is easily attacked by termites. 

SEEDS 

Source: Strong, healthy trees; local market. 
Collection: Pick the largest, freshly fallen seeds. 
Extraction: Remove from pod. 
Storage: Viability better when used right away. 
Pre-Treatment: Soak overnight in hot water. 

NURSERY 

Pots/Open-rooted: Pots only. 
Time: lo-14 weeks. 
Other Notes: Special care; germination results variable 

depending upon age of seeds. 

PLANTING/SITE REQUIREMENTS 

Soil: Deep, heavy sand (type where sorgh& grows well); 
knownto survive on poor, rocky sites as well. 

Water: 500.7OOmn mean annual precipftation. 

Direct Seeding: Worth trying. 

Other Notes: 



Light woodworking. 
: Pulp of seed dried and used as flour. 
. Seeds produce flavoring for sauces. 
l Bark yields tannin for tanning and dyeing. 

SPECIAL NOTES 

we Parkia is often left standing in millet flelds for its shade 
iiiiaTiiits* It is one of the few species farmers wlll actua 
plant themselves. 

1lY 

-- There is great demand for this tree. Given the demand and the 
ease of raising the tree, it may be good to consider as a cash 
crop. In some areas, there is enough market for the seeds to 
warrant establishing special plantations. 

. 



Parkinsonia acculeata L. 

Synonyms: 

Commn Names: DJERMA sassa bani 
HAUSA sharan abi 
%--?&+;',~ sharan labi 

Legal Restrictions: 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

Tree grows to about 1Om. Long branches which are covered 
M;iem-long spines and which droop. Many bright-yellow 

l 

SEEDS 

Source: Local trees. 
Collection: Seeds ripen in December-January, Upper Volta. 

Pods containing viable seeds often remain 
on tree for several months. Pick dry pods 
only. 

Extraction: Shell by hand; shells come off easily. 
Storage: 
Pre-Treatment: Soak overnight in hot water, or cl1 end for 

faster germination (few days only ! . 

NURSERY 

Pots/Open-rooted: Pots. 
Tim: 6-10 weeks in pots. 
Other Notes: Easy to raise, but roots need pruning. 

PLANTING/SITE REQUIREMENTS 

Soil: Dry sites. 

Water: 350-40&m mean annual precipitation. 

Direct Seeding: Worth trying. 

Other Notes: 



. Firewood. 

. Live fences. 

. Windbreaks and soil cover for conservation, 

SPECIAL NOTES 



Poupartia birrea ( Hochst .) Au br. 

Synonyms: 

Conmm Names: 

ScCehacaqa ti Hochst. 

Legal Restrictions: 

CENERAL DESCRIPTION 

Small tree with well-developed crown. Leaves contain 7-8 pairs 
of folioles. Fruits are large, round, and yellow when ripe. 

SEEDS 

Source: 
Collection: Seeds ripen in April-May, Niger. 
Extraction: 
Storage: 
Pre-Treatment: Lukewarm water overnight. 

NURSERY 

Pots/Open-rooted: Pots. 
Time: 
Other Notes: 10 pots, 2 seeds per pot,had germination rate 

of 90%. 

PLANTING/SITE REQUIREMENTS 

Soil: Throughout Sahel and Sudan zones. 

Water: 

Direct Seeding: 

Other Notes: 

Light woodworking, particularly in manufacture of mortars. 
: Pulp of fruit is a popular food and is used to produce a 

kind of beer. 
. Local value for medical purposes. 

SPECIAL NOTES 

The tree's high germination rate and the value of its wood 
and fruit seem to justify propagation in the nursery. 



Prosopis africana Taub. 

Synonyms: Pfw&opib ob&qga Benth. 

Comn Names: 
;;El","P ge 
HAUSA- kiriya 
KANOURI simain 
WORE niuri-segue 

Legal Restrictions: Classified as *'Specially Useful." 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

Medium tree with light-colored foliage. It grows rapidly. 
Leaves have 2-4 pinnules and 6-12 folioles. There is a 
gland between each pair of pinnules and folioles. Pods 
are dark-brown cylinders which are thick and hard. Wood 
is hard and semi-heavy and has fine texture. 

SEEDS 

Source: 
Collection: Seeds ripen in February-March, Niger. 
Extraction: 
Storage: 
Pre-Treatment: Warm stratification. Hot water overnight. 

NURSERY 

Pots/Open-rooted: Pots. 
Time: 14-18 weeks. 
Other Notes: 

PLANTING/SITE REQUIREMENTS 

Soil: Usually grows In abandoned fields or where forest 
has been replaced by savanna. 

Water: 

Direct Seeding: 

Other Notes: Grows singly, not in clusters. 



USES 

Heavy carpentry and light woodworking uses. 
: Charcoal for blacksmithing. 
. Bark of the roots used for tanning hides. 

SPECIAL NOTES 

-- Should be encouraged in the nursery because of rapid growth 
and high-quality of wood. 



Prosopis juliflora (SW.) DC. 

Synonyms: Pmo~opid Men.& (Mol.) Stunt2 
C~~ckieens~ Mol. 

Cotnnon Names: ENGLISH (USA) mesquite 

Legal Restrictions: 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

SEEDS 

Source: Order trees. 
Collection: Pick when yellowish and partly dry. 
Extraction: Messy. Mortar and wind,or hand separation; powder 

is sticky. 
Storage: 
Pre-Treatment: Hot water; clipping is possible but difficult. 

NURSERY 

Pots/Open-rooted: Pots. Open-root possible, but needs special 
lifting-out care. 

Time: 12-14 weeks. 
Other Notes: 

PLANTING/SITE REQUIREMENTS --- 

Soil: Rich, heavy soil; prefers some clay. 

Water: Areas under 60011n mean precipitation. 

Direct Seeding: Should be encouraged on a trial basis. 

Other Notes: 

Wood useful for fence posts. 
: Firewood. 

Live fencing and windbreaks. 
: Food for animals. 

SPECIAL NOTES 



Tamarindus indica L 

Synonyms: 

Comon Names: ENGLISH 
FRENCH 
CH;;AAABIC 

DJERMA 
FULANI 
HAUSA 
KANOURI 
MORE 

tamarind tree 
tamarinier 
tamr hindi 
tombi 
bossaye 
jtatami 
tsamiya 
tamsugu 
pousiga 

Legal Restrictions: Cutting and Removal. 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION -.- 

Tree of medium-to-large size up to 15m recognized by its dense, 
well-rounded crown. Bark is reddish-grey and is fissured. 
Leaves consist of lo-15 pairs of folioles. Seed pods are red- 
dish-brown and cylindrical. Pale yellow wood bends well and is 
strong. 

SEEDS 

Source: 
Collection: January-March,depending upon location. 
Extraction: Soak fruit to remove pulp; dry the seeds. 
Storage: 
Pre-Treatment: None required. 

NURSERY 

Pots/Open-rooted: Pots. 
Time: 18-24 weeks. 
Other Notes: Project planted 50 pots, 3 seeds per pot; 

63% germination. Germinates well and grows 
rapidly in pots. 

PLAl’lTING/SITE REQUTRFMENTS 

Soil: Grows best in sandy soil along cossts. 

Water: More than 8OOmn annual precipitation or along 
mares and low spots. 

Direct Seeding: 



Other Notes: 

USES 

Wood for furniture and boatbuilding, 
: Excellent charcoal. 
. Produces tamarind fruit,which is used to make drinks 

and soups. 
Shade. 

: An herb/spice to add flavor to main dishes. 

SPECIAL NOTES 

-- In some areas, there is sufficient demarte for the fruit to 
justify special plantations. 

-- Some countries export the fruit. 



Vitex cuneata Schum. & Thonn. 

Synonyms: VLtex th.~~Lenbh Chev. 
V.&&.x tienlrorcrakti Kotschy t Perr. 
V.dt~x doti Sweet 
WQX p&udo&a Vatke 

Corrmon Names: CHAD ARABIC unrugulguh FULANI galbihi 
BAMBARA sokoro HAUSA dumnjaa 

koroba KANOURI ngaribi 
DJERMA bo-I MORE andega 

Legal Restrictions: Classified as "Specially Useful." 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

Small or medium savanna tree, lo-12m high. Dark green, rounded 
crown. Bark is pale brown to greyish white with fissures. Leaves 
are large with oblong folioles. Fruits are large, black, and 
good to eat. Wood is semi-hard and susceptible to insect attack. 

SEEDS 

Source: 
Collection: October in Niger. 
Extraction: Soak fruit to remove pulp; dry seeds. 
Storage: 
Pre-Treatment: Soak seeds in lukewarm water overnight. 

NURSERY 

Pots/Open-rooted: Pots. 
Time: 
Other Notes: Project planted 50 pots, 3 seeds per pot; 

germination of 2%. 

PLANTING/SITE REQUIREMENTS 

Soil: Dense forest, wooded savanna, river borders, 
and cultivated fields. 

Water: Needs access to water for good growth. 

Direct Seeding: 

Other Notes: Widely distributed throughout Africa. 



USES 

Uood used for light woodworking and building small boats. 
: Fruits are popular food. 
. Leaves used in sauces and as medicine against dysentery. 

SPECIAL NOTES 

-- This is a popular tree mainly because of Its fruits. Un- 
fortunately, it is a slow and poor germinator and propa- 
gation is difficult. 



Tamarindus indica L. 

Synonyms: 

Comon Names: ENGLISH 
FRENCH 
;;t!AA4BIC 

DJERMA 
FULANI 
HAUSA 
KANOURI 
WORE 

tamarind tree 
tamarinier 
tamr hindi 
tombi 
bossaye 
jtatami 
tsamiya 
tamsugu 
pousiga 

Legal Restrictfons: Cutting and Removal. 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

Tree of medium-to-large size up to 15m recognized by its dense, 
well-rounded crown. Bark is reddish-grey and is fissured. 
Leaves consist of lo-?5 pairs of folioles. Seed pods are red- 
dish-brown and cylindrlzal. Pale yellow wood bends well and is 
strong. 

SEEDS 

Source: 
Collection: 
Extraction: 

January-March,depending upon location. 
Soak fruit to remove pulp; dry the seeds. 

Storage: 
Pre-Treatment: N0t.e required. 

NURSERY 

Pots/Open-rooted: Pots. 
Time: 18-24 weeks. 
Other Notes: Project planted 50 pots, 3 seeds per pot; 

63% germination. Germinates well and grows 
rapidly in pots. 

PLANTING/SITE REQUIREMENTS 

Soil: Grows best in sandy soil along coasts. 

Water: More than 8OOmn annual precipitatjon or along 
mares and low spots. 

Direct Seeding: 



Other Notes: 

USES 

Wood for furniture and boatbuilding. 
: Excellent charcoal. 
. Produces tamarind fruit,which Is used to make drinks 

and soups. 
Shade. 

: An herb/spice to add flavor to main dishes. 

SPECIAL NOTES 

-- In som areas, there is sufficient demand for the fruOt to 
justify special plantations. 

-- Some countries export the fruit. 



Vitex cuneata Schum. & Thonn. 

Synonyms: Vi.tex chahimis Chev. 
Vti cienkowa!& Kotschy h Perr. 
V.&x cioW Sweet 
V&x patudocra Vatke 

Cornnon Names: CHAD ARABIC unrugulguh FULANI galbihi 
BAMBARA sokoro HAUSA dumnjaa 

koroba KANOURI ngaribi 
IMERMA bo-1 MORE andega 

Legal Restrictions: Classified as "Specially Useful." 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

Small or medium savanna tree, lo-12m high. Dark green, rounded 
crown. Bark is pale brown to greyish white with fissures. Leaves 
are large with oblong folioles. Fruits are large, black, and 
good to eat. Wood is semi-hard and susceptible to insect attack. 

SEEDS 

Source: 
Collection: October in Niger. 
Extraction: Soak fruit to remove pulp; dry seeds. 
Storage: 
Pre-Treatment: Soak seeds in lukewarm water overnight. 

NURSERY 

Pots/Open-rcoted: Pots. 
Time: 
Other Notes: Project planted 50 pots, 3 seeds per pot; 

germination of 2%. 

PLANTING/SITE REQUIREMENTS 

Soil: Dense forest, wooded savanna, river borders, 
and cultivated fields. 

Water: Needs access to water for good growth. 

Direct Seeding: 

Other Notes: Widely distributed throughout Africa. 



USES 

Wood used for light woodworking and building small boats. 
: Fruits are popular food. 
. Leaves used in sauces and as medicine against dysentery. 

SPECIAL NOTES 

-- This is a popular tree mainly because of Its fruits. Un- 
fortunately, it is a slow and poor germinator and propa- 
gation is difficult. 



tiriphus spina christi IL.1 Wi lid. 

Synonyms: 

Comon Names: CHAD ARABIC karno 
FULANI kurnahi 
HAUSA kurna 
KANOURI korna 

Legal Restrictions: 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

Hediumsized tree which lives a long time. 91~11, elliptical 
leaves m slerrder branches with short, curved spines. 

SEEDS 

Source: Strong, healthy trees. 
Collection: October-January, depending on location. 
Extraction: Soak fruit to remove pulp; crack shell with 

hanmer to extract seeds. 
Storage: 
Pre-Treatmnt: Soak in lukewarm water overnight. 

NURSERY 

Pots/Open-rooted: Pots. 
Time: 
Other Notes: Project planted 50 pots, 2 seeds per pot; 

35% germination. Grows fairly rapidly in 
pots. 

PLANTING/SITE REQUIREMENTS 

Soil: Extends into dry, desert areas but prefers 
alluvial plains with deep soils. 

Water: Likes sites where sane ground water is avail- 
able; has long tap root. 

Direct Seeding: 

Other Notes: Strong regenerative powers and is resistant 
to heat and drought. 



USES 

Conservation uses for erosion control: wIndbreaks, 
l shelterbelts and dune fixation. 
. Wood used for fuel, tools and charcoaL 
. Branches and leaves w@ed for animal browse. 

SPECIAL NOTES 
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1 Sahe 

DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION MEAN AhllUAL 
SYMBOL FRENCH _ ENGLISH PRECIPITATION 

SA Ssharlen Saharan less than 200 

SSa Sahklo-saharian Northern Sahel 200 to 400 

SC Sahblo-C&a r6nrigalals Senegal Coasta 1 400 to 500 

se Sahdlo-tin~galals Senegal Sahel 500 to 900 

400 to 1200 

950 to 1750 

1200 to 1750 

1950 to 4500 

1800 to 2050 

so 

SG 

Gc 

Gin 

Gf 

Sohilo-soudanals Southern Sahel 

Soudano-Gulnien Sudan-Gufnean 

Guinden basse Casamance Casamance C&an 

GUI&en-maritime Costa1 Guinean 

Gulnden - foutcnlen Fouta Gulnean 

Source "Flare forestle‘re Soudano-Guinbene" 

MEAN ANNUAL 
SATURATION 
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This termlnology used here is commonly used in sub-Saharan West Africa and Is 
based on the work of Aubrevjlle. (As such St came Into use prjor to the 
creation of the Yangambi classification of African vegetation types.) 
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Vegetation zones in this map are based on the Yangambi classification 

created by a 1950 meeting of the Commission for Technical Cooperation in 
Africa South of the Sahara and used in the U.N. Food and Agriculture 
Organization publication, Tree Plantjng Practice in African Savannas. 
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Appendix D 
Information Sources 
Suggested Reading 



The follarfng organizations work in arid forestry, range 
management, or agrfcul tures and can be contacted for f nformatf on 
on specf f fc problems: 

RESEARCH CWGAJUZATIONS 

Centro Agronanfco Tropical de Investf gacf on y 
Ensenanza (CATIE) 
Dept. de Recurses Naturale 
Tur rf al ba 
Costa Rica 

Centre Technique Forestier Tropical (CTFT) 
45 Bfs Avenue de 1 a Be1 le Gabriel le 
94 Nogent Sur Mame 
Fr ante 
(Regional Offices in Dakar; Statfons in Ndjamena 
Nfameyp and Ouagadougou) 

Canmonweal th Forestry Instf tute (CFI 1 
Unfversfty of Oxford 
South Parks Rd. 
P.O. 13 RD 
Oxford, Engl and OX1 3m 

Consul tf ve Group on Xnternatf anal Agr f cul ture 
Research (CGIAR) 
1818 H Street 
Washington, D.C. 20433 USA 

Envf ronnent and Pol icy Instf tute 
East-West Center 
1777 East-West Road 
Honol ulur HI 96848 USA 

Instf tute for Devel opment Anthropology 
99 Collier St., Suite 302 
P.O. Box 818 
Binghamton, N.Y. 13902 USA 

Institute of Tropical Forestry 
Post Off ice Box AQ 
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